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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 31, 1903

THE OMNIBUS
BILL AS A RIDER

treat when the bartender run in the

NUMBER 3G8

Bonaventura Mines and Realty Company. The Incorporators and directors
TO
saloon and got a revolver. He returned to the scene of the conflict of a few
are P. B. Tolles, T. D. Cobbey and
minutes before, just as Pelham was
David Street. The company Is authorturning the corner.
The bartender A
ized to hold, own, lease, buy and sell
Goal Miner Found Dead In mining property
stood a moment evidently considering
and real estate of all
whether It was best to follow the
kinds. The capital stock is $100,000
Weaver Mine.
young fellow, but he made a hasty redivided into 100,000 shares of the jiar
Baloon
treat into the
when he saw he
value of $1 each and the term of exwas being observed by a Citizen reportistence Is twenty years. The New MexCONDITIO
UNCHANGED ico office Is Albuquerque and the repreer, who witnessed the entire play In LONG'S
m
the alley. Knowing the dangers of
sentative Is S. B. Glllett.
careless gun handling the matter was
Warships to Be Purchased.
reported to the police, wuo Immediate Labor Leader in the Philippines ParSantiago, Chile, Jan. 31. Private
ly placed both men under arrest.
TO
doned by Governor Taft.
agents for Germany have proposed to
Pelham was released after the case
the government the Immediate purhad been tried, as there was no evichase of the Chilean battleship, Capt.
dence to prove that he had In any way FATAL FIRE IN SACRAMENTO.
CAL.
Pratt, and the armored cruuied. Esprovoked the bartender, that he should
meralda, and have offered to take over
assault him.
the warships now being built In EuThe statements regarding the affair,
Special to The Citizen.
31. Charles X rope for Chile.
Gallup,
N.
M.,
yesterwhich
appeared
Jan.
The
in
Citizen
Washington, Jan. 31. The senate that 1,200 tons will ie required to meet
NINTH DAY. FRIDAY, JAN. 30.
j purpose of such legislation. In order
Kerow, a Holland coal miner, was X
committee on agriculture today agreed the demands of the first day's applica- day, were neither false or Injurious.
mat ne may know whether be Is authMUD BANK.
found crushed to death last night X
The Council.
to place the omnibus statehood Mil on tions.
orized by the law to approve the same;
In
the Weaver mine, where he X
A tusk and jawbone of a mastodon,
Members Andrews, Hawkins and the treasurer of the' territory Is also enthe agricultural appropriation bill as
New
Covers
Central
York
Tracks
the
had been working alone. He was
Cc!. Green's Baby.
Spless were absent when President titled to such Information In order that
a rider.
the mammoth beast that infested the
for Many Feet.
50 years old. He had some money X
X
York,
31.
New
W.
Jan.
Col.
C.
antagcountry
The proposition was strongly
in the prehistoric ages, was
31. A landslip, Chaves called the council to order for he may not exceed his power and the
York,
New
Jan.
but no relatives.
Green, a wealthy resident of Bisbee, unearthed by a party of Santa Fe las
taxpayers who have contributed this
onized, but It carried by a
which covered the tracks of the New the morning session.
Arix.,
is
of
baby
the
father
first
the
Mr. Fall presented council petition money should be definitely Informed of
borers while excavating a well near
vote. Senators llansbrough, Foster of
York Central railway occurred near
No. 2, and two enclosures, from the its disposition. Therefore I feel unable
Washington, and Quay, republicans, born at the Waldorf Astoria. Many Grants station, Valencia county, a few
Poughkeepsle last night.
JOHN D. LONG.
and Bate, Heitfeld and Simmons, dem- gifts for the young son of Col. Green, days ago. The parts found were In a
The officials of the road reported to- people of the proposed county of to place the executive approval upon
ocrats, voting in the affirmative, and among them being mountain lion's fine state of preservation when uncov- His Condition Unchanged, and He is day that there was a mud bank on the Roosevelt, asking for the creation of this act. Very respectfully,
Senators Proctor, Dolliver and Quarles, skin, and some gold nuggets have ar- ered, but on coming in contact with
MIGUEL A. OTERO.
Still Dangerously III.
tracks 175 feet long and from fifteen the new county. Referred to commitrived at the hotel.
the air crumbled. The specimens are
republicans, in the negative.
Boston, Jan. 31. The condition of to thirty feet deep. A large force of tee on counties and county linos.
And that upon recommendation of
Mr. Hughea, chairman of committee the committee on Judiciary,
to be seen in A. D. Shope's office at former secretary of the navy, John D. laborers is hard at work clearing it
reported his
Mr. Quay favorably
the resoluMINERS' UNION PRESIDENT. Wlnslow.
on printing, presented a report of the tion was passed over
amendement to the agricultural approLong, remained unchanged this fore- away.
the veto of the
committee In favor of passing council governor.
priation bill embodying the statehood He
noon. The following bulletin was IsIs Indicted, Charged with Scheme
Joint resolution No. 1. The resolution
bill.
10:15
sued
at
o'clock:
Under suspension of the rules, counRAILROAD
to Assassinate.
SITUATION.
GROSS, KELLY & GO.
provides for the printing of Governor cil joint resolution No. 6 was
Mr. Beveridge immediately
called
"Mr. Long passed a comfortable
taken up
Ely,
Nav.,
31.
The
grand
Jan,
jury
Otero's message In Spanish and Eng- after a long parliamentary debate as to
attention to the rule requiring the renight and took an adequate amount of
ports of committees to He over for a investigating the killing on the 7th
lish.
nourishment. His condition this mornthe method of procedure. Mr. Baca
The following bills were Introduced : read the United States statute defining
day and asked that the report in this instant, in which three men were kill- Some Talk Regarding the Santa
They Will Soon Commence Work on
ing showed no noticeable change."
ed and two wounded, reported today.
Council bill No. 19, by Mr. Hughes, the procedure In such cases and
case go over for a day.
moved
Island Alliance.
Their Business Building.
Filipino Leader Pardoned.
an act for the protection of youth from to reconsider the resolution. The moThe chair sustained Mr. Beveridge Trailor and Gasgill were exonerated,
two
but
indictments
were
brought
31.
Manila,
Governor
has
Taft
Jan.
vicious Influences. The act provides for tion to reconsider passed unanimously.
and the report went over,
pardoned Usabele De Los Reyos, the
a curfew to keep youths from the The resolution and the veto message
Similar action was taken on the against Win. Lloyd, president of the
DON'T
FEEL
OLD
WAYDISCOURAGED.
TEARIN6
SHEDS.
Filipino labor leader, convicted under
streets after 9 o'clock In the evening were read. The
same amendment on the sundry civil Miners' union of this place, charging
resolution was then,
him with concocting the scheme of
the Spanish law for forbidding combior from loitering on the streets. It probill.
P".!Sed. the veto of the governor notgetting
by
rid
of
Trailor
kidnapeither
nations
to
price
enhance
of
labor
the
The Rawlins resolution calling on
There is considerable talk, since
It will be remembered that last fall vides for it penalty to be Imposed both withstanding. The vote was unanimous
of violence.
parents and guardians and the the three democrats voting; with thflt
the secretary of war for Information ing or assassinating him.
The Cltlaen published, that conflrma-tio- conspiracy and threat
The
Cltlzrn published an article giving Upon
Tbe government took the ground, that
regarding court martlals In the Philipyouths
violating the provision! of tbe republicans. The final step was to constory
of
the
Santa
Island
A Valuable Appointment.
the glad news that Gross, Kelly A Co.
the law Is
pines again went ever.
act. Referred to committee on munici- cur In the action of the. council. The,
Manager T. E. Gargan, of the West- alliance, regarding the future railroad
were
wholesale
merchants,
to
build a pal
The senate at 12:30 went into execu ern
and private corporations.
aye and nay vote was called upon evUnion Telegraph company at Albu- situation of central New Mexico.
fine new brick office and warehouse
DEPARTMENT
STORE
FIRE.
tive session.
Council bill. No. 20, by Mr. Fall, an ery motion, x
say
Some
that it means that Albuquerque, has received the welcome
building on the site of tbe old freight
The following bills were Introduced:
news of the appointment of his broth- querque will not have a competition Several Killed and Injured at the Big depot, and also a description of what act to repeal an act providing for the
GOOD FOR STATEHOOD.
inspection and testing of coal oil In
line,
even if the Albuquerque Eastern
House b'U No. 29, by Mr. Dalles, an
er, Alexius A. Gargan, as assistant supBlaze.
the new building would be. Very little New Mexico. Referred to
committee on act to enable towns and villages to
should be built, while others, who
Sacramento, Cab, ' Jaa. 31. The has Wen said about the matter since.
Andrews at Washington Opposition erintendent of the Western Union,
municipal and private corporations.
Seem to talk authoritatively, say posi- great department store-ochange the character of their municiwith headquarters at Denver.
This morning a Citizen representaWeiustock,
Losing Ground.
Council bill No. 21, by Mr. Fall, by pal government and for other purtively
the
alliance
that
of
two
these
A portrait and quite extensive artiLubin & Co. was destroyed by fire this tive noticed that a gang of workmen
Special to The Citizen.
request, an act to create county boards poses. Referred to committee on muWashington, D. C, Jan. 31. Senator cle of Mr. Gargan appears In the Den- great systems will not prevent the morning. Frank Kasebolt, a fireman, were at work tearing down the south,
Of
building
of
Albuquerque
the
horticultural commissioners in New nicipal corporations.
Eastern,
was killed by a falling wall. Al. end of the old freight house sheds,
W. H. Andrews Joined the forecs work ver News: In part it says:
giving
thus
a
Mexico
city
the
competing
and promote the Interest III
rail"Mr.
Gargan
a
is
Coloradoan by
ing for statehood this morning.
Prltcnard had Lis lack broken and will now used as warehouse room by the
House 2:11 Ko. 40. by Mr. Kllpatrlck.
horticulture In New Mexico. Referred an act In relation to tbe coal oil laws.
Quay and Andrews predict victory birth and has spent most of bis time In road.
die.
Several others were badly In Gross, Kelly & Co. people. ,.
One gentleman, who has the happy jured.
to committee on agriculture,
this state. This, with the most excelfor the omnibus bill.
Referred to committee on territorial
The loss may roach 11,000,000,
On Investigation It was learned from.
Council joint resolution No. 1, pro affairs.
.
It Is believed a vote will be taken lent training he received under Gener faculty of drawing railroad lines on The property was heavily insured,
manager
George
Aruot,
of
Kelly
Gross,
viding for the printing of 1,000 English
al Superintendent Brooks, now of New maps, says the Rock Island road has
next week.
House bill No. 41, by Mr. Kllpatrlck,
& Co., that they were tearing down
They Are All Safe.
copies and 1,000 Spanish copies of Gov an act to establish a miners' hospital
The opposition is breaking to pieces York, during the twelve years that no interest whatever in the Albuquerthe" eld sheds to clear the ground and
,
Fish Rock, Mendocino County, Cal
Mr. Brooks was located at Denver, ad que Eastern, but that another powerernor Otero's message, was
at Cerrillos. Referred to committee on
of
proposed
the
site
new
building
ful
syndicate,
possibly the Gould sys- ifornia, Jan. 31. After a night of com
mlrably fits Mr. Gargan for his new po
to committee on finance to consider public Institutions.
WASHINGTON NEWS.
parative comfort, due to plentiful sup- preparatory td Us building.
sition, which will assume February 1. tem, have something to say.
the advisability of printing the exblb
House bill No. 42, by D. Vargas, an
Mr. A mot Said that the new house
"Take for instance," said the gentle- plies of wood and provisions and to
Important Conference Bowen's Pro. It is confidently expected that he will
Its that go with the report.
act
providing for the repeal of all Sun-Cbe
would
built
in
next
ninety
the
days,
please the Colorado patrons. Mr. Gar- man, "the Texas & Pacific and you will improvised shelters, the fifteen per
posal Rejected.
A message was received from the
observance legislation so that saproviding
the
can
material
be
secured.
see
runs
Washlngtou, Jan. 31. An Important gan is well known in church and social
that it
from Fort Worth to El sons who were cast on Fish Rock as a
house, announcing concurrence
loons
and other places of business may
wreckage
The
of
tne
old houses and council Joint resolution No. 6, provld
conference was held at the White circles and has many friends among Paso, and that it comes pretty close result of the grounding of the steamer
be kept open on Sundays.
house today, the participants being Denver's business men, who will ap- to Roswell. By building from some Crescent City, at an early hour yester sheds will be used in building ware Ing for the pay of extra employes.
House bill No. 43, by Mr. 8andoval.
the president, Secretary Hay and Sen prove of the choice of Superintendent point on the Texas & Pacific to Ros- day morning, were taken off this morn houses on the Santa Fe cut off and
House joint resolution No. 2, direct an act to amend the law relative to corator Cullum. The discussion was over Charles B. Horton, of the Western Un- well, thence to Torrance, a connection ing shortly after day break and are where the Gross, Kelly & Co. people ing the territorial librarian to provide porations.
Referred to committee on
the status of the Panama canal treaty, ion. Mr. Gargan's supervision extends will then b made with the Santa Fe now on their way to San Francisco on have a contract for furnishing supplies each member of the legislature with
territorial affairs.
to the construction gangs.
The president is exceedingly anxious through this territory as far south as Central, at Moriarlty with the Albu- board a tug boat.
copy of the compiled laws of 1897 and
House resolution No. 4, by Mr. How
querque Eastern and at Santa Fe with
that the treaty should be ratified at El Paso, Texas."
the session laws, was referred to the ard, asking the secretary of
the terri
DIFFICULT
me
TASK.
uenver
&
the earliest possible moment. If any
kio orande narrow
committee on Judiciary.
tory to transmit to the house a list of
OFFICIAL
MATTERS.
gauge,
rumor
which,
decision was reached it was not made
It,
will
has
be
adjourned
Tbe
council
Monday
BOUND OVER.
until
the corporations doing business In New
Getting Consent to Albuquerque East
public.
broadened to a standard gauge. By
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Mexico which have not complied with
ern
Sites.
Albert Lencioni in DeeD Trouble for this arrangement, Gould's ambition to
corporation laws of the territory.
the
District-NotarNew
Bowen's Proposition Rejected.
School
General Manager Hopewell, of the
ies
ApHis Hatchet and Gun Play.
gei into new Mexico as a competing
The House.
to committee on private corReferred
Washington. Jan. 31. The allies
Albuquerque
Eastern, arrived from tho
In Justice Crawford s court this factor against both the Santa Fe and
Every member except Mr. Dowle an porations.
pointed by the Governor.
have rejected Minister Bowen's last
capital
night.
Mr.
last
Hopewell
Rock
in
is
Island
roads will have been acmorning, Albert Lencioni, bartender at
swered the roll call at the morning
The house adjourned to Monday af
proposal that ah nations having claims
the city for the purpose of looking over session.
complished, and this, in my
ternoon at 2 o'clock.
against Venezuela be given the same P. Dinelli's place on North First street, will be the outcome of the estimation,
the
various
proposed
tersites
a
for
FeSanta
Chaplain Adrian Rabeyrolle pronounc
NEW INCORPORATION.
treatment as blockading powers. An was bound over to the grand Jury on Rock Island alliance, and will result in
minal and also to consider the proposi- ed the
Invocation.
swers to the allies have been received the charge of assaulting a young man good to this city.
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTE8.
tions of the citizens' executive commit
named Ivy Pelham with a hatchet and
A messenger from the council an
and are rejections to the proposal.
The
tee.
special
postal service between
"No one," continued the gentleman,
then drawing a gun on him. A true
nounced that council Joint resolution
Dr. Wood returned from San Felip
The executive committee are meet No. 6, providing
and correct statement of the gun play "should feel discouraged over the To- Jardln and Roclada, San Miguel counBill Signed.
for the payment of yesterday. Ho went to
ty,
the pueblo to'
and Ledoux and Mora, Mora county, ing with difficulty in completing the
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. Presi was given In yesterday's citizen by the peka news of the alliance. It will bring
extra employes had been vetoed by administer to the wants of
the sick. He
has
been
discontinued.
on
details
good
two
or
results,
Albuquerque
will, at
three important pros- Governor Otero In the following mes reports
and
dent Roosevelt today signed the bill reporter, who was the only witness of
no serious sickness and brings
pective locations, owing to the delay of sage;
a very early day, have another rail
recently passed by congress creating the affair.
New School District,
tbe news that Harry Townsend, a forsome of the Interested parties in glv- an aditlonal judgeship for the Eighth
Pelham, accompanied by another road."
"I herewith return to your body, be mer
A request has been received from
student of this school and now
ng their consent to what will be nec ing
Judicial circuit of the United States, young man, whom he had been workthe house In which It originated, assistant teacher In the day school of
the citizens of Texlco for the creation essary
To Prevent Hostile Legislation.
before
the locations can be of council Joint resolution No. 6, provld
I.ate this afternoon he made a personal ing with on the Santa Fe Central, en
of a new school district. Tbe residents
San Felipe, Is married.
St. Paul, Jan. 31. Tho Minnesota
fered to the Albuquerque Eastern peo Ing for the payment of employes
tender of the Judgeship to Judge Wil tered Dinelli's restaurant and ordered
of the town have rained $800 among
and
Miss M. E. Dlssette, of Santa Fe. Is
ple.
In
met
Fraternal
association
special
lis Vandeventer, assistant attorney something to eat. While they were
contingent expenses of the legislature, a caller at the school.
themselves for the erection of a new
She Is on officengineer ivenneay spent a without my approval. My objections to ial
general for the Interior department, eating they were talking among them- convention here today with representa- school building whic h will
be built at great deal of
In
business
connection
with the
present
tives
from
leading
all
the
time today with Engineer this resolution are that It diverts from
fra once. A colony
and the proffer was accepted.
selves, at which the bartender took nft.
has moved to Bethel Farwell In carefully
schools of the adjoining pueblos.
doing
Insurance
orders
ternal
business
looking
over
the
fense without any reason. Ho began
the territorial treasury a largo amount
from Porta'es and has brought with ground
The sewing room Is being repaired
of the various locations of of money which has been collected un
to use profane and Insulting language. in the state. The meeting was prompt- it all the
BITUMINOUS COAL
by
of
members
having a new floor put In.
the
faculty
of
a
whereupon Pelham invited him out to ed by a desire to discuss ways and Christian college which was formerly which Mr. Farwell has made surveys. der appropriations made for specific
Mrs. Farnuui has been suffering from
blocking
nuans
legislation,
All
of
Being Distributed at Cost Price to the settle the affair.
hostile
engineers
the
and the surveying purposes by the pervious legislature,
The hartemW wpnt
there.
erysipelas in her hand, but now she la
corps will leave with the outfit tonight which should not be changed from
Chicago Poor,
hind the lunch counter and grabbed particularly the measure framed by
their recovering rapidly.
state
Chicago, Jan. 31 The distribution up a hatchet, with
the
insurance
commissioner
for
for
the
Sauta Fe Central coal fields, purpose unless the necessity Is great
Notaries Appointed.
which h struck passage
The new carpet In the reception
of bituminous coal at cost price by the 'elham on the arm
the present session of the
Governor Otero has appointed as no where they will begin work on tbe and an emergency exists. This is not rcom
as he threw it un legislatureat
of the Indies quarters adds greatcity was Inaugurated today. Hundreds to defend himself.
to establish a minimum taries public: A. O. Daily of ColumbHs, company's property there.
shown in tho resolution nor are the ob ly to Its appearance
Pelham
was
told
and comfort.
basis of rates and assessments for all Luna county; Frank Ackerman of Alof persons, mainly women, gathered at by an uninterested bystander
General Manager Hopewell will also jects for which this money Is sought to
he1
Jose Aguilar, a former student of the
the city collector's office and at the had better go away, which he that He' fraternal insurance orders doing busi- buquerque, Ilernalillo county; J. Mark leave tonight for the coal fields.
be appropriated stated in any except institution,
did.
made a short visit and was
ness in Minnesota. Tbe association is Smith of Artesla, Chaves county; and
various points of distribution through- walked to the end of
the most vague and general terms,
the
block
and
by his sister, who la a stu-entertalned
The painters', paperhangeis'
out the city and It was demonstrated was coming through
of the opinion that such a measure J. 8. Pino of San Antonio, Socorro
and from which It is Impossible for me or
the alley when
'
of
school.
the
decorators' union of tho city met In the taxpayers to know to
would benefit the old line insurance county.
early in the day that the estimate of he bartender stepped
what objects
out from behind
regular
stronger
larger
companies
150 tons dally would prove inadequate the
and
session
night.
the
last
Two
new
and
the expenditure of so large a sum of
fence and began throwing rocks
J. F. Downing, of the firm of Buckley
Incorporations.
members were taken In. In tbe future money Is to be devoted. It Is only prop- & Downing, managers
fraternal orders at the expense of the
to meet the demand. It was agreed to at him. A volley of rocks exchanged
for the National
A certificate of incorporation under tbe meetings of the union will be held er
restrict the amount sold to each per- hands, and Pelham, who wag not look- - smaller ones.
that the executive should be inform Life & Trust company in Arizona and
tbe
was
laws of Colorado
filed with on the second and fourth Fridays of ed by the terras of
son to one-hal- f
a ton. It U estimated ng for trouble, was making
the resolution or act New Mexico, and wife were passengers
his re- Subscribe for the Citizen.
Territorial Secretary Reynolds of tbe each month.
submitted to him for approval of
for I as Vegas this morning.
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Measure is Attached to an
Appropriation

Ninth Day's Proceedings
Legislative Assembly

W. H. ANDREWS NOW AT WASHINGTON

CURFEW LAW

Distribution of Coal at Cost Price to the
Poor of the City of Chicago.

Joint Resolution Passed Over the Veto of
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Prescription Druggists

THE POPULAR DRUG STORE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Careful Attention Given to Prescription Work

DAllf

to need any explanation on my part.
My annual report to the Interior department, messages to the legislature
and frequent calls for statehood conventions will thoroughly answer any
such statement.
"MIGUEL, A. OTERO,
"Governor of New Mexico."
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EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
Bit of Interi i' a r curd of
si.
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
esting History.
STCKACH
buck
of
cults
r k no
- ena rr
CAPITAL, C100.000.C0.
(Translated from the RevlEta Catolica,
ii.
Oivo it a trial.
HSU
of Las Vegas.)
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
one can
Quay a hypocrite
Ve are indebted to Rev. Ceferlno early in the evening, ami the- buildings
M. 8. OTERO, President
jIbuqurrnuc Daily CCifiji) speak thecalltruth. He Is not loss and
fair Hnglcliart, O. P. M., author of the being frame were reduced to asbos in
W. S. PTRICKLER, V. - and Cashier, W. J, JOHNSON,
Ast Cashier
wm. Mcintosh
geo. arnot
HUGHES ft McCREIGHT, Publishers than most politicians, but he 1b much "Franclreans in California," and the but a few minutes. The loss Is fully
Solomon luna
C.
we
J.
BALDRIDGE
Arizona,"
in
whom
"FranclBcans
a. m. blackwell
covered by insurance. Itaton Range.
more candid than the average and also
w. a. maxwell
Editor
Thorn. Hughes
thank sincerely, for sending us the
DEPOSITORY
ATChTsON,
more
much
FOR
successful.
City
McCrelght..'..Mgr.
Editor
and
TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY
T.
Rev. Carlisle P. B. Martin, L. L. O.
following historical annotation:
to have made and to keep this the
Quay's present fight for the omnibus
Waverly, Texas, writes: "Of a morn-In- best known and the best every way
Kev. Father: It appears to me posPublished Dally and Weekly.
whon first rising, I often find. a laundry In this section of the country.
statehood bill Is particularly interest- sible to settle the controversy regarding because public sentiment la favor- ing the patron of the church In Old Al- troublesome collection of phlegm, So you need have no fear of having
able to the ends sought by the meas- buquerque, or at least explain in a which produces a cough, and Is very your laundry work slighted. We want
ure. A great number, including Presi- satisfactory manner the discrepancy hard to dislodge; but a small quanity you to speak well of us, as others have
Roosevelt, would prefer to see that over this particular is observable of Ballard's Horehound Syrup will at done; we want your trade for years to
once dislodge It, and the trouble is come. Try us out.
Aaaoclated Prese afternoon dlapatchea dent
Arizona and New Mexico admitted as In the parish records.
over. I know of no medicine that is
Largest City and County Circulation one state, but the fear that the whole
In March, 1705, Don Francisco Cuerto it, and it is so pleasant to
Tha Largest New Mexico Circulation subject might be deferred until the vo y Valdez entered upon the dis- equal
take. I can most cordiany recomLargest Northern Arizona Circulation next session of congress has caused a charge of his duties as temporary gov- mend It to all persons needing a medgeneral rally to the support of the ernor of New Mexico, by order of the icine for throat or lung troubles."
(ESTABLISHED 1888.)
Copies of thla paper mar be found on omnibus bill, which provides for the viceroy,
Price 25c. 50c, $1.00 a bottle at Cosmo-politamon-nrcas
such
time
until
the
our
HI at Washington In the office of
Back of Postofflce.
Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
pecUl correspondent, E. O. Bigger. li admission of Oklahoma, New Mexico
himself would name the governor
tf street N. W., Washington D. C
separate
states. It is definitely.
and Arizona as
Catholic Mission.
apparent that the old and recognized
Tarma of Subscription.
That gentleman with thirty or thirty-fivBarry, who will open a misFather
1
1
Spanish families founded in 1706 sion at the Immaculate Conception
$.00 leaders of the senate, beaded by an
br mall, one rear
l.bO na, have feared the political result of
JJajlj. hr mall, ad months
the town of Albuquerque, called so in church on Ash Wednesday, Is now giv1.60
DaJly. br mall, three months
6u admitting
territories that promise to henor of the viceroy, and to perpetu- ing a mission with extraordinary sucDaily, br mall, one month
76
Dally, br earner, one month
Z.00 give strength to. the democracy in the ate his own name he called It San cess at El Paso.
Weekly, br mall, per year
He possesses the gift
The Dally Cltlsen will be delivered In house and senate, and that rather than Franc'.sco de Albuquerque.
of presenting in a new light well
at the low rate of 20 cents per
ta
elir
Nevertheless, his action was irregweek, or for It centa per montfl, when strengthen the hands of their oppoMM monthly. These ratea are lesa than nents they would willingly disregard ular, because he only occupied the po- known truths. There is no doubt that
terpaper
dully
In the
If any other
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
the mission he will give here will be
tkM
ritorythe declarations of the republican na- sition temporarily, the governor hav- a great event.
tional platform.
ing been appointed by the king In 1706.
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
When Senator Quay was asked He was Don Jose Chacon Salazar y
Old 'Phone A22.
Simple Colds.
whether he and some of his friends Vlllascnor, who had not arrived yet.
Cease to be simple, if at all prolongABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL" ESwere not Interested in property in the Also because the naming of a mission ed. The safest way Is to put them
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
southwest, and whether personal mo- or a town pertained to the viceroy or aside at the very beginning. Ballard's board horse andhave first claag rig
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BE8T COMPANIES AT LOWEST
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
Horehound Syrup stops a cold and re- tor hire..
tives did not actuate his leadership of another person delegated by him.
moves
RATE8. H0USE8 RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
causo
colds.
25c,
the
50c,
of
When the sa'.d Don Francisco Cuerthe statehood movement, he frankly
$1.00 a bottle at Cosmopolitan PharAND
voENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
y
viceroy
and
asked
affirmative,
in
Valdez
notified
the
of
the
answered
B. A. SLEYSTER.
macy B. Ruppe.
in return whether any fault was to be wliat he had done, he received In reply
AND
NON RESIDENTS.
o
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
He had a reprimand for having established a
found with such an attitude.
Blessing of Throats.
FIRE INSURANCE,
as good as right to work for his in- ntw town without authority, and the
Next Tuesday will lie St. Blaise's
P.F.AL E3 TATE,
Now Mexico demands 8tatehood from terests as anyone else who owned prop- viceroy himself changed the name of Day. At 8 o'clock in the morning Rev.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
MANAGER OP
erty In these territories, he declared.
CROMWKLL BLOCK,
the locality to that of San Felipe de Al- A. M. Mandalari will hold a special ser- ROOMS
Congees.
tha
Telephone
174.
Automatic
Interesting
buquerque
king,
Don
in
moment
honor
of
For the
the
the
vice in honor of the glorious bishop
aspect of this legislative game is that Felipe.
and martyr, St. Blaise, and will bless
Statehood for the territories is alQuay has "bottled up" the senate. He
In the records of baptisms, mar- the throats of the congregation. This
most assured.
Next Door to First National Bank.
has cornered the former dictators of riages and deaths, that took place in blessing will be given three times, at
Albuquerque,
beginning
body
on the 7th 8 a. m., 4 p. m. and 7:30 p. m.
New Telephone 222.
and has given them a taste
Three new railroads will be built in that
of their own medicine. It Is some- day of August, 1743, the first of a
central New Mexico this year.
thing new to see Aldrlch, Hanna and series which ended in 1776, the name
Best Liniment On Earth.
Henry D. Baldwin, Supt. City Water
of San Francisco Javier, as titular
The coal oil inspection law has very their coterie asking for terms.
saint of that church, Is not once men- Works, Shullsburg, Wis., writes: "I
lew friends in the territorial legislaA NUISANCE.
ABATING
tioned;
neither did any of the fathers, have tried many kinds of liniment, but
ture,
any
nor
of the custodians who made have never received much benefit until
Governor Otero, by his veto, has put
I used Ballard's Snow Liniment for
visits up to 1776, use any
periodical
'
fhe territory should help Sliver City the knife to a festering, sore on Ul?
rheumatism and pains. I think it the
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
designate
it than that of best liniment on earth." 25c, 60c and
la building a dam to protect the city body politic in this territory. We refer otfcf name t
Felipe,
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
$1.00 a bottle at Cosmopolitan PharIrom flood water.
to the legislative employe nuisance, San
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
The first and only father who em macy B. Ruppe.
which has grown in the past dozen
0
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
.
8enator Albright is serving his first years to be a disgrace to New Mexico. ployed the name of San Francisco Ja
& SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK
JEMEZ
o
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
church
as
the
of
vier
titular
saint
legislation
a
like
term, but he takes to
Each session of the legislature a horde
STAGE LINE.
EAKIN
MELINI
Veteran. He is making a good record. of hungry applicants assemble at the Albuquerque, was Fit her Manuel GarCarries the U. S. mall; only line with WHOLESALE LIQUORS A CIGARS
territorial capital and bring such cia. In order to beg: a a new series of
en route; good rigs,
Two bills providing for the creation strong pressure on the Individual mem baptismal records, because the first a changeandof stock
drivers; leaves Albuquerhorses
already
were
full,
father
series
that
introduced
been
have
new
counties
We handle everything in our line
of
bers that the list of employes is inque every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
Distillers Agents
la the legislature, and others are In the creased beyond any possible necessity began each record with the words, urday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad"In this parochial church of San Fran- dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Al Special distributors Taylor & Williams
Inside pockets of certain members.
for clerical help.
JK
Louisville, Kentucky.
This year Governor Otero deter cisco Javier." He done this the first buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
The EI Paso Times says that if Sen mined to abate the nuisance, and gave time about the middle of October, tor, Jemez.
Albuquerque, N. M,
111 S. First St,
ator Quay succeeds in passing the om it out in his message to the assembly 1776; but on pages 6 and 7, dated April
MONUMENTS.
21,
registered
1777,
having
and
name
after
bill,
the
his
statehood
nlbus
that he would veto any unreasonable
All kinds of stone and marble work.
fame will live forever in the terrl number of employes. Both bouses paid baptisms of eighteen persons, if I re- Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
right,
same
returns
member
father
the
lories.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
little attention to the warning and
paroH. Q. MAURINO.
went right along daily putting on the to the same formula, "In this
The territorial insane asylum should list of employed'new clerks, almost chial church of San Felipe," and folCHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
be enlarged. In nearly every county doubling the number employed two lowed on afterwards employing it as
PROFE8IONAL CARDS
the fathers who preceded him had
there are Insane patients who cannot years ago.
MINING ENGINEER
be sent to the asylum on account of the The veto came and the assembly was done, and also his successors; so also
In the records of marriages on page 6,
crowded condition of that institution.
V. V. Clark,
up against a condition.
There was dated April 2, 1777, he again uses the
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 106 FLOUR AND BRAN IN CARLOAD
enough votes in each house to sustain
Albuquerque, ro. M.
name of San Felipe, instead of San west uom avenue,
Whether New Mexico will make an the veto, and
Specialties: Reports, surveys and maps
the work of decapitating
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
exhibit at St. Louis depends very much became an absolute necessity. The Francisco Javier, after having omitted plans and reduction works: mines and Albuauerque.
New Mexico
mining Investments; second hand mining
on the passage of the statehood bill. If council list of employes was reduced doing so for nine months.
macninery; custom assaying ana analysis.
The first time the change was no
the measure is defeated by the senate at once exactly one-haland the house
A.
DENTISTS.
ticeable in the records of deaths and
New Mexico will quit squandering force was cut
FIRE INSURANCE
down in almost a similar burials, dated June 19, 1776, and
the
money on outside expositions.
Edmund J. Alger, D. O. S.
manner.
last on the 2nd day of April, 1777.
Office hours, 8:30 Secretary Mutual Building Association
avenue.
M Railroad
governor
This heroic action of
a. mil to 12:30 d. m.: 1:S0 D. m. to t D. m.
The fact of Father Garcia having Telephone
The Cochitl railroad will be 'com- will cause a saving of at the
462.
Appointments
made by Office at J. U. Baldrtdge's Lumber Yard
pleted from Thornton to Bland this In legislative expenses, least $10,000 written "San Francisco Javier" Instead mau.
i
and should of "San Felipe" may be explained only
year. This new road will be about
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. S.
hearty
command
endorsement
of
the
by saying that he believed all the fath
twenty-fivN. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
miles In length and will be
the tax payers. The delgatlon from ers and custodians, his predecessors, hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p
the means of developing the rich mines this county gave the governor
their were mistaken. But he was soon con m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by I
to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
of the Cochitl district.
Have a Stock of New Ellpse Wind When you want
hearty support in his laudable effort to vlnced
mail.
that he himself was the one
Wneat, write 10
Mills and Repairs on hand. Bring
expenses.
who had erred.
BELEN, N. M
The report of the railroad commis- reduce
Props.
Around Your Wagons.
00.,
BEOKEK
LAWYERS.
JOHN
THE
first executive
Perhaps your reverence may deem it
sioners of Massachusetts shows that Governor Otero is the
spot on the legis- proper to publish what I
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Bernard 8. Hooey
Automatic Thone No. 516.
have written 1 IvprtD
ma actual decline of steam passenger to attack this fester
WPT. T.T , TT A IKiinii.mil. XT LEAD AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
body,
people
and
lative
of
territhe
the
No. 115.
Telephone
Bell
In the Revista, as the fathers of Albutraffic has taken place there during the
Prompt attention given to all business
applaud his efforts to bring querque manifested to me some doubt M.
AND 8ECOND 8TREET8.
pertaining to the profession. Will pracpast decade. In 1893, 119,779,947 pas- tory will
tice In all courts of the territory and be
sengers were carried in the steam rail- about necessary retrenchments in ter- in regard to the patron saint of their fore the united mates
land omce.
ALBUQUERQUE.
Auto 'Phone 508.
expenses.
ritorial
church, thinking it ought to be San
roads; in 1902, only 115,645,897, a de
Ira M. Bond
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Francisco Javier. I am positive that ATTORNEY-AT-KAcrease of 4,134,050. The street railway
42 F street N. W
The Governor's Dispatch.
Ladles can depend upon securli
If the king of Spain had remembered Washington, D. C. Pensions, lands, patreturns make, however, a different
copyrights, cavlats, letters patent, permanent relief from Irregular i
The following is the telegram sent that there was another locality named ents,
trade marks, claims.
showing. In 1893, these lines carried
painful periods by using these wafei
Thursday
by
Governor
afternoon
Otero San Felipe on the banks of the Rio
213,552,009 passengers; in 1902, 465,'
William D. Lee
Safe and sure at all times.
In answer to the assertion made in the Grande, he or
viceroy
Office, room 7, N.
would have ATTORNET-AT-LAthe
474,382, an increase
of 251,922,373,
Avoid worthless substitutes by purArmijo
building.
Will
practice
In
legislature
T.
all
California
Governor
that
let San Francisco Javier enjoy the the courts of the territory.
chasing only from our agent
These extraordinary changes indicate
and the people of New Mexico honor of being the patron saint of Al
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., imthe vast influence of electricity as 'a Oteroopposed
R. W. D. Bryan
to statehood:
porters.
buquerque.
motive power in railroading in that are
ATTORNET-AT-LAAlbuquerque. N.
LOCAL UNDERTAKEN SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
"Senator W. H. Savage, Legislative
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
But the facts are those, I have the M. OOlce, First National Bank building.
state. The electric roads are cutting
avenue
Third
corner
Assembly,
Railroad
and
I
Sacramenta,
Cal.:
under honor of stating, and submitting to the
into the suburban business of the
Clancy
stand that Senator Hahn, of Pasadena, consideration of Y. R. From Y. R. ATTORNEY-AT-LA-Frank W. rooma I and t. N. street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
cteam roads in all directions.
for Bernalillo county
T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
states that our peopel as we. I as my- Yours affectionately In Christ,
apposed
self
are
to
New
statehood
for
E. W. Dobson
CEFERINO ENGLEHART.
QUAY'S GENERALSHIP.
THOUSANDS SAVED BY
Having other business to attend besides my store, I am com- ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromwell
O. V. M.
Public sentiment has often been Mexico. Such a statement, if made, is
M.
Albuquerque,
block,
N.
Quote these prices and see for
pelled to sell my goods at cost
t
gainst the motives underlying the po absolutely untrue. Delegate Rodey's
.
yourself.
Stinglo
majority
John
H.
nearly
10,000 on a
It's folly to suffer from that horrilast fall of
litical schemes of Senator Quay, of
Hats, from 60c upwards.
2 packages Coffee, 24c.
Cromwell block,
ble plague of the night. Itching piles. ATTORNEY-AT-LAplank
certainly
statehood
expressed
Pennsylvania, says the Kansas City
Albuquerque, N. M.
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
Shoes, Shirts, Feed and Candles al)
Raw Coffee, per pound, 11c.
Doan's Ointment cures, quickly and
Star, and some of his acts in the Key the wishes of the people on that ques- permanently. At any drug store, SO
THROAT AND LtlhiG TROUBLES.
Java,
6Vs pounds for $1.00. at cost.
and
Roasted
all
PHYSICIANS.
stone state have been In furtherance of tion, and my attitude in favor of state- cents.
Eastern Canned Fruits, at 10c each.
Sugar, 4 pounds for 25c.
This wonderful medicine rxisitivelj
Canned Fruits, 12'ic and
California
notoriously corrupt politics; but there hood for New Mexico is too well known
6
Beans,
Dr. J. E. Bronson
pounds
25s.
Native
of
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
upwards.
Homeopathlo Physician,
6 for 25c.
5c,
or
at
Sardines
1s only one opinion as to his capacity
Destructive Fire at Blossburg.
I'neumoniu,
Whiting Block. F"onchitis, Asthma,
Room 17,
Rice, 4 pounds for 25c.
Boys' Suits, $2.00 and upwards.
aa an organizer and leader. While be
The row of buildings betwecu the
ho,- Fever, Pleurisy, LnGrippe.
Everything else in proportion for
Working
faults,
$1.00.
Men's
KINDERGARTEN.
saloon and the hotel and inclusive of
has not always stood for what the pubUoarscness.SoreThroatandW LoopCASH.
Sunday
Good
Suits,
$5.00.
BloBsburg
destroyed
in
was
hotel
political
the
lic concensus would regard as
ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
Miss Phllbrlck's
This signature it on every box ot the genuine
by fire last night. The origin of the Kindergarten and Primary Department,
decency, he has bad the merit of frank
A.
Laxative Bromo-Quinin- e
Tbiu
NO CURE. NO PAY.
club ulldlng. Conveyances
23 South Second Street
tees, whatever that may be worth. No the remedy tost cores a cold la eoe 4 ay fire Is unknown. It was first discovered Commercial
& P. Shops.
A.
Opposite
FHES.
.
C0T7LCS
TRIAL
will call for Highland pupils.
IRlCECOc.andSI.
The Alvarado Pharmacy,

.

Opposite Alvarado Hotel
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Mines and Minerals

ARIZONA TOWNS

Prepartlons are being made to open The coal has been tested and found to
tip the old sulphur mines near Guad- be of a very superior blacksmithlng
quality, surpassing that of Cerrillos.
alupe, New Mexico.
He Is highly elated over this as he
A ricB strike of 'gold ore Is reported has a heavy interest in it himself.
In the Sunny Side claim In the PataA.Goottfried, a mining expert of congonia mountains, Arizona.
siderable prominence, who has been
It is sain that plans have now been stopping at Las Vegas for some time,
perfected for the establishment of a left for the mountains with the
tion of camping out a few days and
miners' exchange In Ixs Angeles.
thoroughly prospecting the country for
a big copper lead which he is positive
The Sonora Development company-I- exists
in the near vicinity.
making extensive Improvements on
In south central
Its properties
Superintendent Hirscu, of the Pres-rnt- t
Gold Mining and Mining company,
Hon. L. Bradford Prince of Santa Fe of Sierra county, while in Denver purIs is Cerrillos looking after his min- chased a complete mill, engine, boiler,
ing interests In the Cerrillos mining etc., which will arrive here in a few
days. Altogether there Is nearly 100
district, '
tons of freight. It Is expected that the
Mining operators from Nevada are mill will be ready for work within
negotiating for the purchase of some ninety days.
promising placer grounds in the
engineer
S. W. Maltble, a mining
district, Arizona.
and chemist from Chicago has arrived
At the Boston mine exchange last at Lordsburg to look after the interweek 4,733 shares of the Santa Fe ests of the United Gold and Copper
Gold &. Copper company were sold at company. Mr. Maltbie Intends to make
a through determination of the ores
per share.
from $2 to $2.62
from the mines of this company to de-the-OlcUle the-- best process of .reduction to
A. P: Green, superlntendent-o- fAbe mine. White, Oaks, has. just be employed on them.
receivtd a new and expensive Hectrie
Superintendent Btfrke reports" an
light. He will use ft In thVmine.
ovrollont cHnuHnir In t h o nnrtti rirtft
R. L. Powell of Deming, has Com- of the-- Snake mine, Sierra county,- on
pleted the survey for a patent of Mich- the 425 foot level. On this level there
igan New Mexico Mining company in Is fully five feet" of ore in the breast
of the drift. The drift south, on the
the Virginia district, New Mexico.
and
same level, is being
Charles P. McLaughlin is developing put In shape for further development
his copper properties at Whitewater in and the extraction of ore.
the Burros mountain, New Mexico, and
Is erecting a steam hoist on the mine. j The Coronaao Mining company, operating In the Coronado mountains,
Hiram T. Brown, a civil, arid mining near Metcalf, Arizona, has made a big
engineer, who has been j located at strike of eight feet of sulphide of seven
Golden, has moved his family to Santa per cent copper ore In- the ' McLean
Fe and will reside there In the future, group taken over by the company a
few days ago. This strike was made
E. R. Loreaz, a mining expert from In the tunnel that was being run to
South Africa, is visiting a number of strike the Cononado dike.
mining camps of Mexico with a view
of studying different modes of operJudge J. H. West, of Needles, Cal.
ation.
was In Kingman this week. Judge
West'has a warm spot In his heart for
Robert H. Thompson has started Mohave county,"1 Arizona, as it was
development work on the McKinley through Its mines that he was enabled
mine In the Burros district. New Mex- to realize a snug little fortune. He is
ico. He has placed a whim .on the still hunting for bigger things in the
property.
mines and wc hope that fortune still
has something nice in store for him.
In the mine of the Atesandro Copper company in the Burro mountains,
Prospectors are now getting out into
New Mexico, a large flow of water the mountains and detached foothills
has been secured, which it Is said Will of this county and will remain until
be ample to run. the proposed concen- the very warm weather drives them In,
-.
"
'
trator.
aays a Mohave county, Arizona, excbange.'-"Ther- e
are- many parts of the
The Rita force, at White" Oaks has opunty that have never been explored
been making good time on the drift by miners and now is the time to look
from the 1,000-foo- t
level of the North into these sections and secifre some
Homestake to the Rita. Something of the good things that they contain.
over one hundred feet were done last
month. .In a cross cut at the 340 foot level
of the Prosper mine, down in Sierra
The Chihuahua and Sinaloa Devel- county, the property of the Prosper
opment company has secured one hun- Gold Mining and Milling company, a
dred mining claims along the project large body of excellent milling ore,
ed line of the Orient railroad, and has as well as a fine body of high grade
arranged to push extensive develop ore, has been opened up. The development work.
ment of ore positively insures a per
manent and lasting supply of ore for
Dr. Luton, superintendent of the In the new mill when ready for opera'
ternational company, brought in to tion.
Lordsburg some fine ores, from the
mines at Malone last week. One samAn immense body of ore has been
ple assayed nine ounces In gold and 441 opened up on the
t
level of the
ounces In silver.
Minnesota mine, Mohave county, Arizona.
At the 400-folevel the ore
The wife of Hon. Warner Miller, of body shows no diminution from that
Herkimer, New York, died last week. encountered In the late workings ,of
Mr. Miller Is one of the principal mem- me mine,
to the lack of water
bers of the Sierra Consolidated Gold the mill hasowin?
not been run heretofore
Mining company, recently organized to to advantage, but It is thought
that
operate in this camp.
this impediment will be overcome
shortly.
James Wlllard, of Yavapai county,
Arizona, who was at one time in the
Edward Fox, one of the purchasers
palmy days of White Hills, made a of the Hawkeye gold mine
a
in the
nice little fortune from his leases. Is
district, has just returned to
in Kingman, Arizona, and will proba- White Oaks from Chicago, where he
bly again resume mining.
went to spend the holidays with home
folks. Mr. Fox says that his company
,
Mich-ganThomas W. Milner, of Gaylord,
will begin development of the Hawk-eya large stockholder in the AberImmediately. The Hawkeye has
deen company, arriyed in Lordsburg turned out to le a very flattering prothe first of the week, and expects to pertylooks, in fact, like it is going to
stay there for some time. He has been prove a lonanza.
out to the mines, and is greatly pleased
with what he saw.
Quite a number of mining men from
the colder regions of the mining west
Boyce,
G. W.
a prominent mining are in Mohave county, Arizona, lookman of Terrazas, Chihuahua, passed ing over our mining fields. Many
of
through El Paso last night en route these gentlemen
are surprised with the
to Chicago and New York, where he wonderful
mineralization of the Wal-laplgoes to arrange for the purchase of
mining district and are of the
some new machinery which will be opinion
that within a short time it
installed In tue mines of that camp.
will be extensively worked and lie- come one of the richest producing
W. B. Twltchell
returned to Las sections of the territory.
Vegas from a flying trip to the Pecos,
where he has some mining prospects.
A mining proposition
of consider
He reports the Hamilton in ship shape able magnitude
on foot in the Cer- is
now under he. management joX George nat country
of Arizona that has for its
Bailey. The new machinery Is all in object
taking over and working of
place and connected up, and the work some the
of the best mines in that region.
of getting out ore for shipment to The man at
the head of the scheme Is
Cerrillos commenced Monday.
Mr. one of the best mine promoters
in the
Twltchell also reports that the recent territory and his name
minback
of
a
two
strike of coal within
miles of the ing proposition is a guarantee
it
that
mine has opened up beautifully, there will go through.
The deal is not far
being a two and one-hal-f
foot vein. enough advanced for full publicity.
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CONSUflPTION

the most dreaded and deadly of all

di

as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Acker English Remedy "the
"ing of all couh cures." Cures coughs
and colds in a lay 25 cents. Your
money back if dissatisfied. Write for
free sample, w. H. Hooker & Co..
Buffalo N. Y. S. H. ORielly & Co., and
U. 11. Brtgga & Co

The Lordsburg Liberal says: Pres-Idea- t
Uster, of the North American
company reports that be found his
mines lu tba best of shape on his arrival at camp, The main shaft on the
CobYa KegTa Is down 115 feet,
with
two bodies of ore in the shaft. One is
a black copper sulphide, carrying gold
and silver, samples of whicn assayed
from $20 to $100. On the foot wall!

From the Mall.
From the Sun.
II. C. Crrswell
reports that the
Harrison Conrard, county sunerin-tenden- t
threatened local coal famine is at an
of schools, has returned:
end. ana he has coal of all kinds.
from a visit to the schools In the.
Mr. and Mrs. Pleroy Ross gave a de- uorthern part of the county.
lightful solo party to a few of their
J. M. Dennla. president of the Denfriends Thursday. Refreshments were nis DeMund Lumber company, oC
served, and an enjoyable evening was Rhoades, accompanied
by his son
spent.
Ivon, spent Monday here.
Professor Young with his able asE. S. Clark, district attorney of
sistants and a number of pupils, went Yavapai county, was here Saturday to
out on an exploring expedition. Miss mrrt his family, who have been
Lowther, sister of Mrs. Meyer, and
In Albuquerque and Wins-lo- w,
Rev. S. A. Smith accompanied the
and stopped over a day to visit
party.
relatives and friends here. They reFrank Jones haa completed his turned to their Prescott homo Sunday.
Job of beautifying the interior of the
Robert Rule, who was killed last
Methodist Episcopal church.
The week in the accidental explosion of
walla and ceiling have been covered powder on board the battleship MassaCASOARETS Candy Cathartic are always put up In blue metal box, our trade-markewith paper of an elegant, yet sub- chusetts, was a cousin of tbe Babbitt
loner-tailO on the cover tablet octagonal, stamped O O O. Never sold In bulk I Imitations
dued design, and all the woodwork Brothers of this place. Mr. Rule was
and substitutes are sometimes offered by unscrupulous dealers who try to palm off fakes when
has been repainted, which presents born In Cincinnati. O., and the papers
an attractive appearance
OASOABETS are called for, because the fake pays a little more profit Get the genuine
and re of that city give him prominent menflects much credit on Mr. Jones as a tion as a young man of great promise,
and with it satisfaction or your money refunded under iron-cla- d
guarantee. 10,000,000
being at the time of bis death twenty
workman.
oozos a year, that's the sale of OASCARETS today, and merit did it. They are a perfect cure
The teachers' institute of Navajo years of age.
for Constipation, Appendicitis, Biliousness, Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Bad Breath, Bad
county will be held In Holbrook this
Henry W. Strautmana, died at th
Blood, rimpleo, Piles, Worms and all Bowel Diseases. All drurtfrieta, lOo, 26o, 50c Sample and
year, lasting three days, from the 24th residence of T. A. Rlckel, on Saturday
to 27th of February. Probate Judge night, of consumption.
He came
F. M. Zuck, county school superin- here five years ago for the benefit of
tendent, has sent out circulars to the his health and for a time his health
teachers of the county containing a
Is a! body of white pre, "some thirty The attendance Is the largest 1nyears a position with the Herald Publishing list qf the subjects to be discussed,
sterling Integrity and excellent boat--,
big
and
for
the
entries
various
the
lnch.es wide, which also, carries gold,
company. Messrs: Brown and Vaughan
ness ability. He .was a member of Uh(
break
events
previous
all
recortls.
' Heads Shoud Never Ache.-,- ,
silver and copper, and runs between Special
will drive south through Lincoln coun," Presbyteries church and funeral ser- -.
brought
distinguished
trains
$20" and $30 per ton in these metals.
ty, thence on to northwestern .Texas,
Never endure this trouble. Use at vices were held in the church on Bon- -'
Drifting both ways on the lead com- visitors from the nearby game pre- where Mr. Brown has a sister living. once the remedy that stopped it tor day afternoon, and
the services
were
,
menced at the hundred foot level, and serves owned and operated by Pierre The gentlemen may buy a uunch of Mrs. N. A Webster, of Winnie, Va.. ..mil ancuuuu,
"cn l .4.. .1 rtiuw reiuaiuB were
of course every foot of this drift I.orillard, Jr., Herman B. Duryea. Clar- cattle before returning home.
King's New Life Pills taken
she
"Dr.
writes:
to his former home in Cincinnblocks out more ore. Mr. Lister has ence Mackay and other well known
Miss Esther E. Ostenson, sister of wholly cured me of sick headache's I ati ; C'ae'conipanled by his Borrowsportsmen.
very
cups
Two
handsome
,
Neg-ralocated an extension of the Cobra
Rev. O. E. Ostenson, pastor of St. bad suffered from two years'." Cure ing mother. ." ' " .'
which he has christened with the for first and second winners and con- Mark's church of Durango, died here headache, constipation,
biliousness, i
"
.
siderable money will be awarded in the Sunday night
classic name of "Tom Cat."
after an illness of sev- 25c at alj druggists.
Unconscious
Croup.
different classes. The stakes will be eral years'
body
was
duration. Tbe
During a sudden and terrible attack
Report comes from Salt Lake city judged by N. Wallace, of Farmington, embalmed and shipped Tuesday mornKINGMAN.
of croup our little girl was unconscious
that the newly organized Grand Gulch Conn., and Eric Halber. of Winnipeg, ing to Oconomowoc, Wis., the brother
from strangulation, says A. L. Spafford
Mining company is about to begin Manitoba.
the Miner.
accompanying' the remains back to the From
postmaster, Chester, Mich., and a dose
'
Temple-maThis week Deputy Marshal
mining on an extensive scale at the
old home, where an aged father and
of One Minute cough Cure was admin- -'
Llvo
Finds
Way
Lon&.
To
took In a holo on a charge of
Grand Gulch mines In the north part
The startling announcement of a mother await Its coming. Miss Osten- robbing' the United States mall at istcred and repeated often. It reduced"
of Mohave county, Arizona. The mine
son
was
one
day
being
within
forty
of
tbe s. riling and inflammation, cut the
discovery
surely
lengthen
life
that will
Is opened, to a depth of 400 feet and it
Truxton Indian school." The "fellow was mucus
years of age.
and shortly thee hlld was restby
Is
Downey,
O.
li.
editor
made
of
Is learned that the permanent formataken before Commlsicyer Blakely ing easy and speedily
Churubusco,
recovered. It
wish
lnd
"I
to
he
state,"
tion has been reached, where the ore
and bound over to the fr"and Jury. The cures coughs, colds, lagrlppe,
Aztec.
and all
'that Dr. king's New Discovery
man was also accused of stealing
makes a change to the sulpulde. The writes,
and chest and enables the lungs
throat
consumption is the most infallible From the Index.
ore produced by the mine was the for
blankets
from
the White Hills store to contribute pure, health-givinox-remedy- - that I have ever known for
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hubbard spent
richest ever taken to the Salt Lake coughs, colda
Sunday In Aztec the guests of A. M. and some hats from George Bonelll. .ygen to the blood. J. H. O'RIelly
grip.
and
It's
invaluable
He was a crook of the first water.
market from any of the copper mines to people with weak lungs. Having Hubbard and family.
Co. and B. H. Brlggs & Co.
of the west.
Parties coming np from the Big
this wonderful medicine no one need
G.
Is
Frank
over from Sandy country report
Townsend
that William A.
HOLBROOK.
dread pneumonia or consumption. It's Bloomfleld trading with Aztec merNeat, who had his hand uadly shatter-- 4
Get a free sample of Chamberlain's relief is
cure
certain."
All
shaking
chants
and
instant
and
hands
with
the
Stomach and Liver Tablets at all drug
by the accidental discharge of a From the Argus.
.
stores. They are easier to take and druggists guarantee eyery" 50c and boys.
nlde' will have to have an operation
Miss Ida Mooney has gone to Win- s$1.00
give
bottle,
bottles
B.
and
free.
A.
trial
'
Gower, who has been vlBitliitf':
more pleasant in effect than pills.
on
..the Injured hand right low.
ner'formed
his son, L. J. Gower of Aztec, leR away..
Then their use la not followed by conL.
Mrs.
Clark
going
J.
Since
home
the
hand
has
is' visiting with
8AN
JUAN
COUNTY,
stipation as is often the case with
Wednesday for his home at Odell,
not been getting along as' well as could friends at Plnta. '
pills. Regular size, 25 cents per box.
111.
Mr
well
Gower
pleased
is
with be expected and he is to be brought
Farmington.
W. B. Campbell came down from
San Juan county and tninks It a paraFrom the Times.
PROHIBITS BLOOMERS.
Show Low on a business trip. '
town la & day or two.
into
Mrs. Emma Johnson, of Omaha', Is dise for young men.
Miss Anna Despain returned to St.
Mrs.: J.' Colter died at her home ol
Edward Terrell, of Flora Vista, was blood potsonitigr
Oklahoma's Chief Forbids Bifurcated here visiting with friends.- -She had been ill for Joseph after visiting friends her. .
"
up
-.
Thursday
reports
' f George H. Browne f qiuxiiifi rom a
and
tils section
GsrtTttr G1rt in' SchoolMrs. W. L. Jones, of Snow flake,
day, the result of child-birtMr. Terrell Is a good supie;
Governor ' ftioinpson B. rergiiBon of trip to w.raso ana otne,r points, tnis prosperous.
but 1t was not thought that' the end left for Mexico, where she wfll vtait
farmer and shows his faith in San was so near.'
Oklahoma has set down 'ills foot offic- week.
She left three children relatives.
ially on the use of bloomers by girls
R. B. Sanderson has received a tele- Juan county by adding a forty acre
Joseph-Fis'who has been quite
White tloth, with ecru laoe and pip-T'
1 "
'
'"''
holdings.
who attend the territorial educational gram announcing the death of his tract to his
body was embalmed and taken to sick the past wcek,vIs out again and
David Colo, a resident of this county
During the past month father who resided In Wyoming.
Institutions.
the old home In Jacksonville,. 1U., for able to attend to business.
one of the schools narrowly escaped a
W. O. Brown, of I'agosa, Springs, a twenty years ago, Is visiting oldtime Interment.
Mrs. May Fine and daughter came
The remains! were accomfriends,
This
is
his first visit for nine- panied by the sorowing husband and up from Wlnslow to vMt her parents.
, of R. J. Chambers, came
scandal. It Is said, through a game of
years,
and he finds the country so
basket ball played by the young women down for a visit with friends and rela- teen
."Jr. and Mrs. F.. M. Zuck.
"'
IT
changed that only his knowledge of little ones and a near relative, Mrs,
' ' of the school In bloomers.
tives here.
Dr. Belden, of PhoPnlx, grand lecCharles
OrlStu.
,
.
.
By virtue of his office Governor FerBoone Vaughan and John W. Brown the location Is all that serves to identurer
Masonic
of
Arithe
fraternity of
guson is at the head of all the terri- have left for Lincoln county, where tify It as the same section he left
zona, has been here the past week
The Secret of Long Life.
torial educational institutions and re- they go to look up a cattle range. nearly a score of years ago. He now
Consists in keeping all the main or- lecturing to the members of that body.
garding the bloomer incident he said: They expect to be gone about six lives In the San Luis valley,' near gans
Adolf Schuster left for hla home
of the body In healthy, regular
Vista,
Monte
Colo.
go.
"The bloomers must
While I am weeks and will make the ,trlp overLos Angeles last Saturday. ' Mr.
in
action,
quickly
destroying
and
in
deadMcQuillan,'
J. T.
In a position to do so I will see that land.
the Flora Vista ly
SchuBter
germs.
reis building a fine residence
disease
Bitters
Electric
our institutions do not countenance
Harley Knight, this week, while merchant, was In town Thursday
goods from Aztec merchants. gulate stomach, liver and kidneys, and will be kept busy for some time
such apparel. I believe in the young cutting meat on the block, hit the litsuperintending
the construction of
womea and girls getting as much good tle finger of his right hand with the Mr. McQuillan finds Aztec a good place purify the blood, and give a splendid
cur- the same.
appetite.
In
They
work
wonders
as there is In physical culture and cleaver and almost severed it. It may from which to replenish his stock. The
ing kidney troubles, female complaints
J. W. Hunter, an electrician in the
athletics, but It is going too far when necessitate amputation.
merchants here carry good stocks of
nervous diseases, constipation, dyspep- employ of tbe government, went out
'goods,
can
and
the women of the territorial schools
afford
the merchants
The wife of E. Vigil, who lives
get out in an apparel such as Is worn across the San Juan, eloped with an- In the outlying sections excellent In sia and malaria. Vigorous health and to Keams canyon, where be will superstrength always follow their use. Only intend the conctruction of the electriby the Boston 'Bloomers
Baseball other man Monday evening. Mr. Vigil ducements to purchase here.
50c, guaranteed by all druggists.
cal plant at that place.
club,' an aggregation of women that believes the man in the case is his
A REBUILT LAWYER.
has traveled extensively over the ter- brother, Candldo, who is a widower
' Dislocated Her Shoulder.
WILLIAM8.
ritory during the past season.
and forsakes six motherless children.
Mra. Johanna Soderholm, of Fergus
Food
That Put Him Right.
"It is not right that the school girls
S. R. Blake has received word that
Falls, Minn., fell and dislocated her
From the News.
should be the subject of ridicule. The about February 15 the oil expert of
It is easy to correct the bad efTect of
Mat Grose has resigned Ms position shoulder. She bad a surgeon get It
girls are not to blame. It Is the school Florence, for whom a subscription wrong eating if one will give It a little as
assistant at the postotdce, and J. D. back as soon as possible, but it was
and the parents who countenance such was taken last week, will .be here. thought. Scientific food is Just as pleas-jan- t Raudebaugh has since been assisting quite sore and pained her very much.
Her son mentioned that he had seen
things that are at faults. It is an
to the palate, and in the case of Postmaster DeRosear.
The man is now in Ohio engaged In
Chamberlain's Pain Balm advertised
to the young girls. I will put a the work of locating and cannot get Grape-Nutis more delicious than im
J. A. Pitts has returned from Kansas for sprains and soreness, and she askstop to it Indeed, I have notified the here sooner than the
proper food and it makes a world of City, where
above date.
he had been attending the ed him to buy her a bottle of it. which
heads of the schools that there is to be
difference in health and spirits.
live stock convention. He reports an he did. It quickly relieved her and
no more basket ball playing by Okla- From the Hustler.
"Some three months ago," writes enjoyable time and says that be w
enabled her to ale p. which she had
homa's daughters In bloomers.
Charles Holly, our new county sur- ;Mr. E. L. Saunders of Boston, Mass., tint tlllna nnhap tra
not done for several days. The son
was so much pleased with the relief it
When asked If there were any furth- veyor, is here doing some new ditch I suffered terribly with indigestion;
Gus Relmer, the jolly, elderly exer reforms of a similar nature he was surveying.
all kinds of food distressed me; some sheepman, now of tbe San Bernardino gave to his mother that he has since
contemplating in the schools of the
Dennis Cunningham, the handsom times I had a feeling of suffocation Packing company, came in from the recommended it to many others. For
sale by all druggists.
territory he said: "Yes, there is one est bachelor on the La Plata, was in about the heart, especially at night. west last week, and leaving
the early
matter which has been called to my town last week.
My sleep was broken and I lost flesh part of this week for California, hav
Square Miles and Miles Square.
Dr. McEwen reports the arrival of a rapidly.
attention. It is the practice of many
ing in charge some 2,000 head of
doesn't take a very powerful dome
It
of our school presidents and memliers new girl at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
I commenced using Grape-Nut- s
and sheep consigned to his firm. The pur- of thought to know that a square mile
of the faculties of smoking in i'jtel Cabe Nichols.
the relief from indigestion was almost chase was made of Frank Ebert.
and a mile Bquare are exactly the same
A number of prominent ladies have immediate, and In a short time entirely
lobbies and in smoking cars on the
Ralph Cameron, who was recently for each means an erea, Including 640
organized
trains.
a fancy work club, which disappeared; my heart resumed its granted right and
title by the govern acres, the four boundary lines of '
"Smoking is a matter of personal de meets every Thursday afternoon. The
to
Bright
ment
Angel trail in the which are all a mile in length, but two
the
sire and right and I would question no policy is strictly
cure entirely to Grape-NutGrand Canyon, spent last Tuesday In square miles, means two areas, each
B. M. Amsden, of Manchester, Iowa,
one's right to the pleasure of the weed.
A well known lawyer of this city told the city. Mr. Cameron
states that he one of which has boundary lines a mile
However, it does not seem to me that father of A. M. Amsden, of the First me that he suffered from excessive will proceed
Immediately
with tbe in length, thus Including 1,280 acres.
the beads of our schools and the oc- National bank of Farmington, Is criti nervousness, and Ufore entering the
necessary
of
all
construction
build But two miles square means one ares,
cupants of the chairs of sciences can cally ill at his Iowa home, the result court room to try a case was obliged ings,
etc., for the successful operation tbe four boundary lines of which are
afford to set any such example.
of ola age.
to resort to stimulants. I urged him of his toll road.
each two miles long. This area will
Rev. J. A. Ijewls' horse ran away to try Grape-Nut- s
"The teacher Is taken as a model in
which he did with
comprise 2,560 acres. In other words
S.
ContractorJ.
Button
a
received
every sense of the word by the again badly damaging the buggy. The almost marvelous results; he not only
two miles square will Include four
telegram
on
Tuesday
C.
last
from
T,
students under him, principally be- animal is of fine breed, but extremely gained flesh, but the nervousness left Lewis,
of Ash Fork, asking his assist square miles, three miles square make
cause he Is their leader. For this rea- dangerous as a family horse.
and his former strength and confidence ance in order that the new building, nine square miles, four miles square
son he should strive to set the best
Jake McJunkln returned from Gal- returned.
under construction at that point for make sixteen square miles, and so on.
example possible and deny himself lup Tuesday, to which place he drove
I am convinced
that Grape-Nut- s
the use of the Postal Telegraph comtrifling pleasures If necessary.
0. L. Cooper and family, who were on gives strength to the body and vigor to pany, might
One Hundred Dollars a Box.
be completed as specified.
their way to California. Jake says al- the brain. It is worthy of the highest Mr. Button has
Is the value H. A. Tlsdale, Summerton.
Ail druggists guarantee every bottle though
left
for
Ash
Forks.
quite cold, all Btood the. ride praise and I will cheerfully answer all
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
At their meeting
week Williams S. C. places on De Witt's Witch Haxel
letters seeking Information In regard Rebekah lodge No.last10
will refund the money to anyone who first class.
installed the Salve. He says: "I had the piles for
s
Farmington now enjoys the distinc- to the food." Rememler Grape-Nut- s
Is not satisfied after using
following officers: Rosa B. Hudson, 20 years. I tried many doctors and
of its contents. This Is the best rem- tion of having a fine local orchestra, food Is most emphatic ally not a med- N, G.; Alice S.
medicines, but all failed except De
edy in the world for la grippe, coughs, composed of the following well known icated food In any sense of the term, Kilgore, secy.; Parker. V. G.; Alice C. Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It cured
Mary
Nellis,
treas.;
cough
and musicians: Wayne Harris, first violin; It is made of wheat and barley by
colds, croup and whooping
Mable Adams, warden; Florence An me." It is a combination of the healing;
ia pleasant and safe to take. It pre- Jay Fulcher,
Lee Fulcher, scientific processes and the only drews, conductor;
to
cold
a
any
of
tendency
result second violin;first violin;Locke,
vents
Vada Stringfleld, properties of Witch Hazel with anti
Elliott
second reason it helps cure people Is that chaplain;
In pneumonia. All druggists.
Marie Yule, Inner guard; septics and emollients; relieves and
violin; O. 8. Evans, viollncello; Tom they quit Improper food and take a name Adams,
o
permanently cures blind, bleeding
organist; Lizzie Kenne itching
Big Field Trial Meeting.
Miller, alto, and Dave Miller, cornet.
food In which the strong brain and dy, deputy
and protruding piles, sores,
president;
Hattle
Adams,
Thomasville, Ga., Jan. SI Favora
John W. Brown, Hoone Vaughan nerve building elements of Nature's Lizzie Kennedy
eczema, salt rheum and
cuts,
bruises
and Katie Johnston,
enabled the and James T. Fay departed overland grains are preserved and presented to
ble climatic conditions
trustees;
A. R. Kilgor, R. S. to N. G.; all skin diseases. J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
Eastern Field Trials club to start their Tuesday noon for AlUiquerque, Mr. the digestive machinery in a form J. H. Hudson, L. 8. to N. G.;
and B. H. Brlggs L Co.
F. R.
twenty-fourtannual trials near here Fay Intending to proceed on to El that can be quickly and surely
R, 8. to V. G.; Pius Fatic. L. 8.
Nellis,
Have your horses shod with Ortls k.
today under auspicious circumstances. Paso by rail, where be has accepted
to V. G.
Co. by a practical shoer.
visit-relati-
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News of the Churches
In the Roman Catholic circles there
are persistent rumors that there will
be created, at the forthcoming consistory, In Marcn, a second American
cardinal. Time has been when it was
generally conredod that If an American were named to the sacred college
4ie would he Archbishop Ireland, of St.

Paul, but that time has passed.

The
victory of Cardinal Satolll In securing
the appointment of Bishop Qulgley, of
lluffalo, to the Chicago archdiocese Is
believed to Indicate the Impossibilities
it Archbishop Ireland being promoted.
Rumors from Rome, some of them in
private correspondence, mention Arch
4lshop Farley, of New i ork and Arch
bishop Rlordan, of San Francisco, for
the new honor. That the Pacitic coast
will secure the prize is regarded in
Catholic circles as unlikely, and Just
as many doubt the probability of the
new arcoblshop of New York getting
it, and yet the rumor seems to have
some foundation. The sacred college
mem
is reduced at this time to fifty-sibers, the lowest It has been in some
years. It will be augmented, It is said,
although so many
to about sixty-fivwill not be named in March, Another
American In the college has been
among the expectations for years.
x

I

more could be had for worn out minis
ters, and he believes the total will, in
any event, reach $25,000,000.
Methodist Union.
The result of the meeting of com
mlttees of Methodists, north and south
at Nashville, and the adoption sub
stantially of a uniform hymnal for both
churches does not. It is declared by
Methodist leaders north and south, indicate any very radical step toward
Methodist union. On the part of Methodist south It Is declared that there is
no real desire for organic union, and
Methodist north leaders say there is
no use reaching out towards union
until the colored man is eliminated
from the situation. There are colored
Methodist churches, but the Methodist
north body has In it a large colored
membership. If these could be Induced to get out, and Join with other
colored people in the organization of
one great Methodist body, there might
be some chance for white Methodists
north and south organically to get together. But there is serious opposi
tion even to the asking of them to get
out, and even more opposition on their
part to so doing. Hence Methodist un
ion, north and south, however much
they may sing the same tunes, and
have common publication houses in
or other mission fields, Is of
a very remote time. Many Methodists
on boU sides declare their disbelief
in the ability ever to get together, and
they point to the fact that in the history of religious bodies it is far easier
to make two out of one than to make
one out of two,

Signs of the Time.
That Archbishop Ireland and those
who think with him will not be favored
further is Indicated, by the recent
Change of the Catholic university at
Washington from the congregation of
the propaganda to the congregation of
studies. The retirement of. Bishop
Conaty from the reetorate or the
and the appointment in his
place of Monsignor O'Connell, the VirLife of Dwlght L. Moody.
ginian, who has oeen for some years
The
clerical head of the Presbyterian
at the head of the American college in evangelistic
movement, Rev. Dr. J.
Rome, la incidental merely, and is ow
Wilbur Chapman, begins his work by
ing to the desire of Bishop Conaty to confessing,
in manly fashion, the misnter upon diocesan work, and to be
two or three years ago
take
he
made
free from the financial burdens of a In writing
what was claimed at the
great university. Cardinal Satolll is
time to be an official life Oi Dwlght L.
.the, prefect of the congregation of studnow made
Moody.
ents. Monsignor O'Connell as the new public is The confession
upon an agreement
based
rector of the university is in sympathy made long ago,
between the Rev. Df.
with the Catholic missionary union's Chapman
Mr. William R. Moody,
and
project to establish at Brookland a
training school for priests for the Phil- the latter representing the Moody in-

ippines, for which school $50,000 has
Just been subscribed, and the corner-aton- e
of which is to be laid early in
the spring. Taking the university out
of Its present charge and putting it under the studies is to place it by the
aide of the universities of Europe, and
may be regarded as a step toward the
taking of the whole church in America
out of missionary district control. The
new training school will bring young
nren from the Philippines if need be.
it is in charge of the Paulists, who already have a house of studies at Brook-land- .

Society of Jesus.
The New
province of
the Society of Jesus has Just quitted
Frederick, Md., permanently, after having had its novitiate there for many
years. Its new novitiate Is on the
banks of the Hudson, not far from
Poughkeepsle, and removal was made
thither during the past week. This
province Is the largest of the two in
the country, having 252 fathers, 240
scholastics and 109 iay brothers. Jesuits In the whole country have 806
fathers, 754 scholastics and 516 lay
brothers. Their second largeBt province Is that of Missouri, where they
are in charge of St. Louis university,
but they have prosperous missions In
New Orleans, in the Rocky Mountains, and in California. There Is a
province for German Jesuits, with
headquarters in Buffalo. Their reason
for quitting Maryland is said to have
been persistent 111 health among the
scholastics, although Jesuits have airways carefully avoided saying that
Frederick Is an unhealthy location.
The new novitiate on the Hudson is
one immense building, 300 feet long,
with two wings, each 200 feet long.
The material is brick, with sandstone
trimmings. The same rector and master of novices has charge, namely.
Rev. John O'Rourke, S. J.
f

York-Marylan- d

Money Raising Methodists.
Asked what there is about Methodists that enables a commission of their
number to raise $20,000,000 when other
religious bodies profess themselves unable to raise any such sum. Rev. Edmund M. Mills, general secretary of
the commission, replies that this is
nothing at all. He declares that any
religious body can raise proportionately as great, or even a greater sum, if
it will first do the hard work of getting
the people Into the mood. Rev. Milis
complains of the receipts of a large
number of letters asking him why he
failed to get the 2,000,000 new members, where he succeeded so well In
getting the $20,000,000. Rev. Mills
never had arything to do with the
membership campaign. The money
campaign It is not possible now to stop
and now new schemes, among them an
endowment for Northwestern University, at Evanston, are on. The largest
sum raised for any cause was $1,203,-00for Syracuse university, the next
largest $1,092,000 for Ohio Wesleyan
university, and the third $600,000, for
worn out ministers. Education gets a
total of $8,150,000, to pay off debts on
phllan- church property $9,003,500;
tropica and charities, $2,519,700; the
claimants Just named, $ GO 4, 000, and
churches in destitute communities,
$379,000. Rev. Mills declares Methodism to be at the moment in such mood
that. If work were put in, $5,000,000
0

Cure for Tuberculosis

terests. When Dwight L. Moody died
it became a serious matter how North-fieland Chicago enterprises were to
be supported. It was recognized that
the memoirs oi the founder of. these,
places possessed large financial value.!
To hold that value was the solicitude
af Northfleld trustees. The Rev. Dr.
Chapman entered the field of author
ship, and some said leadership, In a
persistent way that had In it what appeared to many to be untruthful state
ments. The profits of his Venture
amounted to about $10,000, and with
it he erected the building at Winona,
In which ministers receiving meager
salaries are annually entertained. Now
Dr. Chapman enters upon a work of
national Import, and feels compelled
to publish widely the fact that forgiveness has been the order of the day..
There was much to forgive, but the
Moodys were equal to the task.
d

Luther League of America.
The Rev. Luther M. Kuhns, pastor
of Grace church, Omaha, has been
chosen general secretary of the Luther League of America, and enters upon
his duties at once. The league is a
national organization, 60,000 or more
strong, composed of young people of
almost all of the general Lutheran
bodies of the country, Mr. Kuhns has
been indentifled with the league from
its beginning, and. has held several
offices that have fitted him for his
new work. He has been secretary of
the Nebraska Synod, and for three
terms its president. He was organizer
and first president of the league in
Nebraska. His work will be that of

A Wife Says

te

The suffering and pain
endured by many working
women is almost beyond
belief.

Experiments made In
Irst two man aged here
years by a Chicago physician are said liVt pounds and 34 has been a gain of
pounds, respectiveto show that a cure for tul.crculosis in ly, in three to four months' treatment,
its mild stages has been discovered, with steady improvement la other resays a Chicago diBpateh. The treat- spects."
ments consist of the Introduction Into
HOW TO LIVE LONG.
the veins of the patients of antiseptic
An Old Gentleman Kequests
that the
solutions in large quantities.
Recipes Be Published.
Dr. Thomas Grant Allen, an instrucAn old gentleman, with one eye
out
tor in the Northwestern medical school one leg crooked and bent
over as if he'
and formerly professor of chemistry was about a hundred years old, stepat Armour institute, has been a close ped Into The Citizen office this morncollaborator of Dr. Wilfred O. Frallck. ing, and said: "Publish that," at the
of New York, the first physician to use same time handing out the following
the method ln this country. Some 3,000 nineteen recipes from Sir James Saw-yeof London, for "How to Live
infusions have been made by Drs. Fra
llck and Allen, with highly satisfactory Long."
1.
'
Sleep eight hours a day.
results, ana it is probable that aa Inst!
2. Sleep on the right
tutlon will soon be established in Chi
side.
3. Open the window
cago for the treatment of tuberculosis
of one's bedand other diseases by the new method room at night.
4. Put a screen In
In telling of his work Dr. Allen said
front of the
door.
today:
6.
Place one's bed away from the
The Frallck Intravenous
infusion
method is an extension of the method wall.
6. Take a bath the temperature
flrst used by Baccelll, of Italy. Bac
of
ceili and bis Italian followers used the body every morning; not a cold
small quantities of such substances as douche.
7. Take
some exercise
bichloride of mercury,
before
all
ver, nitrate, gelatine, ergot, chloral, breakfast.
8.
Eat little meat and make sure
quinine and oxygen, introducing- these
medicaments directly into the vascu it is thoroughly cooked.
9. (For adults.)
Do not drink milk.
lar system.
10. Eat much grain In
'Dr. Fralick's methods differ from
order to
Baccelli's, ln that he uses large quan nourish the cells which destroy the
germs
of disease.
tities of comparatively nonpoisonoua
11. Avoid Intoxicants, which de- antiseptics. He cuts down to the vein,
exposing it for a short distance. Then stroy these cells.
the fluid is introduced by inserting 12. Take daily exercise in the onea
either a needle or a canula Into the air.
13. Keep no animals
in living
vein and allowing it to run ln by grav
ity. A comparatively small vein, such rooms. They may have the germs of
as the radial, is usually selected, and disease.
the quantity infused varies from 6 to 14. Live as much as possible ln the
20 ounces.
The temperature of the country.
16. Drink water, avoid humidity
fluid is maintained at 110 degrees to
and the neighborhood of sewage pipes.
115 degrees Fahrenheit.
lb. vary one's occupation.
"The treatment has been remarkably
17. Take from time to time a short
successful in the first stages of tuberculosis and very beneficial in advanced holiday.
18. Limit one's ambition.
stages of the disease. We hope that In
19. Restrain one's natural charac
may
time it
be found possible to cure
ter.
the disease in any stage.
Secrets of Women Long Life.
"Other diseases have also been treat
You sometimes see a woman whose
ed by the intravenous method with
age is as exquisite as was the pergratuying results. Recently a case old
was reported from New York where a fect bloom of her youth. You wonder
how It Is her life has been a long and
Dr. Barrows was said to have cured a
case of septicaemia, or blood poison- happy one. Here are some of the reaing, in Bellevue hospital, by a large sons:
She knew how to forget Gisagreeable
injection of formalin into the veins of
things.
the patient, a negro woman. This was
She kept her nerves well in hand.
nothing new to the medical profession.
Dr. Frallck treated nearly two years and inflicted them on none.
She mastered the art of saying pleas
ago several acute cases of septicaemia
things.
by intravenous injections of antisep- ant
She did not expect too much from
tics, with the result that all evidence her friends.
of infection disappeared after a single
She made whatever work came to
infusion. Probably Dr. Barrows had her congenial.
Dr.
of
read
Fralick's work and applied
She retained her illusions and did
it successfully.
not believe all the world wicked and
"The new method has been used in unkind.
cases of carcinoma, lupus and typhoid
Sho relieved the miserable and sym
fever as well as septicaemia and tuber pathized with the sorrowful.
culosis.
Last summer I used the
She never forgot that kind words
method on myself, for typhoid fever, and a smile cost nothing, but are price-les- s
and I was gratified at the result. On
features to the discouraged.
the selection of the antiseptic to be
She did v.nto others as she would be
used for injection, much depends, and done by, an now that old age has
there is the greatest need of every come to h- -, and there is a halo of
aseptic and antiseptic precaution in white hair about her heau, she is loved
giving the treatment. Filter paper, and considered. This is the secret
for instance, can not be used in filterlong and happy life. Pittsburg
ing the injection; the fluid must be Press.
passed through a Pasteur filter.
Four recent cases treated by me
Physicians and Advertising.
are remarkable. In two of these the
People frequently wonder how it
patients were in the last stages of tu- happens that it is all right for a dentist
berculosis and were not expected to to advertise, while It is not considered
live more than a few weeks. The treat- the proper thing for a physician to do
ment ceased in July last, but both pa so. Topeka Capital.
tients, women, aged 26 and 4(J years,
It is the matter of saving of dollars
have gained flesh; one, who was con- to the physician. Ever see a doctor
fined to her bed is now out of bed, and who kicked when he was mentioned as
the other has left the institution in being called to attend an important
which she was treated. In the other case
Did you ever get roasted lor
two cases a man aged 58 and a wo- - saying in the columns of your paper
that Dr. Saddlebags was "the foremost
physician of this country?" Not on
your shirt waist. And or soniu one
gets a leg broken and you fail to say
in your write up that "under the skill
ful care of Dr. Jiggs the victim Is rapidly recovering from the latal mishap,"
then Dr. Jiggs will light down on you
ike a bluejay on an English sparrow
and want to know what in several
things you are cuting him out for. No,
ndeed, it is a gross error to think that
Love is some- physicians object to advertising. They
times a hard task- are men, those of them who are not
master. He drives women, Just like the rest of us, and
women to tasks beyond their strength they like to see their names in print,
and lays heavy bur-de- and hear their skill praised just as
on their other people do. But they have erected
shoulders. Love around their professions an Imaginary
of husband, love of fence and on that fence they have
family, forces many
a woman day by printed, "Post No Bitis. The Great
day to lalxir for the Doctor Sawbones lives here, and he
an't stand advertising. Calls prompt
home when aching
back and throbbing ly attended night or day." But the
head make her udoctors are not really the timorous.
tterly unfit for lushing shrinking things they
would
household duties.
Weak, nervous make the world believe. They like
women who suffer from headache, back- advertising and tney want it want it
pains and other con- bad, but they don't want it as other
ache, bearing-dowsequences of wotnauly disease, can be people do. Iawrence (Kan.) Journal.
completely cured by the use of Doctor
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It establishes regularity, dries weakening
tub
CtKANSIXO
drains, heals inflammation and ulceraAMI 1IU1.INQ
tion and cures female weakness.
CI' UC OU
About two yrart ago I ii tokru tick tnd it
I
r,

f

.

"

""WW

How distressing to see a woman struediner to earn a Jivlihood.
or perform her household duties when her back and head are aching!
She is so tired she can hardly drag about, and every movement
causes pain, the origin of which is quickly traced to some derangement of the female organism.

anti-pyren-

When the monthly periods are painful or irregular, when backaches and
headaches drive out all ambition, when
sensation
attacks you, when you are '
it
Is certain that some female derangement is fastening itself upon you. Do
not let the disease make headway; write your symptoms to Mrs. Pinkham
for her free advice, and begin at once the use of

LYDIA

E

PINKHAM'S VEGETABLE COflPOUND

Profit by the Experience of the Women Whose Letters Follow:
"Dkab Mrs. Pinkham:

I wish to write and thank you for all you have done for me. I have been
Buffering with womb and ovarian trouble for about four years and tried everything, but found no relief.
went to the best specialists in St. Paul, Minneapolis and Chicago. I thought at times I would go crazy, II
suffered so. The doctors told me the only thing would be to have an operation and my ovaries taken out.
I at last decided to quit the doctors and give Mrs. Pinkham's remedies a trial. I used both Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound and Sanative Wash, and now find myself completely cured. I had the doc-tto make an examination and he said I was cured. I cannot say enough for what your remedies have
done for me, and have advised all my friends to try it." Mrs. Clara Mall, with 2s P. & Nat. Express
or

Co.,

Ashland, Wis.

Mrs. Frances Stafford, 24.1 Cast 114th Street,
New York, N.Y., says s
" It affords me great pleasure to tell you of the
benefit I have derived from taking Lydia E. Plnk- -

bam's Vege-

table

Com-

pound.

I am
now enjoying

better health
than I ever did.

It seemed to
me that I had

no strength at
all. I could
-

hardly

drag

about. I was
in pain all over.
"I began to
feel better
after taking
the first (lose,
and am now
like a new
woman. I
know that if
other suffering
women would

mrs. Frances Stafford.
only try it, it would help them.

WI thank you with all my heart for what your
medicine lias done for me."

Mrs. Lou Davis, 74

Institute Place, Flat 5,
Chicago, III., says:
"August 24, 1001.
" For the good of others I wish to testify to the
merits of your wonderful medicine, Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound.

-

" I was certainly in a very bad condition. I suffered terribly with a continual backache and headache. I had pleurisy in my right side, bearing-dowpains, and those dizzy, sinking or fainting spells, was
nervous, peevish and despondent.
"I was advised to try your medicine, and was
greatly surprised at the benefit I derived from its
use. 1 am now entirely cured of these ailments, and
consequently feel and look like an entirely new pern

son.

"I shall always be pleased to influence suffering
women to try your Vegetable Compound. It has
done wonders for me, and I am very thankful."
FORFEIT if we cannot
forthwith produce the
original letters and
signatures of above tes- tlmonlals, which will prove their absolute
genuineness.
Lydia E. Pinkham Med. Co.,
Lynn, Mass.

$5000.00

1

organizing secretary throughout
league in America.

the stone corner, is the last stake of Con- - around like a bag of meal. Before I
gregationallsm down town in the cap- - could get my breath I was pushed out
ital of Puritanism, although the hated in answer to
Baptist Benevolent Societies.
"'First lady out to the right;
Baptist ministers of the whole coun Episcopalian, the banished Baptist
Swing the man who stole the sheep,
try have been asked to tell a commit- and the separated Unitarian in St.
tee, appointed to learn Baptist opin- Paul's, in Tremont Temple, and in Now the one that hauled it home,
remain
ion, how they and their congregations King's Chapel, respectively
Now the one that eat the meat,
regard the matter of reorganization of down town, anil are likely to do so.
now the one that gnawed the
And
bcnevelent societies. There are said Outside of Boston the feeling is exbones.'
to he a good manv Bantists north who pressed by Kev. W. E. Uriffls, who
tlle 11.250.000 received as
believe their benevolent
"Not being well acquainted with the
societies 8avs tnat
should be organized as boards, after!" result ot the sale is to be used for private histories of the men in the set
the manner of Bantlsts south. When ! churches among the poor of Boston was a
little disadvantage, but I was
the latter meet they are a general body the Property ought not to have been seized, swung, and
on to the
8ol(111
la
no
is
averted that there
and their benevolent agencies are
next, until I finally
mere boards or departments. Baptists plBce ln Dl,stn or suburbs where a at the starting point. arrived breathless
north have no national organization. lar8'r Congregational work is need- - " 'First gent swing your opposite
the nearest approach being the gather - ied Rev- Dr- Qrlffla sa8 that iu
pardner.
Ing of their Home Mission, Missionary tnat event the mnpy oueht to go to
your
Then
missions, i nere is mucn cnagnn Again your turtle dove,
Union and Publication soclties.
All
opposite pardner,
of tbeBe work as they please, and se- - on tne )art of the Congregationalists
And now your own true love.'
18 Slven up.
down
this
town
Btahe
cure constituents wherever they can.'that
"I blushed in spite of myself at so
A committee has been named to find The lcatln for a new church has not
public posing as my partner's 'turtle
out how to get closer together. It will "een 8ell?tieu, nor Has a use for the dove' and 'own true love,' while
his
decided upon. Park street
meet in Philadelphia ln February, to n,onev
over in the coiner, trans-fram- e
t
!8Weethea'
will
church
be
old
remembered
as
the
canvass what these ministers have
structure that set into Cran-- ! fixl"R me wIth a JealoU8 Blare, saw
told them.
ary burying ground, at the corner of
"Again the command:
Trement and Park streets, and the
" 'First couple out to the right.
Presbyterian Home Mission.
Common.
Cage the bird. Three nands round.'
Missionary soclties are reaching out
"I found myself in the center of a
after young people's organizations. As
MelinI & F.akln'a leader, "Alvarado
a secretary of the Presbyterian board Club" whisky, is the product of one of circle formed by my partner and the
of homo missions, Mr. John Willis the oldest registered distilleries in the second couple, and then exchanged
Baer lias a campaign in hand, to be state of Kentucky. This whisky is places with my partner at the call:
" 'Birdie hop out and crow hop in.
carried on during February and a great aged in wood at least eight years
Three hands round and go it again.
of March. Mr. H. W. Hicks, the fore being placed on the market. It is
new lay secretary of the American mild and exquisite in flavor, Just the Allemane left, back to partner
And grand right and left.
board, will maintain a similar cam- - thing for family and medicinal
among Congregational Christian poses. Sold in bulk or bottles. Melini Come to your partner once and a half,
Yellow hammer right and Jaybird
Endeavor societies. Preparation
of & Eakin, 111 South i irst street,
left.
new iiteiature suitable for class work
u
Meet your pardner and all chaw hay,
Is beiu,' prepared. The Brotherhood
COWBOY DANCES.
You know where and I don't care.
of Andiew and Philip Is undertaking
mission study, and as a part of it will The Way The Western Cowpunchers Seat your pardner in the old arm
chair.'
make a rudiral change this year in its
Have Fun in a Ball Room.
"By this time, feeling quite bruised
uatlonal convention, carrying it, not to
Miss Ward In the January Pearson's
battered, I was ready for most teemed a if had no ucrvca at all," writrs Mra.
a city, but into the Pocono mountains gives
the following amusing descrip- and
any kind of a chair."
P. Woodlieck, of iKlray. Mich. "Could not
of Pennsylvania, where men may have tion of her
first western cowboy dance,
work, an hour in the day withont being; tired
also a summer school and live for $1 a
1 doctored firtt with one physician,
then
"It was with many misgivings, in
Melini & Eakin, wholesale liquor ot.
with another, but did not receive any benefit.
day. Ihe brotherhood will try a July Bplte
of my partner's assurance he dealers, are the distributing agents for One would Hay one thiuir and the next something
date.
1 had almost
uiveti up when 1 thought
would pull me through, that I took my two of the most popular brands of bot- - else.
your medicine iniht nelp me. au I wrote to you
place in the dance.
hat to do. You advised me to take l)r.
tied beer ln the work" St. Louis A. B. akitigu
Pierce' Havuntc t'rencription and ' Golden MedSale of Boston Church.
"'Honer ycr pardners. Rights the C. Bohemian, king of ill bottled beers, ical
did 1.0 and could see a differCongregationalists
of the country same.' So far I bowed as did the rest. and Schlltz's, the ber that made Mil- ence ri4ht away. I only took four bottlea iu all
I
and
felt
better
iu a long time. Can
than
feel rather strongly about the disposi
"Balance you all.' With a plunge waukee famous. Family trade solicit- work all duv uow and hid
not feel tired aa I would
tion of the money received from the as of a maddened steer, my partner ed. Goods delivered to all parts of the In on hour" before tiikinu your treatment. "
think it is the ouly luciliciue."
ale of Park street church, Boston. came toward me. I smothered
a city free of charge. Melini & Eakin,
Dr. Pierce's pleasant Pellets cure dizThis famous edifice, located on Brim- - scream as I was seized and swung 111 South First street.
' ziness aud sick headache.
-

I

"

We have four children,

Vith the

first

thsje I suffered almost unbearable pains from
12 to 14 hours, and had to be placed under
the influence of chloroform. I used three
bottles of Mother's Friend before our lait
child came, which
is a strong, fat and
healthy boy, doing
my housework up
.
iu wiuuq two tnoun
of birth, and suf- ,
IL
ticnopuiaiew
nara vl
pains. This liniment Is the grandest remedy ever
made."
!.-- ?

F

$

Mother's
Friend

-

pur-palg- n

Druggist
.

-

be-pa- rt

will do for every woman what it did for the
Minnesota mother who writes the above letter. Not to use it during pregnancy is a
mistake to be paid for in pain and suffering.
Mother's Friend equips the patient with
strong body and clear intellect, which io
turn arc imparted to the child. It relaxes
the muscles and allows them to expand. It
relieves morning sickness and nervoumeu.
It puts all the organs concerned in perfect
condition for the final hour, so that the actuj
labor Is short and practically painless. Danger 'of ruing or hard breasts is altogether
voided, and recovery is merely a matter oi
a few days.
sell Mother's Friend for SI a bottle.
Co., Atlanta,
Bead tee eur tree Illustrated beak.
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CATARRH

CATARRH

Ely's Cream Ba!m
and juaaaant to
CunUiua lit) lu- jiirioua driiK.
It la quicij
Uivea Uelief at once.
It Open and i'leante
the Kiwal I'aarauei. COLD 'N
ah va l ntlniiiiiiaiiun.
Keatore tin
Ileala and I'rotecU the AUnibrane.Stw,
60 cent! at
and hmell. Lari;
henea of Tanta
by mail.
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Ayers

bonds will be devoted to the construc
tion of an extension which will link
Los Angeles with a branch of the Oregon Short Line, which has hitherto
played but an unimportant part, and
In the opinion of many a somewhat
Conductor Ed Butler has returned General Manager Mudge presented unprofitable part in that system's earnhim with an annual pass as a token of ing powers.
to Raton after a visit to Chicago.
While there were no specific details
his appreciation of Mr. Rain's long
superingeneral
Joseph H. Sands,
Is hoped that given out td explain the purposes of
It
service.
faithful
and
tendent of th? eastern district of the
It will be many a day before Bill Rain extensions which the Union Pacific because it is a hair-foo- d.
Southern railway, has resigned.
finally ceases to come to the round Southern railway management had In
T. M. Ramsdell, master car builder
mind, enough was learned to suggest
feeds the hair and the
house for bla engine.
for the Santa Fe, was In the city yesConductor Davidson Is In return the idea that a more direct line from
terday looking over the local shdps.
from Topeka, where he went as the Ixis Angeles to Ogden and the east will hair grows, that's all there
Superintendent C. H. Young and representative of the O. R. C. lodge at be speedily constructed..
is to it.
stops falling
Manager R. A. Wells, of Wells. Fargo Las Vegas on the grievance committee,
The three properties under Kuhn,
& Co., passed through the city the othwhich recently made a demand for a Loeb & Co. Harrlman control the of the hair, too, and reer night for El Paso.
20 per cent increase In the wages of all Southern Pacific, Union Pacific and
Jerry FiUpatrlck, foreman of the trainmen on the Santa Fe system west Oregon Short Line will reap the adcolor to gray hair.
Raton blacksmith shop for the past of the Missouri river. As to what the vantage of the proposed extension, but SI .Ml. AI!rtfU. J- - C AYEB CO., Unit, Mu.
five or six years, resigned and left for
committee accomplished, Mr. Davidson of the three It Is said that the SouthRATON.
Colorado City, where he has accepted 1b
which Is sufficient ern Pacific will be placed In a superior
a better position.
proof that he was the right man in the strategic position In Its competition From the Range.
Frank Summers, of Raton, has been right place.
with the Rock Island and Atchison,
R. H. Ayers and wife will return
appointed assistant trainmaster with
Ballast company is Topeka & Santa Fe.
American
The
home this week.
headquarters at La Junta. Mr. Sum- making ballast on the OGrady farm
It Is said that the extension will be J. A. Douglas and J. T. Bills, of Johnmers well deserves this recognition of
near Colomon, Kansas, for the Rock built to eventually cennect Ogden and son Park, were In town.
his long and faithful service.
Island railroad. The first contract of Los Angeles.
Mrs. J. B. Dawson contemplates a
Robert E. Hodges, son of W. E. Hodcompany is for 600 yards of bal
the
to California in the near future.
visit
ges, general purchasing agent for the
Engineer and Wife Banquetted.
last, which will first be used on the
Mrs. Marlon Llttrell is enjoying a
Santa Fe, arrived In Las Vegas Wed- line between Solomon and Herlngton.
The ladle 3 auxiliary of the Brother
nesday from Riverside, 111., to accept a The company expect to be in full oper hood of Locomotive Engineers gave a visit from her mother, Mrs. Gale.
Miss Ella Reed, of Willow, visited
position with Richard Dunn.
atlon soon and will then burn about banquet at their hall In honor of Mr.
In heading In on the side track at 30,000 cubic yards per month. It will and Mrs. Con Murry and Mrs. T. J. with Raton friends the latter part of
Delhi, a small station near La Junta, require nearly two years to fill their Bourne,, who will shortly remove from this week.
C. S. Murry and wife left for their
the other night, the leading engine on contract at this rate.
Raton.
new home In Springfield, Mo.
a freight train ran off a derail switch,
they
In
esteem
which
of
As
a
token
says:
Lordsburg
John
Liberal
The
Mrs. Ball has gone to Albuquerque
turned over and killed the engineer. W. Bruce, the engineer who was killed were held Mesdames Murray and
operator
to
visit her daughter, who resides
C. D. Beeth.'an old time
a
presented
were
with
each
Bourne
one
was
of the
in the Tucson wreck,
on the Santa Fe, who quit the road to oldest engineers on this division. He beautiful set of spoons. Mr. Murray there, and Miss Cora will stay with
purchase and manage the Wlnfleld commenced work here as engineer on was given some handsome cut glass Mrs. Quick during her mother's ab
Tribune, has returned to the railway a construction train when the road and silverware. After the recipients sence.
J. H. Gann, organizer for the Woodservice aa dispatcher at Dodge City, was building, and has been with the had expressed their appreciation of the
men
of the World, arrived In the city
Kansas.
by
all
their friends
company ever since. He was a relia kindness shown
The Southern Pacific is making ble man and noted as a fast runner. proceeded to the dining hall where a from Folsom. He will remain here
some improvements In the Lordsburg Several years ago he was elected to sumptuous supper was served. This for some time and is endeavoring to
auxiliary to Raton Peak
yards. It haa a gang of men at work
the Arizona legislature from Tucson, was followed by music and recitations add a ladles'
raising the house track, and putting in and served one term. He stood high and later almost all of the large com- camp.
a coating of its famous sidewalk con- in the Brotherhood of Locomotive En- pany present repaired to the bowling
From the Gazette.
crete wherever needed.
glneers, and has represented this alley, where they enjoyed themselves
John Berlnger was a passenger to
W. C. Denius, organizer of the Broth
evAltogether
hour.
a
the
until
late
meeting,
national
at
division
the
erhood of Carmenf America, organlz When President Harrison passed over ening was a delightful one and will Trinidad.
ed a lodge of that order at Laa Vegas this division Bruce had charge of the long be pleasantly remembered by all ' Mrs. J. F. Ruffner has been quite
sick for a couple of days.
The new lodge will be known as the engine on his train, and again when concerned. Raton Range.
Dr. C. E. Gayer left for the east, ex
Meadow City, and begins its career President McKInley made his west
pecting to return In about ten days.
COWARDLY.
NOT
with seventeen charter members.
ARE
ern trip Bruce had charge of the en
Mrs. N. E. McQuiston returned home
Ellery's Royal Italian band, which K'.ne on
the presidential train. He
played at Colombo hall last night, left was well known all over the division Colorado & Southern Employes Don't from a several months' visit with her
Fear Wrecks and Robberies.
brother and family In Ogden, Utah.
for Las Vegas this morning oa a spe and his friends equalled in number
The reports which were published in
Mrs. Davis, who has been sick for
cial train. A dead head engine went his acquaintances.
He leaves a wife
to the Meadow City and that was how and four children, the oldest 17 and the two Denver papers yesterday to the the past week, is again at her post of
effect that the Colorado & Southern duty at the Remsberg Mercantile comthe excellent band happened to go on a youngest 5 years old.
employes had refused to run trains pany's store.
special.
over
the road out of Trinidad and had
Miss Bessie Dunn returned to her
The Santa Fe will again resume the
Presented with Charm.
given up their positions rather than home at Rociado, after a pleasant visit
sale of 3,000 mile tickets at the rate of
Conductor Maurice Leseney received
$75; these books will be good on the by express this morning a handsome to do so, are entirely Incorrect, says a with her sister, Mrs. Roseberry.
AtchiBon, Topeka & Santa Fe proper gold watch charm, set with two differ Trinidad Dltpatch.
A number of Elks went down the
The Colorado & Southern road has road Tuesday morning to attend the
Colorado Midland, Pecos Valley lines ent kinds of quartz and with the fol
and the St. Louis and San Francisco lowing Inscription on the reverse side: suffered seriously of late In this part fifth anniversary of the organization
of the country from attempted hold- of Las Vegas lodge. No. 407, B. P. O.
system.
"Tipton, N. M,
W. F. & Co."
C. H. Young, superintendent of the It was a gift of the Wells, Fargo Ex- ups and wrecks. In the matter of hold- E., which was celebrated by a grand
Wells-FargExpress company,. was In press company, which took this means ups the railroad employes have ac- ball and banquet. Those In attendance
the city between trains this morning of showing its appreciation of the ser quitted themselves nobly and have re- from Raton pronounce it a most brilwhile en route from the south to his vices rendered by Conductor Leseney ceived commendation from their su- liant social function.
home and headquarters at Denver, in extinguishing the fire and rescuing perior officers. The wrecks have been
"Neglected colds make fat graveColo. Mr. Young was in Albuquerque Express Messenger O'Brien from a frequent, and one In particular, which
Dr. Wood's Norway Pine
a few days ago while en route to El most perilous position under the occurred a few weeks ago out of Trin- yards."
eve, was a horrible Syrup helps men and women to a hapPaso.
wreckage when No. 2 was wrecked at idad on Christmas
disaster, not only In the great loss of py, vigorous old age.
W. L. Grey has been obliged to re- Tipton on December 13 last.
o
property to the company, but the loss
sign his position as chief dispatcher at
The engineer and fireman who were
Everything In the Fusi Line Here.
Raton on account of nervous trouble in charge of the train on that fateful of life was unprecedented.
Someone had to be responsible for Anthracite, Cerrlllos and Callup lump
and a threatened general breakdown, day were also rewarded in a like man
coal. Cord wood
ladling. At
these wrecks and there have been Hahn's Coal Yard. and
and seek relief in a change of altitude ner.
many changes made In the railroad
for a time. The family will remain at
While the intrinsic value of the
Hear Professor Howell, In Eben
Raton. He Is succeeded by L. H. Ball, charm is not great, Mr. Leseney prizes employes in the last few weeks, but
so far as Is known not a man has left Holden, at the Congregational church,
first trick dispatcher.
it very highly, both as a memento of
The Mark Twain of the Las Vegas the occasion and a reminder of the the company service on his own free February 12. Reserved seats at H. E.
Record says: "Billy Burks, the box fact that all corporations are not un will, and for every vacancy which Fox's Jewelry store 50c, general admisthe management saw fit to create there sion 25c.
car jockey who always rides for first grateful. Las Vegas Record.
applihave been twenty to twenty-fivmoney, whether it be upon a horse's
Too many goods are In our store;
BRIDGE TO BE RUSHED.
cations for the place.
back or upon a hurricane deck of a
too many suits upon our tables. Our
green tag sale sells goods galore, bebox car, has reported for duty after becroup.
cause our price cuts are not fables.
ing off several days taking music les- Santa Fe Will Have Its Rio Grande
The peculiar cough which Indicates
Crossing in Sixty Days.
SIMON STERN,
sons and practicing terpstchorean
croup is usually well known to the
Thj Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Some
of
sixteen
the
contractors
who
croupy
children. No time
steps, sending Brakeman E. Rowe
mothers of
went from Denver to New Mexico to should be lost in the treatment of it,
The Peninsular ia a, heater and venaway back to sit doyn. Whoa, Bill! "
go over the line of the new Santa Fe and for this purpose no medicine has tilator. Whitney Company.
The Silver City Enterprise says:
approval
more
universal
received
cut off for the purpose of taking subDivision Superintendent McNally, of
than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Orders taken for every known make
contracts under Charles Lantry Co., of Do
not waste valuable time In experi- of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
the Rio Grande division of the Santa Albuquerque,
have
to
returned
no
menting
that
remedies,
with
untried
Fe, spent the flfst of the week In the
Hardware cow my.
city. They state that Mr. Lantry has matter how highly recommended, but
city on official business. Mr. McNally
give
as
all
directed
and
medicine
this
We are sole egenta tor Wheeler &
just completed an inspection of fifty- - symptoms
said that while he regretted the fact
of croup will quickly
Wliaon sewing machines. Albert FiFor sale by all druggists.
very much,' the Santa Fe could not see five miles of the survey of the new
ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
The route is through the Abo
their way clear to put a through Pull- road.
IT IS A STAMPEDE.
canyon and over the Abo pass to Wil
Notice.
man service from Albuquerque at presThe Rico Cafe serves the best meals
lard,
N. M a point where the new Rock Island Getting Many Great Northent.
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
ern Officials.
Engineer Cherry of the El Paso & road crosses a grade of the Santa Fe
5 cents up.
orders,
Pacific, which Is now under construe
Ill North First
The appointment of C. H. Cannon, of
Southwestern, who was hurt in the
street.
tlon.
superintendent
aa
Great
the
Northern
wreck at Forest Siding a few days
The contractors state that 3.000 men of car service of the Rock Island sysago, died in the company's hospital
Subscribe for The Citizen.
will be at work on the cut off Inside tem, with headquarters
at Chicago,
at Bisbee. At first it was only thought
that Mr. Cherry had his legs broken, of thirty days and that the bridge to be calls attention to the large number of
but later Internal injuries developed built across the Rio Grande river will men whom the Rock Island has taken
be ready for use inside of sixty days, from the Great Northern within the
which caused his death.
Fireman
J
Clark, who was also seriously injured It is expected that the cut off will be last six months.
The exodua from Hill's road is asin the wreck. Is still in a dangerous in operation Inside of two years.
New Centjry Comfort,
cribed to the influence of Charles L.
condition.
Millions ared ally finding a world of Warren, formerly general manager of
Engineer William Rain, a brother
X
A BOY.
comfort in Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It
of former Trainmaster Rain, of Las kills pain from burns, scalds, cuts the Great Northern and now assistant
A GIRL,
Vegas, took No. 6 out of Topeka on bruises; conquers ulcers, and fever to the president of the Rock iBland.
A MAN,
During the last six months the folSaturday evening for the first time sores, cures eruptions, salt rheum
A WOMAN,
Bince he sprained his ankle about boila and felons; removes corns and lowing Great Northern men have left
TO FIND ANYTHING,
twelve days ago. Bill Rain, as he is warts. Best pile cure on earth. Only that road for the Rock Island: J. M.
TO BUY ANYTHING,
Cameron, assistant controller; C. P.
TO SELL ANYTHING,
commonly called, Is one of the best 26c at ail druggists.
TO RENT ANYTHING,
Adams .superintendent of telegraph;
and most popular engineers on the
PREPARING FOR WAR.
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
W. W. Wentz, general superintendent
road. He started firing out of Topeka
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
on the Santa Fe thirty-onyears ago Oregon Short Line May Hurt Sanita at Little Rock; Frenk Deverill, chief
Anderson,
next August and has been running out
clerk to controller; A. J.
Fe and Rock Island.
The sale of 110.000.000 additio Dal statistician ; C. S. Sikes, general audof there ever since. The other day
Oregon Short Line debenture and nar itor of freight receipts; P. B. Babcotk-chle- f
If you want anything on earth,
ticipating bonds has aroused unusual
traveling auditor; W. F. Baker,
put an ad in The Citizen and you
In
S.
Forbes,
agent
Seattle;
F.
interest
general
at
railroad circles, aa it
X will be sure to get it.
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS eenerally accepted as correct that the assistant purchasing agent, and C. H.
cure dyspepsia ana all disorders aris- matter foreshadows highly Important Cannon, superintendent of car
XXXXWXXXXXXXX
ing from lndigest.on. Fndorsed by phy- de velopments in the railroad situation
X
sicians every where. Sold by all drug- in the far southwest, says a New
York
gists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
Can't be perfect health without pure
package free by writing to W. H. Hook-i- r dispatch.
blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters make
was
It
stated in official circles that pure blood.
j5UC- o- Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O RIelly
Tones and invigorates the x
A CO., and B. H. Brlggi 6 Co.
X
the proceeds of the sale of these new
whole system.
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Hair Vigor

Makes the hair grow

The Store the People Talk About

"RSH

EL...

Cosmopolitan

Paper
Patterns, 100
None Higher

llON B.StERN.Proppjfjdp

It

It

stores

have undergone some remarkable reductions. It's the reliability and the
g
substantiability that have made the
Htore the rendevous for every woman who demands style and good taste in the selection of their fabrics for street, house and evening dresses

Iln

WE'VE JUST GOT THROUGH TAKING INVENTORY

l,

o

1

nevei'-failin-

and find to our sorrow that we have on hand an immense amount of Dress Goods, black and
colored, which must be counted "over-stock- ."
In order, to clear the shelves and make
room for Spring Goods we have made unusual price reductions for Monday not in a few
instances, but all through the Department.
.

These quotations represent but a few of the many

Dreco Goods Specials

pieces of
Plaid Flannels
25

Granite Cloths,
all worth 35c per yard

36-in- ch

40 pieces of
Basket Cloth,
all worth 75c per yard
jS-in- ch

38-in- ch

50 pieces of

Wool Tlaids,

36-in- ch

Storm Serge,
Venetian,
Mo clay

All-Wo-

All-Wo- ol

36-in- ch

38-in-

45 pieces of

All-Wo- ol

ch

ol

All-Wo- ol

52-in- ch

54-in-

ch

PtSSJL,
i)irC

Cheviot,

Etamine,

ol

All-Wo- ol

50-in- ch

Storm Serge, 48-i- n
Scotch Tweed,
Satin Soleilall
wortb $1.25 per yd Monday
All-Wo- ol

jffffx

38-in- ch

All-Wo- ol

38-in- ch

All-Wo-

52-in- ch

All-Wo- ol

5

19c

Striped and

ch

Cheviot,
Albatross .

All-Wo- ol

38-in- ch

ol

All-Wo- ol

Granite,
Henrietta,
Waterproof,
Habit Cloth,
Hair-Lin- e
Stripes all
worth 90c per yard Monday hrsQC
All-Wo-

38-in- ch

27-in-

Monday

40-i- n.

All-Wo- ol

WWW

75 pieces of the finest SI. SO and S2.00 Dress Goods
at 95c per yard.
Just tlink of buying
. :
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iiii-iiu- vi
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j

iay woi&ieu,

1c1n.11

All-Wo-

50-in- ch

Camel's
Hair Plaid,
--

All-Wo- ol

42-in-

worth $1.50 to $2.00 per yard

l

.O!
iju-ini.-

Sharkskin,
Crepon,

All-Wo- ol

50-in- ch

Silk-Mix-

40-mt- .ii

uiuauiuin,

ol

ch

mi

nu-vvo- oi

il

Monday,

ed

nr..i

i
iwomie
1

I'luesi rrenin

.

iiotn,

Whipcord,
. ......Corkscrew
.
Natte.
48-in-

ch

All-Wo- ol

50-in- ch

-

50-in- cn

.

All-Wo- ol

v

New Embroideries and Laces

Our selection today is practically limitless. The values are of that high standard which
have in the past made our reputation. The entire selection is reason- ably priced at from
UP

Pryr
C and

THE OLD YEAR with all its happiness and sadness, its
filments and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gone.

ful-

THE NEW YEAR fraught with limitless po3sibUitie9,Qhopes
and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;
may your hopes and ambitions be realized; may wealth andfihappi-nes- s
be yours.

NO BETTER WAY

e

to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of one of
the

WASHINGTON LirE INSURANCE COMPANY'S combination bond policies.

It will secure you a competency in your old age.

r.

IF YOU WANT

e

xxxxwxxxxxxxx

ACKbR'S

TRY IT! TRY IT!

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

It will perpetuate your fortune when you die.

It will be an asset in your business during its term.
It has a specified cash loan value at 5 per cent interest after the second
year which will protect your bond from lapse and you from loas.
Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives to the service of
their country to be retired on a pension. You can buy a 10, 15 or
payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit required
and CREATE YOUR OWN PENSION.
20-ye- ar

roil COMPLETE

ILLUSTRATION OF THE BOND WHITE OR CALL UPON

J. H. O'RIELLY
Gen. Man. New Mexico and Arizona.

Albuquerque,

-

-

-

New flexico

THE ALBUQUKKQDh

r
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war, to the time when Jesse was shot
MRS. B. A. MOORE.
down by Bob Ford, a former member
Messrs. Keyes and Green Wll Conduct of h's band, who had entered his home Her Death Occurred at Residence of
Son Last Night.
Brokers' Office.
It Is a
In the disguise of a friend.
Mrs. B. A. Moore, the agod mother
Frank O. Keyos and C. M. Green, play which cannot fall to Interest those
under the firm name of F. O. Keyes &who like Incidents in which there Ib ot Oeorge H. Moore, died last night
A about 11 o'clock at the son's residence
Co., have succeeded W. P. Metcalf as pi(.nty of action ami excitement.
correspondent of Logan & Bryan, brok- - j romantlc love story Is also nicely told on the Mountain road.
Mrs. Moore was almost 80 years of
ors, ot cnicago ana new jom. ana
,;urlnc tno action of the piece. John
age
and has been quite feeble for some
5,
room
prom
in
will
present
remain
figure
the
Abbott and Harriett I.ee,
Cromwell building.
inently in the cast ami the company time past. Some weeks ago she accidentally fell and It was due to injuries
Mr. Keyes Is well known here, hav- is otherwise large ami competent.
received by this fall that death came.
ing been manager for Mr. Metcalf for
Red Johnson Safe.
Mrs. Moore, though having lived In
the past two years and all of his many
Tucson, Ariz., January 28, 1903.
ths city only a few years and being
friends join In tho beat wishes for his
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
feeble and not able to be out much,
future prosperity.
It Is all a Mistake lied Johnson Was was qultj well known. Even In the
Mr. Green has far some time past
Ariz reclining ye.iro her bright, sunny disbeen In tho employ of the Santa Fe as not In the S. P. Reck at Tucson
time
the
llridge
at
Under
Red
Was
a
position cultivated In youth clung to
comes
train dispatcher at Raton and
f the Reck and if he Was on the Train her and made her many friends.
here very highly recommended.
Children of the deceased living at a
The private wire system of Logan at the time he would not have been
urt for God takes care of Red.
distance have been telegraphed and
& Bryan Is tho largest In the world,
for this reason, It is not yet known
covering over 30,000 miles, connecting
The above communication was re
with all the leading exchanges In this ceived at The Citizen office this morn when the funeral will be held.
and foreign countries, this giving to ing. As Red Johnson has friends in
At Grant hall this evening Mrs. Rosa
patrons the very best information
this city and as they would like to Berry will give a pleasant dance.
know of his safety after being "under
the Bridge at the time of Reck," the
The White Elephant serves a lunch
Tourney.
Bowling
for
Outlook
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 31. Secre communication is published without Saturday night that pleases the most
particular taste.
tary Robert H. Bryson, with whom en- correction.
VfM Be Produced at Colombo Hall
today for the approaching
closed
tries
Money to loan on approved real es
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
This Evening.
Future Admirals to Graduate.
championship tournament of the Na
tate. R. W. D. Bryan.
Two good houses greeted "SidetrackWashington. D. C, Jan. 31. Presi tional Bowling association, reports the
Alvarado,
ed," the old reliable, at the Grand dent Roosevelt, Secretary of the Navy
J. W. Benham, New York; R. B.
A Saturday night lunch at the White
prospective competitors as the
of
list
and
afternoon
yesterday
opera house
Moody and other public men. includ
Bou?k, Farmlngton; L. D. Lucas, Los Elephant tonight Don't fall to come
associahistory
of
the
largest
in
the
last evening, and, taking the applause ing prominent officers of the navy and
tournaments. The list shows Angeles; D. A. Shope, Winslow; Miss around.
o
of the audience as a measure, the per- members of congress, will go to An tion'srepresentative teams will compete Todd, Mrs. Todd, New Bethlehem, Pa.;
that
DEGREE OF HONOR DANCE.
formance was quite successful.
napolis Monday to attend the gradua
AHIs
C.
Ind.;
A.
Richmond,
Spring,
CinChicago,
Buffalo,
"Sidetracked" promises to hang on tion exercises at the United States from New York,
In and wife, Medina, N. Y.; W. S. Hope Will Be Held at Odd Fellows Hall on
to public favor about as long as "Uncle naval academy. The first class, com Innatl, Minneapolis, Milwaukee,
well, Max Kalter. A. O. Kennedy, N. B.
February 4.
other
dianapolis, Toledo and numerous
midshipmen, will reTom's Cabin." It has been on the posed of fifty-twLaughlln, Santa Fe; J. F. Lumsden
Degree of Honor ladles have
The
country.
In
the
leading
of
cities
the
boards now for eleven years, and it is ceive their diplomas from 'Secretary
teams and individuals there Kansas City; Amos Slater, D. H. Wll changed the date of their dance from
claimed for it that it is the "original Moody. It Is not customary to hold
4. It will be
representatives
from nearly all son and family, Denver; L. E. Moses. February 18 to February
will
be
tramp play," It baa appeared In Sioux the graduation exercises at the acadeUdo. reiiows nan on Decona
at
neid
and
Mrs.
Robinson
Rend.
Kan
Great
City nearly a dozen times, and upon my until later in the spring, but ever the western and southern states.
- street, and will be one of the pleasant
Workmen will commence next week child, Elmlra; W. H. McCord, Pres- social affairs of the season. The ladles
each visit it draws a good house, al since the Spanish war and the enlargecott; H. L. Hollis, A. T. Sargent, Chi
Admission,
though the personnel of the audiences ment of the navy it has been found puting Tomlinson hall In shape for the cago; William Rath, W. H. Rath, War will serve refreshments.
tournament.
of
ten
The
construction
BO cents for gentlemen;
ladleB free.
of yesterday probably differed consid- necessary to advance the date each
originally contemplated, ren A. Cartier, Ludlngton, Mich.; Geo.
erably from that of the audience which year in order to relieve the dearth of alleys was appears
Rltsch, Milwaukee; R. H. Sanders,
probable that an
now
but
it
war "The Storks" on the preceding commissioned officers In the navy.
Drylns preparations simply devet.
be required to accom Philadelphia; W. S. Lassell, Denver;
even
will
dozen
dry ur the tecretiors,
evening.
W. Schwamb, Blue Island, 111.; R. S. op dry catarrh;to they
large
modate
number
contest
of
the
which adhere
the membrane and decom
BELEN ON THE BOOM.
8ome good specialties go with the
Greensburg,
Pa.
wife,
Jamison
and
reppose,
a
more
canning far
aerious trouble tliaa
ants. Mayor Bookwalter and other
play, one of the best being Craft &
the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid all dry
Fe
repsentatlve
are
in
Included
Building
citizens
8anta
Work
of
the
The
Daley's song and dance turn. Clar
Sturges' European.
ing inhalants, tunics, smoEcs ana siius
the membership of the local arrange
Cut Off Starts the Little City
Tim Crowley, Williams; Charles B. and use that which cleanses, soothes ar-ence Oliver gives an entertaining monments committee, which is making Kehrman, St. Louis; Hugo Scharwenk- - heals Ely's Cream Balm is such a remedy
to Booming.
ologue.
elaborate preparations for the recep er, C. Russ, New lorn; William A. and will cure catarrh or cold in the bend
on
coming
Fe
Santa
In
Trainmen
the
Mr. Oliver carries out the role of
A trial sizo will be
easily and pleasantly.
tion
and entertainment of the visitors. Adams, Ed. J. Kadow, Ed. Schroeder, mailed for 10 cents. All druggists soil the
Horatio Xerxes Booth, the tramp hero, report that the little hamlet of Belen
Oliver, Billy Hart, "Sidetrack 50o. size. Ely Brothow, f0 Warren gt , N.Y.
and was quite popular with yesterday's Is growing Into quite a city since ac
Attorney Frank Ackerman will leave Clarence
does nci
The Balm euros v. lUiout
ed" company; Aaron S. Green, L. D. irritate or canne snoei-.ing- .
audiences. Helen Fox, as Bessie Rey- tive work has been commenced on the for Chicago on
It S'ireacU itself
a
business trip one day
off
grading
new
which
the
cut
of
the
Green, Denver; Manuel R. Otero, over on irritated nud oury surface, relicv-innolds, also was well liked.
next week. Mr. Ackerman is a former
immediately tha j"M.iful inflammation
Santa Fe; Edmund Jones. Colorado
"Sidetracked" is not a play which Santa Fe company Is building out of resident of Chicago,
he
has
where
With Lly's Cream l;alm you are armec
Springs; L. Klefer, Cleveland, Ohio;
calls for a very thoughtful criticism. that point eastward.
Ainst Nasal Catarrb and Duv Fer.
es large circle of friends.
Celso Sandoval, Cuba, N. M.; Mrs.
It la not claimed for it that It is of Three camps have already been few
one
along
a
line,
tablished
the
Ideal dramatic construction. The main
James Fulton, W. W. Curry and wife,
funeral of Mrs. B. A. Moore will
point is that It seemed to please its miles out of Belen, being that of O. A. The
Santa Fe; William Jaussen, Peoria, Standard American Annual.
held
be
at
Rev.
Methodist
church,
the
large
on
a
who
Allen,
has
111.; William
Mcintosh, A. MacGlllI- audiences Immensely. The applause
Thomas Harwood, officiating, at 3 vray,
was loud and long. If the people who the work. That of B. Lantry & Sons
Chilili; Thomas Walsh, W. B.
miles out o'clock, Sunday afternoon. The funeral White, Denver; M. Shmldt, Pueblo;
saw the performance were satisfied no- Is located twenty-threwhile that of C. H. Sharp is located In cortege will leave the family residence John J. Laubach, Las Vegas.
body else baa a right to complain.
Abo pass, about thirty-thremiles at 2 o'clock. Friends of the family are
Bionx City Journal Oct. 19, 1902.
Invited to attend.
Hotel Highland.
from Belen.
A. J. Frank, Algodones, N. M.; Au
Already several hundred men have
GRAND MUSIC.
New York 8tocka.
gust Schecher, Chicago; S. A. Nallle,
been put to work and dirt is flying in
New York, Jan. 31. The quotations El Paso; L. R. Haynes, Centervllle,
A Fins Entertainment by Royal Italian fine shape. Quite a number of teams
on the stock market today were Iowa; Edward Johnson, M. Kolb, Lai
Band Last Night.
are now being used in freighting sup Atchison
87
Junta, Colo.; L. A. Falres, El Paso.
EllerjrM Royal Italian band afforded plies out from Belen to the different
Atchison, preferred
99
Albuquerque
an
camps,
music
lovers of
the
and now Belen displays quite New York Central
....150
Metropolitan.
evening of musical entertainment last a little business activity. El Paso Pennsylvania
152
J. C. Kunkle, Pittsburg, Pa.; W. W.
night, that will remain as delightful Herald.
Southern Pacific
63
Curry and wife, Mrs. James F. Fulton,
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Union Pacific
100
and pleasing.
W. H. Showell and family, C. F. Fink
Shifting Railway Officials.
92 Vi
Union Pacific, preferred
Director RIvela has few equals in his
and wife.
A Statistical Volume of
Chicago, Jan. 31. During the com United States Steel
37
line, and his personal magnetism and
ing
week there will be a general shiftUnited States Steel, preferred. 87
Facts and Figures Containing Ova
master musical mind was plainly man
Grand Central.
ing about of important passenger ofP. M. Maher, San Francisco; J. A. C. I
Ifested in his leadership.
600 Pages.
Chicago Grain.
de Baca, Thornton; L. Bradford Prince,
The audience was appreciative In ficials of the southern lines of the Illi
Chicago,
31.
Jan.
following
The
are
the superlative degree from the begin- nois Central by virtue of the changes the quotations at the close of market Espanola.
ning of the program to the last num- recently decided upon. John A. Scott, today:
Lunch, that is the best served, at I
heretofore division passenger agent of
ber.
; July, 74
Wheat May, 77
the
White Elephant Saturday night
system
Memphis,
as
at
becomes
A program of nine pieces was ren the
Corn Jan., 46; May, 44.
passenger
agent,
general
sue
sistant
SPECIAL FEATURES.
May, 36.
Tonight at Zeiger's Cafe a lunch that
Oats Jan.,
dered by the band, but the audience
Review of the Coal Strike: the Trusts In
you will ecrtalnly enjoy, will be served
Pork Jan., 118.75; May. $18.65.
received an encore to almost every ceeding A. W. Kellond, of Louisville,
the United States: Full Election Return and
to all visitors.
flattens el Political
camber by their hearty applause. The who has resigned. F. W. Harlow, divBoys.
The
James'
o
Partle of 1902;
Is
passenger
agent
Cincinnati,
at
manifestation of pleasure of the large ision
of tha National
you
evepleasant
spend
If
to
a
desire
Boys
"The
James
In
Missouri,
the div
Committer;
aadience were boundless when the na transferred to Louisville. In McDoug-lasLaborlasle-latloning
and
of dancing, attend the dance at
State
which will be presented In this city
Our Insular
tional airs were played as only sixty ision passenger agency A. J.
evening
given
by
hall
Colombo
at
Grant
Mrs.
this
hall,
Wednesday
next
the
Poseesaiena;
Isthmian
succeeds William Murray as div
musicians are capable. The beautiful
Canal Law; Civil Oov.
February 4, Is one of the best drawing Rosa Berry.
Phil Ip.
passenger
agent
for
era
the
meat
New
Orleans
at
ision
Spanish favorite, "La Paloina," was a
UualilWaUone
attractions of this class now being
rlaee;
Mc
Mr.
W.
J.
and
McLean
succeeds
In AU
etlag
"To serve and satisfy" is the lunch
number which was gracefully render
St ateai Automobile
passenger presented on the American stage.
motto at Zeiger's Cafe. Remember it
Statistics,
Fraternal,
ed. Two of the selections were Rl Douglas as general eastern
military and Patriot c
agent at New York. In addition to has scored a great success in the re is tonieht.
vela's own composition.
Societies: Information
cital of the deeds of these world fam
on Poretn Countries,
That every one In the audience high- these promotions and transfers a num ous outlaws, presenting It with all the Mrs. Rosa Berry will give a dance at
Their kuhrs and Oov
ernmenta; Polar Ex
ly appreciated this evening of rare en ber of minor changes will also become spectacular effects necessary to make Grant hall tonight If you wish an eveploration : Review of
effective.
tertainment is putting it mildly.
tie Achieve-meritSclentl The
one understand the many daring deeds ning of enjoyment, yon should not miss
Seismic
!
(Hon I Plc); Htcoa- Disturbance
1003
New
Commissioner.
Land
chance.
escapes
of the James this
and narrow
Christian Endeavor Day.
leaej WIIJ HI nfu j OTal
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vl
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Washington, Jan. 31. Blnger Har- boys, through all of their most famous
Christian Endeavor day will be obAt the White Elephant tonight will
served at the Congregational church, man, commissioner of the general land exploits. Recently the records of the be served one of those lunches that
Condensed Information for the
Sunday evening, February 1, at 7:30. office, closed np his affairs today pre local theaters where this play has been have no equal.
Office,
the Store and the Home.
paratory
to
office
er
turning
to
the
by
seen were broken
the immense
8pecial musical features have been
Zeiger's Cafe is the place where
Richards,
A.
who
has
been
William
perform
witnessed
crowds
which
the
proprovided for this service. The
appointed to succeed him. Mr. Rich ance of this wonderful portrayal of his- those fine lunches are served every
Postpaid to any address, 35c
Price
gram is as follows:
ards will enter upon the active dis- torlcal events. The play takes the Saturday night.
song
Opening
service.
THE WORLD,
charge of his new duties next Mon James toys from the time when they
A lunch that Is served to please all
On P.wry
Scripture and prayer.
Newsstand Pulitser Building, New Tare.
day.
began
during
career,
Zeiger's
civil
the
tonight.
their
at
Cafe
by
Raff;
Violin solo, "Cavatina,"
Prof. Blair, with accompaniment by
Baptist Entertainment
lira. Walker.
The Women's circle of the Baptist
Offering.
church gave a well attended social at
Solo, "The Ninety and Nine." Cam- the church last night. An excellent
pion; Miss Fitch.
program had been arranged and the
Address, "Definite Personal Work of affair proved to be a most enjoyable
It'is not necessary to put your hand in the water.
the Christian Endeavorer," Mr. Marsh. one. The program consisted of the
Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly
AllitLight,"
My
Lord
Is
"The
8olo,
following: Prayer, Rev. George Brewen; Prof. Walker.
Call and see them
song,
er;
male quartet, Messrs Rice,
Benediction.
Blair, Worth and Newton; vocal duet.
Our Spring stock is now complete in every line
Misses Reed and Hale; song, Miss OsOTERO ASKS FOR TROOPS.
Write us for prices
good; piano sole, Miss Blanch Reed;
A.
solo,
Prof.
baritone
Newton;
T.
Quaran
Obey
the
Refuse
to
Apaches
Mandolin solo, Miss Tiffany and a hu
tine Regulations.
A special dispatch to the St. Louis morous selection by Miss Ida Johnson.
Globe Democrat from Washington, dat- Refreshments were served.
ed January 28, says:
Money Market.
Mr. Hitchcock, secretary of the
New York, Jan. 31. Money on call,
telegram this after- steady, at 3 per cent; prime mercantile
received
noon from Governor Otero, of New paper, 4
5 per cent; silver, 474.
Mexico, asking for troops to enforce
Wool Market
the quarantine laws of the territory.
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
St. Louis, Jan. 31. Wool Steady ;
epiago
an
appears
some
time
that
It
western
territory
and
17
113-113-1medium,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
First Street
demic of diphtheria broke out among
19c; fine, 1318c; coarse, 13Q17c.
the Apaches on the San Carlos reser- CHANGE IN FIRM.

vatlon. The health officials of the territory attempted to quarantine the Inwill Organize Daughters of abella dians, In order to prevent a general
Tomorrow Evening.
spread of the contagion. Tho Indians
The Knights of Columbus, which ts resented the efforts ,of tho local officdeveloping Into one of the strongest ials, and declined to remain on the res- social organisations In the city, will ervatlon or to pay and attention to the
organize the ladles' auxiliary, to be j mles and regulations prescribed for
known as the Daughters of Isabella, their observance.
and the Inltlat'on will take place at Governor Otero, In his telegram, ex
Odd Fellows' hall on Second street to- pressed considerable concern over the
The Knights will situation, stating that It the Indians
morrow evening.
also celebrate their first anniversary wero not compelled to comply with the
with a very impressive ceremony on quarantine laws a general spread of
the same evening of the Initiation of the contagions. In a virulent form,
the ladies' auxiliary. Every knight is could not be avoided. This is the secxpected to bring with him at least ond outbreak Oi Indians In New Mexone lady. The initiation will begin at ico on account of diphtheria. About a
year ago an epidemic of the disease oc8 o'clock sharp.
The regular meeting of the Knights curred in the Indian school at Albuof Columbus will be held at the querque. A large number of the stuKnighta of Pythias hall this evening dents died of the contagion, and the
at 8 o'clock. Tne final arrangements health authorities of the territory had
for the literary and musical program great difficulty in enforcing quanantine
to be rendered tomorrow evening will regulations.
Secretary Hitchcock has ordered an
be made. A banquet will follow the
program.
inspector now In New Mexico to make
an Immediate Investigation of the sit"SIDE TRACKED" TONIGHT. ' uation and report by wire to the

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
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AGENCY

fQ

have secured the agency for the

cele-

brated "GUNN" Sectional Book Cases, and are now carrying a sample assortment. They can be bought any size r
ed-- as
many sections as needed. We have them in Golden Oak or Mahogany and are prepared to quote prices
de-si-

on them.

O.W.STRONQ&SONS

o

five-me- n

GROSS, KELLY & CO.

d

ra-.n-

(Incorporated)

LtfH

liWfffll

Illlfin1

WHOLESALE

I

Wool, Hides, Pelts

li

We handle
111!

,

K. C. Baking Powder,
!
,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAi
VEGAS,

N. M. AND GLORETA, N. M.

-

ct

e

YOUR

PATIENCE

e

and

fWO) tOOOTOPICS

U!LIU0.000FACT5

33;

er

will not be worn out by an effort to
sell you not what you want, but something just as good at Williams' Pharmacy. We have all the standard remedies and anything you want that we
haven't got we will get for you with all
possible speed.

conyn.o-- r
Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Colorado Phone 63.
Automatic Phone 458.

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILOINQ PAPER Always In Stock.
More! Looks Best! Wears LongestlSash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Most Economical! Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

n;

ft

ADVERTISE

III

THE

DAILY

OLD RELIABLE"

CITIZEN

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

s;

-

25c!

Eagle Rflop Wringers

WHOLESALE GROCER,
Flour, drain
sind Provisions.
Car lets a sped all jr.

Carrie tb Larfeet
aad noet EateaaHe
Slack al

StapleQrocerles
fouae southwest.

FARH AND FREIQHT WAQONS,
Railroad Avenue

Alhuuurn.i
BUGGIES
CARRIAGES
SPRING WAGONS
Old

Hickory Farm Wagons

MOWERS

...HOME COMFORT STEEL RANGES...
Agents, NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA

r,

WHITNEY CO

17

fouth

AND RAKES

HARNESS and SADDLES',
Our Prices Prove a Saving to You.
Special

Attention Given to Out ot
Town Trade. Writ Us.

U. JLVUJAJLJJJIA 06 VjW.

New Mexico
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CLASSIFIED ADS.

JUST RIGHT

St

Note

The Groceries you buy here nro just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

214 W. Railroad Ave

FINE FURNITURE
MAKES

FINE ROOMS

If you have a bedroom to furnish,
you should
of the rare
chance now offered by Futrelle & Co.,
to buy the highest grade pieces at
special prices, much below the usual
rates. We want your trade, cash or
time. See our new line of carpets.

either in whole or In part,
not fall to take advantage

1

M3

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West EnJ Viaduci
Cor. 8econd Street and Gold Avenue

rieM-YOU HAVE BEEN LED

to believe that tniBt prices In meats
prevail and you can do as well at one
shop any shop as another.
Well,
let us disabuse your minds. If you
will see our meats and get our prices,
it will require no argument to convince
you that your best plan is to make
your purchases, send your orders here.
It goes without saying that our meats
are as good as the best.

Wm. Farr
Decorative Effect
Is a moBt important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings.
Our rings,
brooches, pins, etc., are of that high
art and quality found only in Jewelry of the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD

oooooooo

F.

& S.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
kinds
of

AU

ircsn cad salt meats

SrttM

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUTXDDJ9.

AMERICAN

N. THIRD 8TRFM

RUPPE,

B.

SILVER

TRUOO.

PRESCRIPTIONS!

C

LIGHT.
COOL.
lo Weir.

Mutual Telephone

Y,Er or Back.
Iwitb Coatfarfe

I Ni

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

THE ST.

ELMO

SAKPLE AND CLUB

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

i'l ta.", at the Citlien

office.

Special to The Citizen.

Are, Albuquerque.

J. H. 0'RIELLY &

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and drain.
Imported Frencb and Italian

Free Delivery to all

Sole

Parts

Fresh Drugs and
Pure Chemicals

of the City.

Telephone Service

tttttttitixtxtttt tutu 8
The New England
BAKERY
F. W.
MOHLMAN,

TOU WANT?
QUICK AND RELIAOLEI

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
:.ND TELEGRAPH CO.

ixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxr
Subscribe for the CltUen.

Mgr.

your Prescriptions and for home use. J. H. O'Rielly 4. Co. Is the
place to get them, as we get them In nearly every day of ths year, and
sell almost as fast as we get them.

2
--

c,

7"

$o

?

jS

Day.

We solicit your patronage
Automatlc 'phons 656.
220 South Second St.
opposite in postofflc.

WM( Awake
ma

I
3

mmd Knt

Thoe at Air
Creart Com

Are,

I. H. O'Rielly & Co.
J

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216

r
JS

FABLH.

at

rM-bl-

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket
House Furnishing Good.

Otkaaj

raaalr.

Those who have grown accustomed

..COMPETITION.

A liver icon.

The newspaper have made It the
brunt of humorous thmds, the
theme has furtiifhedi food for caricaturist on occasion when more momentous problnms have lain in slumbering quiewence, lecturers have
scored introductory points about it.
and knipht of the "heel and clop"
have mine to reoort to it as a vindica-tin- n
lit 11. old ami memorable
jokes have failed to find market
in the playhouse of the beautiful city
of homes.
So far ha this
of s
n
crit.icis m extenders, that one
niav bear in Knlnml and as far away
as the orient, stories Invested with ridicule for patient Philadelphia, the
home
ami
of as lovely and loving a community of
people as God ever made.
A certain lecturer in Scotland,
t he 2ik position of his family said: "I have three children living, and one in Philadelphia, Pa." A
well known long distance walker ath
lete, losing the championship In a
time walk from Wnehinffton to New
York, consoled his defeat and arouced
his admirers by declaring that he was
e
record, when,
far ahead of hi
on arriving in the city of Philadelphia,
hi feet went to sleep, and he was unable to proceed further with his accustomed agility.
The members of a flourishing base
ball teem, on alighting from the train,
each appeared armed, with a giganrtie
alarm clock which they proceeded to
carry about th town to keep them
awake.
fjray-liaire-

We simply will not bs beaten
In prices by any Carpet store In

town.
It's a matter of pride with us,
as well as of business and
money making, to sell a low as
anyone, and we give better value
for the same money. Large buy
ing, large selling tells the tals of
our success.
We have Ingrain Carpets from
25c per yard upwards.
Brusaell Carpet from 50c per
yard upwards.

i!

well-take-
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ZEIGER CAFE

1

5

QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

i

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
I

INrST WHISKIES. U7PORTED A DOMESTIC WINKfc A
The Coolest and Highest Grade ef Lager eerved.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestlo Clgara

COGNAC,

KoeoxxoJOKsoeoeK

still mart unfortunate, but actual

Up-to-D-

occurrence Is the one recorded in the

undertakers' journals that Philadelphia is the only city in the world enjoying the distinction of having had

nna of its citizens run over and killed
by an undertaker's hearse.
Actor afipeeae the fancy's 8ckle foibles by informing us that they come to
Philadelphia and tell joke one season,
returning the neit to find they have
just penetrated' the slumbering perg
citizens.
ceptions of tne
And thua, Philadelphia become the
poet's theme, the joker' jeet, the
caricaturist's hope, while its unaveng-in- g
million are born, live and die. in
the deepest affection for the place, unmindful of the thrust, and not infrequently enjoying them.
I have seen consumptive deliberately refuse the offer of homeand comfort, with an almost indisputable assurance of restoration to health and,
ertainly a longer life, in the mountainh
of the south, southwest and Colorado,
that they might remain in the city of
their love and die tliere seemingly
perfectly contented. In two cases particularly I know that each could have
had every luxury 'that wealthy and
would
anxious friend and relative
have tendered to go away into the
land of oxygenous air and balmy sunshine, but they refused to leave the
one dying when the winter came, and
held by the
the other lingering
barest thread of existence that is
worse than death.
Now, there is a serious and a scientific side to the fact of Philadelphia's
lowness a a body of people.
It is noticeable that the men who
control wealth, who handle great corporation and engage in vast business
enterprise therein, are alive to their
business' best Interests, and comprise
as wakeful a set of men as one wishes
to find in any municipality in the world.
Thi is particularly noticeable in the
political affairs of Philadelphia.
Those who engage in the actual control of the vast city's interests take occasional opportunity to assure the
world that t here is nothing slow about
the polit icians of that town. The voters
are junt the contrary let a man in
authority betray every sense of honor
and fidelity to his constituency, and
they will
him as long a he
shows his allegiance to the poweTS that
be. Thi signifies subserviency servile submission whether it be good or
bad. The same is true in business.
While it is not done, I add, to the honor
of Philadelphia bukinefs men, yet a
business man who desired could exact
almost any honest condition of employment from his
artisans, anl they would humiliatingly
siiomn to it rather than run the risk
and dread of a lost position. This is
said in no disparagament it 1 sim-

cxxxxrxxx
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old-tim-

A

an

Our Prices Crush

to the almost proverbial expression,
"An flow n a I'hilailelphian,"
lmve
never fume beyond the humorous consideration of the matter, writes Dr.
William" Kills Trings, in the Chicago

New I

ate

Furniture
Living Prices
Extra Bargains In Iron Beds,

8prings and Mattresses, and

easy-goin-

especially In

yHM

"

CHARTER
RANGES

OAK

Hard Coal Base Burners
8oft Coal and Wood Heater
J

'

EA8Y PAYMENTC.

Borradaile & Co.
117 GOLD AVENUE.

1HBBI MBBBBBBBBBBBiBBBBBSBSCBW"

to-da-

d

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
atid Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00

To-pe- ka

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
II. F. Raynolds,
AB. McMillan.

MY GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
will interest every clothing buyer in town. I am bound to move my
winter stock out of the house if prices will do It Can't tell you much
about It here, but

NOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW:

truth.

nosaal

In

Our pastry la unexcelled.
and Cakes

Pies
""!, Every
Bl"i Fresh

tlaalafM Mf sail PollHrlaaa

Fotmt of View.

If there was anything upon which
I'pjohn prided herself it was
her coffee. It was always rich, black

5

ALBERT

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

Mrs.

?

'!

8

The Funny Flings at the Quaker
City Not All Well Founded.

hard-worke-

Now is the time when you need

stents for 5an Antonio Lime.

'7

SLOW PHILADELPHIA'

ple

North Third Street

2

CO.

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.

Qoods.
IIODORS.

IS IT

y

1

C1U-sen-

ROOt

180 W. Railroad

DBALERS IN

Old Phone 247

XXXXXXXXXX

JOSEPH BARXETT, Prop.

Toti & Gradi
GROCERIES AND

43.

No. 303

nun,

X

or rai.er
each insertion. Minimum charge for I
Presbyterian church. Silver avenue
any classified advertisements, IS cents.
. v.
m'Hiue, pasior
In order to insure proper classification mm r in 11 eiicri,
Services at 11 a. m. ami 7:30 p. m.;
all "liners" should be left at this ofY. P. S. C. E., 6:45 p. m.; Sunday
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
school, 10 a. m.; Junior Endeavor, 3
PERSONAL PKOPEKTY LOAN3.
p. m. Special music by the choir. All
cordially Invited.
Highland Methodist church. South
On Furniture, 1'iano. organs, Horses. Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor Sun
Wagons and other Chattels, also on day school at 10 a. m ; Rpworth Lea'
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One gue, at 6:30 p. m.; preaching at 11 a,
to twelve months time Is given. m. and 7:30 p. m. Lords supper In
Wkaout delay and strictly private. connection with the morning service
Goods remain In your possession. GET A welcome for all. Bring your friends
OUR RATES before borrowing.
with you. Strangers specially invited
PRIVATE OFFICES,
St. John's Episcopal church Sun
OPEN EVENINGS.
day school at 10 a. m. Morning service,
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
sermon and holy communion at 11 p.
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
m. Evening prayer and sermon at 7:30
305 West Railroad Avenue.
p. m. Mr. Kenison has lately opened
a senior claas in tho Sunday school
LOST.
which he conducts himself.
Young
LOST Last Sunday, a knitted gray men and women are invited.
shawl on Fourth Btreet, between
Congregational church, cast end of
Gold and Tijeras. Finder please reW. J. Marsh, pastor Preachviaduct,
turn to kindergarten In Commercial ing services
morning and evening at
club building.
11 and 7:30 o'clock. Sunday school at
LOST Silcver chatelaine purse. The 10 a. m. Junior Endeavor at 2:30
finder leave at The Citizen office and p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. at 6:30 p. m. AU
reward will be paid.
are cordially invited. Strangers especially welcome.
WANTED.
Church of Immaculate Conception
WANTED A position with a chance Sunday, February 1, early mass at 7
by a strong young man with business a. m. High mass and sermon at 10
abilities; no healthseeker. Address a. m. Rosary, conference and benediction at 7:30 p. m. Monday, February 2,
"H. & L.," this office.
WANTED A dining room girl. Call Candlemas, blessing of candles and
at No. 212 Second street. Frank mass at 8 a. m. Tuesday, February 3,
St. Blaise's Day, mass and L.esslng of
Steffen.
WANTED Blacksmith. Call Whitney throats at 8 a. m.
company.
Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal
WANTED A Cook at the Ruby House church. Rev. F. V, Fisher, pastor
bermons by Charles H. Metts. Morn623 South First .street.
Renewed."
WANTED To buy House of three or ing subject, "Strength
four rooms in good location. Give Evening, "The Gospel and Sin." Sunprice and location. H. L. A., care of day school at 9:45 a. m.
Epworth
League at 6:30 p. m. You are Invited
Citizen office.
WANTED A partner for a geed pay- to attend.
ing business. Address "B. B.," this
Lutheran Church, 312 North Third
office.
street, Rev. R, Rlchter. Sunday cchool
WANTED Agents with knowledge of at 10 a. m. German service and comcity trade; others may write; gocd munion at 11 a. m. English service at
Inducements to responsible parties. 7:30 p. m. Everybody Invited.
Address Boyer Bitters Co.,
Christian Science. Services at Odd
East Fifth street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Fellows hall Sunday morning at 11
WANTED Girl for general house o'clock.
work; no washing; good wages. Ad
Baptist church, Broadway and Lead
dress P. O. box 390.
avenue, one block north of viaduct,
WANTED A girl to wait on table Herman J. Powell, pastor, 313 South
Apply at 303 South First street.
Arno, Bell 'phone A47 The morning
WANTED Housekeeper and cook for theme is "God, Our Home," a word to
family of two. Apply 601 North the homeless. At 7:30 p. m. song serSecond street.
vice and sermon on the 'Best News,"
WANTED Cle.an cotton rags for maWelcome. Sunday
chine purposes at The Citizen office. a word to all.
school at 9:50 a. m. Young People's
Price 4 cents per pound.
union at 6:45 p. m.
WANTED Men to learn barber trade.
Free transportation to St. Louis,
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
New Orleans or San Francisco as we
Chicago.
have no college convenient; steady
Chicago, Jan. 31. Cattle Receipts,
practice, Instructions, lectures, diplomas given graduates. This special 5,000. Market steady. Good to prime
offer can only be had by writing steers, $4.507.60; poor to medium,
Moler Barber College Representa- $3.003.60; stockers and feeders,
$2.25(3)4.40; cows, $1.4004.50; heifers,
tive, Albuquerque, N. M.
canners,
$2.004.60;
$1.4002.40;
bulls, $2.2504.30; calves, $2.50
FOR RENT.
6.75; Texas fed steers, $3.6004.40.
FOR RENT Five-roobrick cottage
Sheep Receipts 9,000. The market
and stable, clean and well arranged; is considerably stronger.
Good to
rent reasonable to right parties. H. choice wethers, $4.405.25; fair to
N. Packert, 901 Eighth avenue.
choice mixed, $3.504.40; western
FOR RENT Desk room at 112 North sheep. $3.755.25; native lambs, $4.40
6.35; western lambs, $4.2506.25.
Second avenue. D. J. Rankin.
Kansas City.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
Kansas City, Jan. 31. Cattle Relight housekeeping, 522 West Railroad avenue. Inquire in the brick ceipts 2.000. Market steady. Native
steers, $3.6005.55; Texas and Indian
part.
steers, $3.1004.00; Texas cows, $1.75
2.90; native cows and heifers, $2.00
FOR SALE.
04.25; stockers and feeders, $3.00
FOR SALE A first class almost new 4.35; bulls, $3.00 0 3.50; calves, $3,000
rubber tired buggy and harness. Ap- 7.00; western steers, $2.7505.10; westply to Hugh Trotter, at Jaffa Gro- ern cows, $1.00 03.00.
cery company.
Sheep Receipts 1.000. The market
strong.
Muttons, $3.5005.10;
FOR SALE From one to 100 hives of is
bees. Inquire of Robert Miller, 1520 lambs, $3.6004.95; range wethers,
South Third street; Old 'Phone 189; $3.0004.85; ewes, $3.0004.90.
can also Inquire of J. L. Altheimer.
Metal Market.
FOR SALE A rooming house of 33
New York, Jan. 31. Lead and coprooms, newly cleaned and renovated per, quiet, unchanged.
throughout; close to business center
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this
Hortetholng.
office.
If dissatisfied with your present sho-e- r
try Ortls & Co.'s expert, who is reFOR 8ALE Several hundred pounds
or old papers, good for wrapping cently from the east.
purposes, cheap. Address, The
,
Have your horses shod with Ortii a
Albucuerque. N. M.
by a practical shoer.
FUci Al.3 Old papers, 25 cents per Co.
339-34-

JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

WHERE TO WORSHIP.

npNEY TO LOAN

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Kcmember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MALOY,

All classified advertlsemenU
"liners," one cent a word for

31 1903

and strong, und she trusted the making of it to none but her own fair
hands.
This Is why the visitors In the par.
lor, from whose presence she had excused herself for a few moments, distinctly heard through the partly open
door the loud, lmrrilied voice of the
kitchen girl:
"Per goodness' sake, ma'am, you're
not goin' to feed the coinpnny on the
horrid black stuff you drink yourself,
sre ye?" Chicago Tribune.
la the MoaKilm,
Tie Now that we are engaged, WL.n't
you kits me, sweetheart?
She I never kis.ed a man in iuy Life.
V. Herald.
"NorI."-- N.

$20 and $25 Suit for

$15.00
11.50
9.00
7.00

$16

and

$18

Suit for

$12

and

$15

Eult for

$ 8

and

$10

Suit tor

$20

and $25 Overcoats for

1G.50

$18

Overcoats for

12.50
9.00

$12 and $15 Overcoats for

....M.

MANDELL....

The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.

I
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN SATURDAY
until the mighty army commanded by
the saintly Lincoln has almost vanished, but ths one tnat brought deeper
grief to more homes than any slml
Good Addresses Made by Yeterans
"t flnfl Caarairt as trA that t irnnld not ht
the death of our great commander, without thorn. 1 m troubled a crrt dral with
torpid lirnr and ticarfarha.
ainra tktn
Ulyssls S. Grant, was the tragic death Caicanta Canity Cathartia I faalKnv
very mtu-- better
Edwards and Stover.
certainly reeommend them to mr frleada
it President and Comrade McKlnley, aa1 ahall
the bent meiflelna I hara 0$tr aeen."
who did on the 14th day of September, Anna Bailnel, Oibora Mill NA I, Fall Rlrtr. Maia.
1901, at Buffalo, New York, while atPATRIOTIC TALKS.
tending the
Best for
exposition,
fX I
L
a
I
from the effects of gun ahot wounds
uwiit
nnnn"
Tbe Citizen publishes the following Inflicted on the 6th of the same month
speeches of Veterans Edwards and by a poor deluded wretch, whose name
Stover, delivered at the McKlnley day we trust will never again be mentionCandy CATOAimc
exercises held at Mr. and Mrs. A. ed by a patriotic American.
Harsch'a residence, on South First
Comrade McKlnley, while one of our
street, Thursday evening:
ablest statesmen, was of most charming personality and completely won Nsver Blrkon, Vkn or Urtpn, lite.
tOc. Hirer
Edwards' Speech,
n!4 In bulk. Th vnnlne tithl. "tumped CCO.
Ututrantceil to car or four money back.
Ladles of O. K. Warren Corps, Com the hearts of all with whom he came
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.V. ftoi
rades of the Grand Army and Our Hon In contact He held many positions of AMNUALSALE, TEH MILLIOH BOXES
honor
military
and
trust
civil
and
in
ored Friends: It will hardly be worth
while for me to attempt to eulogize life, and his abilities as a leader of bis courage and consistency with the
the one for whom we have gathered men seemed to be almost lntentlvely highest honors It could bestow."
by all with whom he be
What more appropriate expressions
here this evening to pay tribute of re recognized
came
associated,
while his kindness could be applied to Comrade McKlnspect to in celebrating his birthday,
of heart and suavity of manner al- ley?
but will add my mite.
most instantaneously won over all opFrcm a boy In the ranks to the presWilliam McKlnley, Jr., was born In
position.
idency
of 75,000,Ono freemen and from
Janu-narNiles, Trumbull county, Ohio,
Comrade McKlnley enlisted In the an ob;ciire country lad to one of the
29, 1843 Just seven months and
Twenty-thlOhio volunteer infantry ablest statesmen and executives that
seven days older than your humble
as a prlvr'e In company E, June 11, the world has ever produced.
servant. His father was of German
1861, at Camp Chase, near Columbus,
We honor ourselves by paying a
descent; his mother of Scotch descent.
was sworn in by Gen. Fremont. small tribute to his sacred memory
and
William was the third son. When S
years old he attended the Tillage Though but a boy of 17, the enlistment tonight, and we close by reverentially
was a deliberate act, as all his acts in repeating his last public prayer at the
school at Niles. When about 16 years
life were, and by his simple devo- closing of his great address at Buffalo,
age,
of
he was sent to Allegheny col- after
duty, bis courage on the field of the day before he received his death
to
tion
lege at Meadvllle, Pa., but fell ill and
his
patriotism, won wound:
battle,
returned home. After he regained his promotion exalted
promotion,
and was
after
"Our earnest prayer is that God will
health he began teaching school, re26 graciously vouchsafe prosperity, hapceiving a salary of $25 per month. mustered out of the service July
Boarding around, he was thns engag- 1865, with the rank of major, honored piness and peace to all our neighbors
by all his commanders and like blessings to all the people
ed when Fort Sumpter wafc fired upon. and beloved
and
with whom he served and powers of the earth."
comrades
Instantly the pale faced, grey eyed studuring that long and fearful contest.
dent and teacher flung aside rod and
KILL THE DANDRUFF GERM.
He was an Ideal soldier in the ranks,
books and enlisted as a private soldier.
a brave, dashing, but cautious, discreet
He was mustered in at Columbus,
Or You Hair Wtll Fall Out Till You
officer in command.
Ohio, in June, 1861, by John C. FreEsccme Bald.
in
are
We
with
familiar
his
record
mont, who looked him over, thumped
Modern
science lias umcovered that
civil life. He was elected to congress
his breast and said to him, "You'll do."
from Ohio in 1876, and though modest dandruff is caused by a germ that digs
Comrades and friends, what did he
were up the scalp in scales, as it burrows
and retiring, his great
enlist for? Was it for money, as the soon recognized, and he abilities
was advanced down to the roots of the hair, where it
enemies of the soldiers say we did.
from one position of honor and trust destroys the hair's vitality, causing
He threw up his school at $25 a month
to another and greater, until when re- falling hair, and, ultimately, baldness.
and bonrd at $5.25, and very poor
tired in 1890, to accept the Important After Prof. Unna, of Hamburg, Gerboard. Had the boys at that time stopgovernor of'hls native state, many, discovered the dandruff germ,
ped for wages, what would have been trust of
he held the most important position In all efforts to find a remedy failed until
the result in this country. No, com- tbe house of representatives,
that of the great laboratory discovery was
rades, you and all those gone before,
on ways made which resulted in Newbro's
of
chairman
committee
tbe
fought that war to a finish and made It
It alone of all other bair prep
possible for such men as Lincoln, and means, a recognized leader among
men of great intelloct, brilliant quali arations kills the dandruff germ. WithGrant, Garfield and William McKlnley
gov- out dandruff, hair grows luxuriantly.
to make this the most prosperous coun- ties and great erudition. He was
1891 to 1897, and "Destroy the cause, you remove the
ernor
of
Ohio
from
try of the earth. And now hundreds
was president of the United States effect."
of our comrades maimed and diseased
"Sold by leading druggists. Send
from March 4, 1897, to the time of his
for life are denied a small pension.
e
10c in stamps for sample to The
death, September 14, 1901.
McKlnley was a member of the
Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggs
What a record, my friends! From & Co., special agents.
Twenty-thirOhio Infantry, and re- a
private soldier, a boy of 17 years,
mained with it to the close of the war.
COMING EVENTS.
without
influential friends to aid him
He was on the staff of Brigadier Genexcept those he won by simple devo- Thursday tvenlngs Dance at Odd
eral R. B. Hayes, also on General
Crook's and General Hagen's staffs.. tion to duty, he ascended step by step Fellows' hall gives by Mrs. B. Frank
He was in all the egagements in which until he was the commander in chief Fillmore.
Thursday evenings Dance at Grant
his regiment took part. He was pro- of the army and navy of the greatest
nation on the globe.
ball given by Mrs. Rosa Berry.
moted first lieutenant in February,
January 30 Ellercy Royal Italian
Of his splendid achievements
as
183, and captain in July, 1864; he was
president and commander In chief and band at Colombo hail.
made major for gallant service by
January 31 "Sidetracked," at Co
president all of us are cognizant. We
President Lincoln at Fisher hill. Thus will
lombo hall.
remember
the
Intense excitement
he was a fire tried veteran, before he
February 4 Degree of Honor ball
was 23 years old. After the war he throughout the country just before the at Odd Fellows' halt
war with Spain, caused by the blowFebruary 4 "James Boys" at Co
settled at Canton. Ohio. He studied
ing up of the battleship Maine In the lombo hall.
law and struggled along. At 33 years
Thursday, Feb. 5 Gnards' ball at
of age he was elected to congress and harbor of Havana. We knew that he
was urged to act at once and how se- Grant hall.
was
several times to the
verely he was criticized for delay. He
February 17 Santa Fe Pacific Hose
Forty-fifth- ,
Forty-sixth- ,
company
ball at Colombo hall.
knew
war
meant
what
and
he
made
Forty-eightForty-nintand Ffty-firs- t
February 20 The Orpheus Concert
congresses, serving fourteen years every effort to avoid its horrors that company, at Colomlo hall.
could with honor be made, and when
in all. In 1892 he was elected goverFebruary 27 A ball given by the
nor of Ohio and again In 1898. While he realized that all honorable efforts International Association of Machin
were
vain
he
in
to
advanced
duty
that
In congress he framed the famous Mc
ists, Rio Grande lodge, No. 131, at CoKlnley bill, which afterwards became as he had before to all others pre- lombo ball.
sented with the firmness and deter8 Catholic mis
a law and bears his name.
Felmiarv
mination that burdened on sublimity, sion at h.. maculate Conception church
was
quiet,
a
He
dignified, modest
sustained by a convocation of right by Rev. Father Barry.
soldier and citizen. Always eonslder-at- a
determined nation of
March 2 Schubert Symphony club
to others he won friends from all and a united
freemen eager to obey every command. quartet at Colombo hall.
I arts, ever mindful of the long servMarch 28 "The Keltlea." forty mu
In such a just cause and with "Cuba
ices of the veteran. Thus he went'on,
libra" for a war cry there could be sicians, at Colombo halt.
upward and onward until elected two
but one result.
If Ur.wen.
different times to the presidency of
He showed his splendid military
Try a 60c bottle of Herblne, notice
tbe country be helped to save. But alas genius
by
movstatesmanship
not
and
the improvement speedily effected in
before he had served his second term ing
forward until his armies were in
appetite, energy, strength and
the band of the assassin had struck readiness. His experience as a soldier your
vlgoi.
Watch how it brightens the
anheighth
of all his
him down in the
well served him as president and com- spirit, gives freedom from indigestion
ticipations and glory, and when the
gave and debility.
mander. When he was ready-hcountry was in the midst of the most
Isaac Story, Ava, Mo., writes: Sept.
we know
his
orders
advance,
to
and
prosperous period in the history of the
glorlus results. He dictated the 10th, 1900. "I was in bad health. I
the
government.
message to admiral Dewey and the had stomach trouble for twelve
months, also dumb chills. Dr. J. W.
Gov. Stover's Speech.
fleets of the enemy at Manila were Mory prescribed Herblne, it cured me
Poft Pott Commander Stover in part destroyed.
His army advanced on In two weeks. I cannot recommend
said:
Cuba, and the victories of El Caney, it too highly, it will do all yon claim
Corps
Ladies of the Woman's Relief
San Juan anl Santiago were soon be tor it." Sold by Cosmopolitan Pharand Comrades of the Grand Army of ing celebrated throughout the land. macy B. Ruppe.
always
been
Republic:
have
We
the
o
of the
He ordered the destruction
For over Sixty Years.
under obligations to the Woman's Re-- Spanish fleet in the West Indies, and
An old and well tried remedy.
lief Corps since It organization; nev the whole world was astonished at the
er more than tonight when invited work of pur gallant tars under the Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup has
used for over sixty years by milhfre as guests to participate with the command of our great admirals, Samp been
of mothers for their children
lions
ladies of the corps in paying tribute son and Schley.
while teething with perfect success.
to tho memory of William McKlnley,
His beautiful tribute to the memory It soothes the child, Loftens the gums,
America has produced many great of Comrade Garfleld twenty-twyears allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
end worthy sons, but when the unpre- ago, while a member of congress, is so is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
judiced blBtory of our country shall be applicable to its illustrious author pleasant to the taste. Sold by drug
written, few, if any, will occupy a that I have excerpted tbe following gists In every part "f the world.
Twenty-fircents a bottle. Its value
more conspicuous place than our illus- from it:
Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
trious comrade, William McKlnley. As
we find the representative Mrs.
him
In
Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and
members of our organization and ex of the possibilities of American life.
aoldiera, we naturally revere bis mem Boy and man, he typifies American take no other kind.
ory as a simple American soldier more youth and manhood, and Illustrates the
are going down.
Thermometers
than that of the great commander and benefit and glory of our free lnstltu There's no demand for ices. The bigstatesman whose deeds astonished and tlons. He did not flash forth as a me- gest tumble in the town, however, are
our prices.
commanded the admiration of tbe civil teor; he rose with measured and stateDl.MUM BlriK.N,
lzed world.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
ly step over rough paths and through
We love to remember him as in the years af rugged work. He earned his
Aluminum house numbers; threa for
ranks carrying his knapsack and his passage to every preferment; he was 25 cents. See C. A. Hudson, Second
gun, and though but a mere boy, a de- tried and tested in every step in his avenue.
termiaed, thoughtful American soldier, pathway of progress; he produced his
, F. A. jonet, t. M C. E.
always devoted to duty, loved by bis passport at every gateway to oppor
Commit. ng Mining Engineer
comrades and highly respected by his tunity and glory. His state sustained Field assistant U, 8. Geological Surraj
officers.
Albuquerque. N. fd.
him and at last the nation rewarded
Correspondence solicited.
Comrade after comrade has fallen

Mckinley

day.
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guarantees

satisfaction

Interest

Sole Agents for Lemp's Standard Beer.

CHAS. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
213 South Second Street.

-

FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street
FOR RENT
brick, on South

Teabr in

General nerchandise and
Liquors
Summer

the

of

Garden

All K.'nds or Country Produce Bought
and Sold.
Goods Delivered Tee to all Parts of

the City.

Corner of Third and Tijeras
Albuquerque
New Mexico

oooooopoccaooovoooo
O
O
O
O
O

Fourth street;

WM. GOETTINQ

CO., Proprietors.

All kinds of Fresh Meats bandied.
Sausage making a specialty.

Q. Badaracco

New Phone 152.
Old Phone
Residence New Phone 153

..

59

J. W. EDWARDS..,
The Veteran

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health of Kansas.
18

Office and Parlors

.III

SECOND AVENUE..
Open Day and Night.

h

0

aoooooooao aoaoooooo

P. Parent! & Co.,
DEALERS

Horses and Males bought and eyefcang
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed- - and
Yransfer titables
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Address W. L. TRIMBLE 4c CO,

IN

Albunuerqd.

BOOTS AND SHOES
All kinds of repairing

N. M.

Coney Island

neatly

RESTAURANT

done best material used. Courteous treatment.

No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

IN THE CITY.
MEALS, 25c.

BEST

MEALS
REGULAR

i 13 W. R. R. Ave.

Short Order at Any Price.

If you want to

!

Advertise in newspapers

at anytime

anywhere

call on or write
E. C. Dake's Advertising Agency
M-6-

Merchants Exchange

San Francisco

-

cal.

ADVERTISE
IN

CURTIS

NEWHALL

MEN AND WOMEN.

f

la

u i aarXJ

I

not to

.trtolur.

for unnatural
riirhftr0t.intlaYmmiitiona.
.rr.tntious or ulcerations
of nmcuUH niMnbrnti.
PutuleMs, nnd not aitrin
t
or poi ft u uu .
fcold by IkruvsUl,
or nt In pits' wrapper,
ly mornp, prepni(J( for
1.00. nr3 Ixi ft I.
2.7&.
(Jircnliir iwnt nn rwueit
Bid

J

Tbe best of liquors served to pat
rons of tbe bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bran
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
1903

1882

Pratt &

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heeklr & Co.'s Coffees,
Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second 8treeL
Hllsboro CTeamery Butter Best

Eartb.

on

Free Delivery

Order. Solicited.

Anything
?

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

Have you a farm and do yew
wint to trade it for a grocery
store?
Have you a horse and d you
want to exchange it for a
piano?
Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a
camerfcf
Have you a gun and do you
want to trade it for a book
case? .
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange it for
a rug?

Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
Telephones:

Automatic,

416

and

267; Bell, 45.

Our green tag sale is on again. Some
folks may think that's funny, but to
the thoughtful it is plain. It's because
we need the money.
SIMON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
.

ELECTRIC
LIGHTED
TRAINS
Ara operated by the)

Have you a pair of skatea and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?

Between

Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange It
for a baby carrlaget
Have you a atove and do you
want to trade it for a refrigerator
,
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a
rooster?

TEXAS
And the

North

and

Easf

Between

1

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,!
And the

It Costs Yon oalg ic a word

and West
NorthBetween

In

OKLAHOMA

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.

And the

North

and

Bast

Obsk.-vatiocafe cars, under the
r.ans?ameni of Fred Harvey. Equip- n

nvat

of the latest

nl

per

memth.

walkB.

Cerrilloe and Gallup Domestic Lump
Coal. $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $730 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per
ton.
Woed and Kindlin9, all sizes.

Have You

To Exchange

311

FRANK VAJO, Proprlstor.

's

CO.

10 ANaiUCt OAUrOftNIA'
Utw

THE8outnARCADE
First Street.

F. G.

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
wane roa Tta to

$15

FOR RENT
brick, East Railroad avenue; $18 per month.
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 room over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modern improvements;
6
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
locations.
FOR SALE Fine place;
frame house, corner Third street
and Baca avenue; price, $1,600.
FOK SALE New cement built house,
water heated, tinted inside and out,
and
in every respect; 8
rooms and bath room; brick sidewalk, Bluher system, on corner.
v.
Price, $5,600.
FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
a corner, near shops; lots 50x142
feet. Price, $1,100.
FOR SALE Corner lot, COxlOO feet,
HazAldine avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 4 lots corner Lead ave
nue and First street.
FOR SALE
brick houso,2 lote
60x142 feet; bouse nearly new. Price
$1,800. A bargain.
FOR SALE Lodging house 16 rooms
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Good business lots on
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain ; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner in
Fourth ward,
brick house,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street, 3- room frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be b.iught on Installments if purchaser desires.
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
FOR SALE
brick house and
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
Is a snap.
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
North Fourth street; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement

Citizen

Job
Office

five-roo-

Nothing will be uore appreci- - O
ated by your wife or girl than one O W. L. TRIMBLE
CO.
of those beautiful black Crest pat- - O
Becond
street,
and
between
Railroad
terns. Prices to suit your purse. D
Copper
LION STORE.

h

e

Security at Lew Rates cf

FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS

d

o

Money to Loan on uooo Real Estate

The North Pole Saloon

Proprietor

The

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.

WEST GOLD AVE.

on all work.

Her-plcld-

,

REAL
ESTATE
COLUMN

Gold Avenue.

StudK
115

Her-plcid- e.

Forty-sevent-

W..t

Hiss F. i:. Potter's

in

y

31 1903

The Union DUNBAR'S
Market
m

!

This Month Only. A beautiful
frame will be given with every
dozen of cabinet photos taken at

n

t.

K

TO

JANUARY

best design.

FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The place
is in a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
property; will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE) Fine house of 7 rooms,
with uath room, furnished; in Highlands; splendid location; trees, stable, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
cash $50., balance on installments
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
until paid.
FOR SALE! Fine brick house of 12
rooms ana bath room; eloctric lights,
and all modern improvements, in a
fine location. Price, 6,B00.
FOR
The Kimball place, on
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
house;
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
Price, $2,250.
FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Third street, between Tijeraa road
and Marquette avenue; good location for business.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
park, on West Copper avenue, good
brlcK uouse, with all modern improvements and will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE:
urick house near
shops, with good stable and other improvements, on a corner; will be sold
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
FOR SALE:
frame bouse on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good location.
FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranches for sale.
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and boarding house in a good location and centrally situated, near depot and shops.
FOR SALE 3 lota corner New York
avenue and Seventh street.
FOR SALE
brick house; lot
60X143 feet; $1,500.
FOR SALE
bouse. North See
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
FOR SALE Brick house,
with
Z lots, south postofflce, at a bargain
FOR SALI2
frame bouse on
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
FOR SALE Fine property close in:
brick bouse and stable, modern Improvements; alfalfa, lota of fruit,
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 room
Coot location; cheap.
5

E. H. DUNBAR.

The Citizen Job

Office is prepared to jg
tutu out worK or g

any character or
quality demanded, g
at the right prices,
Mail orders for g
out-of-to-

custo- -

mers given special
attention.

Blanks
of all kinds on hand
miniaar,r3ile3tate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

The Latest
Type Faces
for cards, circulars, g
letter neads, enve
lopes, bill heads, g
pampniets, etc.

We
Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
tIT

in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN, is oo
equipped to manu- s
facture to order any os
style of blank book, o
no matter how in- oo
tricate the ruling. oo
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

i
I

Book
Binding
Books, magazines,

pamphlets, c a t a -

logues, etc., bound
in any style lowest P
rates. Satisfaction oo

guaranteed.

8
o
o

a

We

o
o
o
o

Never

o
o
o
o
o

o
o

s

Disappoint

o
o
o
o
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PRINTING

--

There aro different. kinds, to bo sure. Moreover the
quality of stock on which it is done must be considered if
you would create n good impression of yourself amongst
your customers. You might think it would not mako
any difference, but if public opinion on that point was
weighed you would find that it is quite a factor in drawing trpde. Don't be behind the times. If you want to
keep pace with civilization, you must follow customs
which is naturally the greed of every man,
wlio has genuine pride. The art of printing is something that few people can acquire. They may print, but
t he art is not present.
Again, the art may be there,
but the stock on which the printing is done is of the
xore8t quality, which entirely obliterates the art that
would otherwise be apparent. Then again, the quality
of ink and nicety and distinctness of color used are
something that cAtyjJita in bringing out beauty of art into
display. The CITIZEN printing department carries
nothing but the lxst quality of stationery, such as letter
heads, note heads, bill heads, etc., as well as the finest
of inli , and turns out daily evidence of the finest
p in the city. If you want cheap,
printi .g, go to the places where you can obtain it; but
s
printing, send it to The CITIZEN"
if vox
prinU .g department, or telephone to us and we will call
and g your order.
now-a-day-

WITH THE

IN CONNECTION

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

2

TO THE NORTH AND EAST
"THE FASTEST EVER"

TO....

Kansas

City, St. Louis, Chicago or Mem-

Call on Agent for full Information
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A E.
System, El Paso, Texas.
P.-N.-

The St. Louis

The dreat Republican
Paper of America.

paper of the World. Globe-Democr- at

which is acquired by long experience and perseverence.
When a person possesses it his services are in demand in
s
s
any
bindery. The CITIZEN has a
bindery and therefore employs the best skill.
Bill heads, letter heads, note hetgds, vouchers, invoices
and blanks of every description are ruled with the same
skill and neatness as the finest blank book that was ever
turned out. If you want such work telephone to The
first-clas-

TWICE EVERY WEEK
The Qreat News

book-keepin-

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR
Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Reports. A variety of interesting and instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal Two papers every week. One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

...The Daily

first-clas-

CITIZEN.

BINDING
is everlasting when properly done. Every business man
would like to preserve his books, but he cannot do it
when they are in a dozen pieces after ho uses them up.
He does not want them to break, neither does he want
them to be tight in the fold, if so, they cause him great
inconvenience.
There is much in the way a book is
sewed. If it is not sewed properly the breaking of a
single thread will occasion an entire section of twenty
pages to come out, necessitating the rebinding of the
book, causing loss of timo and inconvenience. If you
want a good blank book you should get one with a patent
back, thereby enabling you to utilize all the
space in the fold, that you would otherwise not bo able
to do. Then the quality of paper used is just as essential
in turning out a fine book as is the workmanship. The
CITIZEN carries a full stock of the finest ledger paper
manufactured. When you want any kind of a fine blank
book telephone to The CITIZEN and our representative
will call.
g

.

rs

place and will always have it.
If the ability of its readers to buy articles of luxury
ns well as articles of necessity is questioned, then forever
will The CITIZEN defend them. Regarding the comparative value of morning and evening papers, it is a
fact that a morning paper is before its readers but for an
hour or so, while an evening paper is before the public
from 5 o'clock until bedtime, and is read by men who
lalor all day and who have not time to read the morning
papers. Therefore the superior value of an evening
paper over the morning paper as an advertising medium
is quite evident.
The CITIZEN is a homo paper. Why ? Because
th residence portion of the city being not more than
ten minutes' walk from the business center, the business
man has ample time to read the evening paper leforc
goin? to lodge or to the club, and ho does so. When he
has finished reading his paper it is left at home and
thoroughly read by the other members of his family.
The ladies of Albuquerque read The CITIZEN, and
as it contains all the news, lioth foreign and local, why
should it not command the circulation that it does? If
you want results advertise in the

The Daily Citizen

Globe-Democrat- .....

Has no equal or rival among Western Newspapers, and ought to be in the
hands of every reader of ANY paper.
,

u

Dally,
Including 8unday.
One year
$6.00
6
3

monts

$3.00
$1.50

months

JflUUfo

Dally,
Without Sunday.
One year
$4.00
6 months
$2.00
3 months
$1.00

SUNDAY EDITION.
48 to 60 pages.

One year
6 months

$2.00
$1.00

The Great World's Fair
WILL BE HELD AT ST. LOUIS IN 1904, and the GREATEST ST. LOUIS
NEWSPAPER WILL BE INDISPENSABLE DURING THE COMING YEAR.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY.
,. , ,

ljji

.

THE GLOBE PRINTINQ CO.. St. Louis, Mo.

The ICEBERG
Pewhyroyal fslls
Railroad Avenue
...i- ,
212 W.

Al. at., .K.I.I. I ..11. .r.
H It'll KSl Elf
KNUL1SH
an CaliJ ntiltili. boat..
n.,lli.F. II rilM
k.ll.
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Una.Cera..
ll.n,;.,., , ..,tmUf
4,.
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The finest line of Liquors and Cigar

Iff.!,

All patrons and friends cordially invit-

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch It
served every day.
8TEVE BALLING,
Proprietor.
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UhMiwrlUra
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the

Burlington.

Advertising
The word itself is exhilarating to a man that has a
high ambition, whether socially, financially or otherwise. It is the same with a business man. He has to
obtain advertising in some way before he will be successful. There are different degrees of success. The more
advertising you get the greater amount of business yqu
transact, a fact that
admit themselves.
"All things do not come unto man." He has to go after
them. If he wants advertising ho pays for it just the
same as any commodity. You may say some men obtain
advertising for nothing, but the don't. They pay for it
in an indirect, if not a direct way. Thus every man
pays for his share. The world owes a man a living, but
he has to earn it, and if a man wants advertising he must
pay for it. It is better to pay in a direct way and obtain
more results than to pay in an indirect way and obtain
fewer results. The direct way for a business man to
advertise is to talk to the people through an advertising
medium that has a place by the fireside of every home
within his field for business. The CITIZEN has that

Glowing Tribute

n.

For years and years a Burlington badge or a BurTlng.
ton uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman.
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and
consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty
of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.

I

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

DAILY OVER

Ticket Office, 1039 !7thSt
G. W. VALLERY, General A'ent
.
DENVER.'

.

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than
8O0

I
K

f

in Mexico City

This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes la never
experienced. A. though not generally known summer la the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The daily afternoon rain, wblch lasts about thirty minutes. so
cuius me uiuiusiiuere as to maae toe evenings and nl&-..- s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nlKhts. and balmv mnrn.
logs, and the cooling sea breexes of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never fotget his trip trader
"The White Umbrella,

Men Suffering

c

Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations
poiuts in Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. O. & P. A., Mexico

W. C. MEAD,
C. A., El Paso.

to

C. R. HUDSON,
O. F. & P. A.,Mexico

from los of nervous force often owe
thrirrunditiou to youthful ignorance
loai icanui enemy id Health,
It is the tmaiueas of srieuce to repair
the damage cnuked ty the llioughllcn
pr.icticraof youth.
DeMllty never get well of
Itaelf.
Ita vktiiua drag through a
iniacrable existeute, weak, liktleaa,

dcapoudent.

II

The Mexican Central
C

y

States. There are hundreds of educational people who could have gone to
I as Vegas and addressed a large audience, could have met the corps of admirable men and women teachers,
could have looked over the plant of the
Normal university, and pronounced It
one of the best normal school plants of
Its size In the United States, who could
have felt the significance of it all as 1
did. I know but one with whom it
would have been possible.
Twenty years ago I became fairly
well acquainted with all the leading
cities and towns of the territory, and
every two or three years I kept up the
acquaintance until 1890, since which
time I have only been through the territory Incidentally. When I knew the
territory there was not a free public
school, not a college or university. The
Catholic church had several schools
and daring ten years that I knew it,
other churches did about as much, all
told, as the Catholics, until some 4,000
children, largely of the English speaking Americans, were in some private
or church school. With this as a back
ground I could feer, as well as know,
what it meant to address the annual
meeting of the teachers' association,
representing more than 1,000 public
school teachers, to whom more than
$000,000 is annually paid from the ter
ritorla! treasury in salaries, for teaching more than 43,000 pupils.
Eleven years ago not a public school
of any kind, and today public kindergartens In several cities, public manual
training schools, a normal school at
Silver City, a normal university at Las
Vegas, a school of mines at Socorro,
an agricultural college at Mesllla Park,
and a university at Albuquerque, with
a total enrollment of 1,000 in the high
er institutions.
Ten years ago English was an unknown tongue over most of the area of
New Mexico, whereas today it is
taught the children of every county..
The annual meeting of the teachers
of New Mexico was held In the latest
established of the public institutions,
the Normal University of Las Vegas
an institution that was merely a theory
or a hope Ave years ago, but today has
a beautiful and well apoplnted build
lng and a faculty of experts. Doe pits
Its youth It Is one of the best normal
schools In the country, and In the natural sciences, especially, I have never
seen it excelled. In ethnology and entomology, it is not approached in the
whole country, and the art department
is superior.
The one great departure which may
easily be described is that of the hall
museum. All the specimens, and they
are almost limitless, are In cases on
either side of all the hall ways. No
child can enter the building and pass
to any room without walking between
two series of cases or shelves of speci
mens.
Naturally science plays an Important
part In the educational work of New
Mexico, because the bird fauna is the
most varied of any state. Its ethnologi
cal possibilities are equal to those of
all the rest of the United States com
bined, while Its mineraloglcal and geo
logical opportunities are unusual.
The, most Interesting educator In
New Mexico Is Hiram Hadley, of the
Agricultural college at Mesllla Park
He Is still In the full vigor of manhood
thoush he was a county superintend
ent in Indiana long before she bad a
normal school; he was one of the
group of five men who held the first
four weeks' summer Institutes; he was
in charge of the western educational
agency of Charles Scriliner & Co., be
fore the Chlrago Are, and he was the
author of Jladley's Latin Iessons, the
first book of the kind published. Sixteen years ago he retired, as he
thought, from educatlnoal activity,
and went to New Mexico to be with his
only son, and has been the most potent
single force In the establishment of
the public schools and public institution of New Mexico.
Ir. C. M. Light, principal of the normal school at Silver City, is the second
oldest educational leader in the public
--

phis and Principal Points.
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AS A DOLLAli
to New Mexico
That is the result of a course
jf treatment with Scott's Lnml-sioBY DR. A. E. W1NSHIP
We have special referThe Boston Journal of Education,' Institutions, having gone to New Mex- ence to persons with weak
the leading education periodical of the1 ico from Kansas seven years ago. He lunjs anJ sensitive throats.
United States, the editor of which, Dr. la a leader of nature and has remainScott's Kmulsion docs some
A. b.
lnshlp, was here In attendance ed at the front In all public efforts.
upon the educational conventions of President W. O. Tight of the State things better than ethers. This
Christmas week, has the following ed- University and President Luther Pos- is
one of them. It has a peter of the Agricultural College have
itorial utterance In his Issue of
22.
This cannot but be nf lm. had but a year In service, but each culiar action cn the throat and
mense benefit to New Mexico as the! comes from successful experience that i
which
gives tliem
Journal of Education circulates among gives them the confidence of the terri- ungs
the better class of teachers throughout tory. In the nature of the case, the strength and makes themtouh.
University at Albuquerque must take
the entire union. Dr. Wlnshlp says:
That's how Scott's Emu!sic n
Those who are making a single trip rank as the leading state university,
through our new west, or have never but the fact that the Agricultural col drives out coughs, colds r.n 1
seen it. merely read descriptions, can lege was the first of all the public Innever feel the growth of the United stitutions to be established, the fact bronchitis. It keeps thenv out.
Janu-uar-

RUNS
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requires an exactness that is much admired when accomplished. If your blank books are ruled properly they
books
will nlwnys look
if in the hands of a
keeper. If they a:e not ruled with exactness they will
never look neat, even though handled by an artist in
To be exact requires skill and patience,

0

!

tacky-lookin- g
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literally feed the hunfrry nerves, (riving
them the precise iuuredients demanded by nature. Tina woudrrful
remedy cures Nervouc lability, atop
all drains, replaces wanted tissues,
scuds rich, warm life blood tingling
through every irt, making every or- act and causing you to glow wan
San

tl 00 per hn: 6 boxes (with guarantee to cure), tv.00.
Book free.
MtabiciNK bo, Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by H. II. fcrlggs & Co.

that It has large government assistance, and that Its work Is all Intensely
practical, has made it somewhat of a
pet.
In many respecU, Edgar L. Hewett
Is one of the moEt Important factors
In the educational affairs of the territory. His location at Las Vegas, his
vigorous personality, his recognised
leadership In ethnological research,
which slgnfles so much In New Mex
ico, and his notable training in the
Colorado Normal school, combine in
the educational unfolding of New
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 4b03.)
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
29, 1903.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has Died notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Probate
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March iO, 1903, viz.:
Jane Hall, for the NE4 Sec. 12, T. 10
N., R. 3 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
James E. Elder, of Albuquerque, N.
M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of Albuquer
que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Watson H. Downs, of
Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 4499.)
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
29, 1903.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of bis Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Probate
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 10, 1903, viz.:
Hannah E. Downs, for the SEV Sec.
12, T. 10 N., R. 3 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, said )aud, viz.:
James E. Elder, of Aiouquerque, N.
M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of Albuquer
que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Thomas Hall, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 4887.)
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
26, 1903.
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Wt'll send you a little to try. If you I ke.
liOWNK, cv,lM.-
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Color Schemes for Home Dress
Making.
Delicate blue, with white lace.
Steel gray, with Paris eern lace.
Mixed gray .with black or white.
Mixed brown, with golden brown.
Gray, with shades of sage green.
Gray, with shades of burnt orange.
Mixed red, with deep shade of red.
Clan plaid, with black silk or velvet.
Brown, with shades of burnt orange.
Royal blue.wlth black lace and steel.
Moss green, with black lace medallions.
Light and dark shades of moss
green.
Mixed green, with dark shade of
green.
blue and silver, with
plain blue.
Black, with white lace facings of
delicate blue.
,
Delicate violet, with while and deeper shade of violet.
Gray, with cream lace, showing delicate pink underneath.
White over pink, with a touch of
white shepherd's chec.
Black combined with black and
black to give character.
. Royal blue, combined with blue and
white shepherd's check.
White cloth, with antique lace and
turquoise-blupanne velvet.
Pearl gray, combined with darker
shades of gray panne velvet.
Bright Roman plaid, with red or
blue surah to give character.
Black, with steel gray panne velvet
and cut-stebuckles and buttons.
White cloth, with ecru lace tnd pipings of the medium shade of burnt
orange.
Two-tone-

e

Carpenters- ana machinists tools of
all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
company.
-

Plumbing.
We have adied a plumbing department and tin shop to our business.
When you have anything in this line
to be done see us about it before placing your order. Albuquerque Hard.
ware company.
Fresn Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
DEMINQ.
A

Fsw Pointers About a Good Town Irv
Southern New Mexico.
Keep your eye on iteming.
Demlng has Just been Incorporated.
Deming, the coming city of New Mex-

Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has tiled notice
of his Intention to make final proof in ico.
,
support of his claim, and that said
Demlng has a magnificent school sysproof will be made before the register tem.
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Doming, the railroad center of New
March 10, 1903, viz.: Joseph Davis, for Mexico.
the SEVi NE4. NE'4 SE-Sec. 82, Doming, the gateway to the best part of
Old Mexico.
SWV4 NW',4, NW'i 8 , V Sec. 33, T.
Demlng, the seat of the new county of
9 N. R. 9 E.
Luna.
He names the following witnesses to Demlng Is the great mining center of
prove his continuous residence upon, the southwest.
and cultivation of, said land, viz,:
Demlng! Don't overlook it If you are
William Tucker, of Galisteo, N. M.; looking for a safe and paying Investment
Doming water la chemically pure-equMauricio Gomez, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Anastaclo Sandoval, of Galisteo; N. M.; to Polan springs.
Demlng htta Increased SO per cent In popNicolas Tenorlo, of Santa Fe, N. M.
ulation In four year.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
Doming water and pure ozone make
o
strong and healthy people.
We are Bole agents for the Leggett
Investments In Demlng lots will double
& Piatt steel bed springs, every one and treble In one year.
Doming
guaranteed thirty days' trial and If
has now a large Ice plant and
oloctrlo light system under contract.
not satisfactory your money back
In Deming the demand for rental
price $5.00.
Also the Duplex mathouses Is Ave times In exceta of the suptress at $7.1)0 on the same conditions. ply.
Futrell Furniture company.
Doming has an abundance of water for
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
Have your nouse wen ventilated Ij
using a Peninsular
base brrner.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
Whitney Company.
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
4

gar-don- s.

o

Investment.

Pcuinsuju' ba; beaters burn less In Demlng good safe loans can be had
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your at better rates than In the old established
rooms.

Whitney Company.
o

Tin, ga.vanizea
iron una coppet
work. Albuquerque Hardware couipu

towns.
At Demlng you can buy lots at $100
which will pay you 100 per cent 111 lose
than twelve months.
In Doming another good hotel la needed
to accommodate the enormous Increase of
'
population.
Doming Is a great health result has no
superior In climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Doming will be the groat smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within
the year.
Why buy Mfth priced lots when you can
got them In Demlng cheap now, with certain advanoe assured?
d
Agricultural lands In Doming are
for fertility, production of fruits
and vegetables of all kinds.
Doming offers the sume opportunities
now that the most prosperous cities in the
west offered several years ago.
Doming needs one hundred new houses
to supply the domand. and needs thetn
now. This domand continues to grow.
Demlng ships over 1U0.O0O head of cattle
annually; Is the center of the greatest
breeding region In the southwest and cattlemen all know this.

Mrs. Bamoinr, at ner parlors. No.
i05 South First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expitlon store, Is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, dn
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
and ingrowing nails. She gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder, which sht
guarantees to be free from all metallic
subBtances. It perfumeB the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teetl
n
clean and white. It is highly recom OOOOOOOOO QOOOOOOOOO
mended by all first class dentists. Al O
You know and everybody else O
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and O knows
that our stock of black O
pimple cure, and pile cure. All ol O silks Is beyond comparison. Our O
these preparations are purely vegeta- O prices do all the talking. LION O
ble compounds. Give her a tital. O STORE.
D
Automatic telephone 490.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQ
unsur-piiKae-
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of view New Mexico will be an assured
of the late 8cnator McMillan, of MichWith
igan. Eulogistic addresses will be deacquisition for at least a generation.
One word with regard to the name
livered by Senator Alger, of Michigan,
''New Mexico," which seems to be a
8enator Burrows of the same state,
bugbear to some eastern minds. All
benatcr Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massakinds of propositions are made for a
chusetts, Senator Hanna, of Ohio, Senchange, a favorite suggestion being
Piatt, of Connecticut, and several
Physicians Said Mrs. ator
rea- Two
other nic;nbers who were Intimate
Editor of the New York Tribune, ro state approaches her except Califor-Sir- : Montezuma, for no conceivable conson, PS there is not the slightest
friends and admirers of Senator
Mack Was incurable.
In January, 1889, The Tribune nla and Colorado, and her vast
nection between the unfortunate Aztec
advantage
gives
her
roe,
of
ure
headed
the
coal
from
a letter
sovereign and this section of country.
. .Acker's Blood Eiixer positively cures
On the other hand "New Mexico" Is
"Admission of New Mexico: Both Just-- ! even over those favored regions.
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofuThe character of he population an old historic name. Only one AmeriIce and Expediency Demand It," which
lous affections. At all times a matchFlorida, has a name more
was intended to correct gross mls- - seems to be a bugbear to the unfriend can state, was
less system tonic purifier. Money reby
1851
.In
first
used
It
ancient
A
w
HofiftmA
Im
wn
fa.
tMAw.aa
An(vnaM soil In lir Dnnatnri
faoni
funded if you are not satisfied. 60c
a portion of the press. It Is strange miliar with the territory, which is turjr
and $1. J. H. O'Reilly & Co." and B.
England
lgand
larger
New
years
much
than
the same
that after fourteen
dnm or Plymouth was thought of. On Was Used and Effected a Wonderful H. Briggs & Co.
norance and prejudice should exist, New York combined, in three days,
o
all
the ancient maps it appears as the
and Glorious Cure.
and call for the same kind of cor- - Facts, however, should carry more "Kingdom of New Mexico," extending
Jenkins vs. Piening.
weight than prejudices or unfounded
rectlon,
New York, Jan. 31. Lovers of the
Paine's Celery Compound comes to sport
from Florida on the east to the Pacific
of wrestling are on the qui vive
Yet these fourteen years have seen slanders,
on the west. It would be vandalism the aid of suffering humanity when the
The people are loyal. During the
great progress and Improvement In all
anticipation
in
of the contest letween
asto change a name so full of historic
respects. In 1889 I wrote you, belllon out of a total population of sociations and which has endured for best efforts of phyRirians prove fruit- Tom Jenkins, the former world's
"No territory ever had such prepare- - 93,567 she sent 6,661 Into the army, a more than throe centuries.
less when hopeless men and women champion, and John Plenlng, the
tlon for statehood." That was true larger percentage than any easternpronounced Incurable. The grate- "Butcher Boy," which Is to be decided
are
conshe
which
every
respect
in
In
state; and the victory at Glorieta sav- trols
then, and it is far more true now.
Mexico is ful and happy testimony of Mrs. J. O. tonight In Madison Square garden.
New
destiny,
own
her
Aa early as 1850 the people of New ed the Pacific slope to the Union. In improving and advancing,
Her rail- Mack, of Clear Lake. Washington, The match Is regarded as the most
Mexico, relying on the pledges of our the recent Spanish war no less than road development last year exceeded maintains the claim that. "Paine's important of its kind decided in this
government, held a convention, adopt- - 1.089 volunteers enlisted, Including the whole of the Atlantic seaboard. Celery Compound makes sick people vicinity in a long time. Plenlng first
ed a constitution, elected state officers, about 600 of the Rough Riders, who The only obstacle Is the continued ter- well." Mrs. Mack says:
attracted attention as a wrestler two
a legislature and W. S. Messervy as gained renown and made a president ritorial condition. That affects both im"Several years ago I was stricken years ago, since which time he has
member of congress. In "July the leg- - ' at San Juan hilL
migration and financial development. with nervous prostration, and two steadily enhanced his reputation until
They are American The foreign ele-F- . Statehood will bring good government doctors declared that no medical skill now he Is regarded as a wonder on the
islature elected R. H. Wefghtman and
Mexico
than
New
in
Is
smaller
toC. Cunningham as senators, and ment
country, except and rapid Improvement. The people could ever cure me. One of your books mat. He is in superb condition forgivthey, with the member of congress, anywhere elee in the
my
I was night's contest and is confident of
really
came
American
are
Into
when
Jhey
will
hands
feel
Just
that
'
7
pei cent
proceeded to Washington. While on Borne parts of south Only
a hard tussle for
citizens and tint aliens or servant. All very low with nervous prostration and ing the
the Journey they were met by the in- - of the population is foreign born. Idaho
enkindle ambition, stimulate congestion. After reading it, I asked the decision.
will
this
25,
Wyormlng
ZWaBhlnon
.
passage, on Sepfem- - .'"
Jenkins, who lost his title of world's
. JEven enterprise and " lead on to a glorious and begged for Paine's Celery ComCompromise Montana 43. Nonft Dakota
champion to Dan McLeod, In Worcesbcr 9,Vthe famous
pound.
procured
was
future.
The
medicine
measure;- - which" 'Mmlltfd udlforfil
L. BRADFORD PRINCE,
for me, and you may think I am using ter, Mass., on Christmas day, owing to
Jg' Santa Fe, N. M.i Jan. C, 1903.
as a state and, legated NeMlexico
exaggerating statements when I say an injury to his right leg, which forced
ode
to the condition Of a territoVy. 'Frbm
that three bottles cured me, and made him to forfeit the match, has fully reMlne80ta.!,6f Pr
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dearest of American rights, that of self has New Mexico made Buch rapid progovernment.
gress as in public education. Even unA- territory has not a republican gov4pfc..-Mder the crude system which existed
ernment; it is simply a province; its before the public school law of 1891,
people are not citizens, they are sub- the censua. showed that while the popujects. If it has tad officials, there is no lation of the territory Increased 28 per
A ".'-remedy, for they are not responsible to ccut during the decade from 1880 to
people nor answerable to public opin- lS9i, the number of children enrolled
Life out of doors and out of the games which they play and the enjoyment
ion. If they have influence in Washing- In the schools increased 283 per cent,
which they receive and the efforts which they make, comes the greater part of that
ton, ihty can violate law and override or ten times as rapidly. During the
healthful development which is so essential to their happiness when grown. When
Justice with impaily. As a tempor- last decade the- - gain has been equally
ary expedient, wbctr the population Is gratifying. The school law of 1891
a laxative is needed the remedy which is given to them to cleanse and sweeten and
sparse and poor and cannot sustain gave a great impetus to public educa
strengthen the internal organs on which it acts, should be such as physicians would
local government, the territorial condi- tlon, and the system is now very satis
sanction, because its component parts are known to be wholesome and the remedy
tion is a necessary evil; but it is ex- factory. The total enrolment of schol
free from every objectionable quality. The one remedy which physicians and
itself
ceptional and temporary, and as soon ara last rear was 42,925. In this con
approve end recommend and which the little ones enjoy,
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the census of lSdit it had 195,310 inhab long passed the period where a terrioriginal method of manufacture and as you value the health of the little ones, do
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Tennessee, Ohio. Indiana and Illinois influence the
each had about 50,000 inhabitants; if no one has yet forgotten the long con
we take the preceding census, as we tlnued injustice to Dakota because
are doing with New Mexico, Indiana she was strongly republican. But If
;
had only 24,530. and Illinois 12,282. So these questions of political policy have
it is evident that there Is now no ra-bo- to be considered there Is every reason
on account of lack ef population for republican senators to favor New
for depriving the people of New Mex Mexico. With the possible exception
ico of their rights as citizens. On the of Vermont and Pennsylvania, no stat
contrary, Jt has more population than la the Union Is as solidly and reliably
New Mexico.
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matter
If we consider the
resources and actual taxable valuation, uot be driven out of the party, for all
wool, catwe find that in the latter she far ex her great products, such as
reeds' many other new states, and as to tle, lead, coal and timber, are benefit
a party point
the variety and extent of resources ted by protection. From
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New York fashion Letter
BY MAUDK ORirriM
New York, Jan. 31. Everybody Is and the sleeves, which are short, are'
crowding as many gaiiles as possible of the satin, with a ruffle of lace under,
Into the period which Intervenes be- a full frill of satin. The bodice Is filled
tween now and the beginning of Lent, In above the girdle with soft folds of
all of which Is having a most delight- white ch'.ffon. Clusters of tiny pink
rosebuds are caught In with the knots
ful effect upon fashions.
of black. Velvet ribbon adorns the
r
Inere still remains .some
styles and one sees them front of the bodice.
at receptions, teas, parties and in the noThe slashed seam effect has suffered
loss of favor by the changes of fash- s!:ops where the buying of summer
novelties is in progress. The great Ion. Indeed the Idea Is daintily carried
demand for thin materials Just now Is out In one of the new shirts novelties
simply a forecast of the season, and In which are constantly appearing.
though it Is well to prepare for days The waist Is In pale blue nun's veiling
with plaid Bilk. The sleeves are
that are to come, one can neglect the piped
plain and full with a straight cuff. The
styles that be.
The tailor made suit In its new back fits closely and a distinguishing
spring adaptions is a Joy to the eye feature of the design Is the absence of
The front shows the slashed,
and a distraction to the purse at the a yoke.
slot-seaeffect, with two narrow
same time. It is not long ago since or
even the women of means boasted only plaits on either side running from
one tailor suit, this she wore on every shoulder seam to belt.
There are two or three shades
possible occasion;
hut things have among
the spring colorings hollychanged and any wardrobe to be truly
hock yellow, dove blue whatever tint
8 in art should contain three tailor-madthat may be and a daring shade of
gowns at least--onof satin faced cerise. They are quite pretty, but
material for semi-dresoccasions and wun xne exception 01
secona, neea
informal affairs;
another of rough the sobering touch ofine
black to make
gcods and more severely carried out, them adapted to any
but evening wear.
for street wear exclusively; .and the
JVIAUlEi uttirniN.
walking costume for rainy and dull
clays or for 'outings.
,.
WHAT A BLESSINQ1
Velvet vies with highly finished
cloths for a place of favor and Ts really Many ""People '"'lh '""'AlBfl'Huerqu
Ara '
gowns than
Learning to Appreciate.
used mere for tailor-madfor
occasions. Exclusive deWhat a blessing it is.
signs come trimmed with bands of
Sought after by thousands.
woolen braid. Such a decoration may
Albuquerque is finding it out.
be Incongruous, but since the ensemMany a miserable man is happy now.
ble is chic, or.o nqtl go no further.
Whatever may .be said against it,
Any itching skin disease .means this.
there is a dignity about the trained Itching plies mean lt,
skirt that appeals specially to the mod
Eczema just as bad and just as bad
ish woman and as long as clinging to cure.
...
effects and slender outlines obtain,
But Doan's Ointment relieves at once
this style of skirt will be worn. In it and cures all itchiness of the skin.
lies the hope of the short woman for
A blessing to a suffering public.
relief from the horrors of dumpiness;
Here's Albuquerque "proof to back '
it is likewise the salvation of the at our statement:
tenuated sisterhood whose angulariJohn Torlina. capitalist, of 820 South
ties are transformed into graceful Third street, says:
"I know of a
curves by soft, clinging folds. So the case where Doan's Ointment was suc
long skirt will be with us for another cessfully used for hemorrhoids, com- season 'at least.
monly called piles. If I did not know
Lace has become so indispensible a that the remedy acted exactly as repfeature of fashion that It has Invaded resented and that, the results obtained
even the province of the street gown. by others in Albuquerque are as posl-tiv- e
Not that touches of It have not been
as in the particular case referred
apparent in this style of dress be- tn nhnvp f wnnlH he tha lnnt reiatripnt nf
fore; but now it reaches the point of this city to advise my friends and ac- elaboration. A tailor made design
which is deliriously smart is executed macy for' the preparation if they re-1
In pale tan ladles' cloth and has alter quire it."
,
nating folds of panne velvet on both
For sale 'by all dealers. Price 50
the skirt and bodice. Down the front cents. Foster-MilburOo., Buffalo, N.
runs a broad band of heavy lace with Y., sole agents for the United' States.
a row of brown tassels on either side. Remember the name Doan's
and
' ;
Two rows of brown velvet in Roman take no substitute.
22
.
.
t
n
key pattern trim the skirt. There are
QU EEREST Oi WE V BR BU I LT-- .
ibth economy and convenience in the
new laces which combine embroidery,
or art stripes or tasselled bands and Town Founded by Julian' Ericson and'
Hi. Followers, in New Mexico.
come ready to be applied to skirts and
Of all queer.clties ever built the
bodices. They save one the trouble of
thinking out schemes of decoration as queerest was undoubtedly that erected
well as a harmonious blending of near the headquarters of the Rio
colors and when these two important Pecos in this territory, by Julian Eric-so- n
and his following in the middle of
matters of dress can be settled so
'
'
easily, the price of the trimming is last century.
Ericson was an .American of Nor
well worth ' the sacrifice made to
'raise" It. Continuing the description wegian descent, and inherited' some
of the cloth and lace dress, however, money, together with a taste for oc
cult mysticism, from his father, a
the sleeves open over a Bishop sleeve Swedenborgian
carpenter and conof Russian lace and are laid In folds
tractor;
by
tiny rows of French
held In place
He early came under the influence
knots.
The luxury of twentieth century of Joseph Smith, the founder of Morquarreled
leader,
with
his
monism,
but
Is
two
expressed
which
coats
in
modes
and started to found an entirely new
are designed to go with the costume
principle
one for mild days and another for cold sect of his own, the cardinal
of which was the transmigration of the
days.
faithful while yet on
The first is of pongee silk and souls of the
to say, he promised
This
is
earth.
reaches to the hem of the skirt. It Is
disclDles should, at an early
trimmed with Rusian lace, while the that his
be changed Into doves, eagles,
Roman key pattern of the dress Is date,
Hons, or, in fact, Into whatever beast
carried out on lapels and cuffs.
or bird they chose.
The second coat is of black Melton.
seems scarcely credible that such
It has a cape of heavy white lace anItabsurd, not to say nauseous, doc
which falls in long embroidered tabs
trine should have succeeded, even for
in front, producing a smartly elegant
a time, In attracting converts; but
At the shoulders there are
effect.
there would seem to be no limit to huto
with
the
fastened
lace
shorter tabs
man credulity and gullablllty in such
black embroidered buttons.
matters. ' Some hundreds of enthusA hat or white beaver, for which tan iasts threw in their lot with him, and
may be substituted With good results. following
the example of the Mormons
completes the costume and Is trimmed marched westward from the settled
with white liberty satin and a trailing states Into the great western wilds.
white plume.
They finally brought up In what is
The passing of the pouched bodice, now San Miguel county, and built a
Is
most
days,
palmy
which has seen Its
town of frame houses, at the back of
emphasized in the new thin gowns, each of which was a den or cage suitUntil now Dame Fashion, though tired able ' to the needs of the particular
of bloused effects, had nothing quite animal or bird they, expected shortly
as pretty and generally becoming to to become.
take their place. But there has been
Of course, the promises ot Ericson
going on some tall thinking out Of came to nothing, and In the end he
which the idea of a fascinating little and a number of his disappointed disbelt has evolved and though it is a ciples were killed In battle with the
straight little affair, requiring a great Apaches. The others scattered to vardeal of "softening" through the assist ious parts, the majority going to Caliance of chiffon, etc.. It Is really charm fornia to dig for gold: and the
Ingly piquant.
stronger of the cages, those erected
It Is possible now to get the loveliest for the would be tiger-meand
thin gowns and lace robes for a really
utilized for
were
afterwards
reasonable price. A fairy like design a brief period as places of confinement
which Is worthy of imitation is strewn for refractory convicts.
with flowers of Bouvals work. The
like
skirt is soft and clinging. ti'.M-iA Scientific Desccvery.
a midst over a little satin lining.
Kodol does for the stomach that
The bodice, which is cut low, boasts which it Is unable to do for Itself, even
no trimming except the Bouvais work when but slightly disordered or over-loaand touches of laee about the doco- Kodol supplies thd natural Juices
U tage. A dash of chiffon further adds of digestion and does the work of the
to the slmpleness of the effect.
stomach, relaxing the nervous tension,
Pink is among the revivals of the while the Inflamed muscles of that
season for entire costumes. Of late oragn are allowed to rest and heal.
this place has been usurped by pale Kodol digests what you eat and enblues and 'elieate greens, but It lias re- ables the stomach and digestive orturned to favor with a furore. A de gans to transform all food Into rich,
licious frock of pink satin Is made red blood. J. 1L O'Rlelly & Co. and B.
with long, clinging skirt, appllqued In II. Briggs & Co.
0
renaissance lace. The waist is reliev
Horsesholna.
ed by touches of black velvet, which
If dissatisfied with your present shegive It decidedly a Parisian appear
er try Ortix & Co.'s expert, who Is reance.
There Is a pointed girdle of the lace cently from the eaat.
striklng-mid-winte-
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Lorenzen, Flossie Taylor, Ruby Pane
SANTA FE.
Agnes Calahan. Lottie Anderson, Mos
From the Record.
sle York, Irene Jamerson, Irene Hill, From the New Mexican.
Miss Mary Hartley, the accommoCol. R. E. Twltchell is seriously In
dating saleslady at Davis & Sydes', Malvina Pope, May Crawley, Bessie disposed
at his room at the Palace
Cousins, Gladys Trainer, Mary Bell
was unable to attend to her duties on
hotel. He Is suffering from a severe
Jessie
Bell.
account of an attack of tonsilitis.
cold.
Pasha Leivy, the city engineer, left F om
W. E. LIndsey, of Portales, who was
the Optic.
for Fulton to do some assessment work
A. D. Bell, formerly of San Antonio, sent here by the people of that town
on several very promising copper
Texas, who recently disposed of the to woik for the creation of the new
claims which he owns In that district.
timber on a
tract in Blue county of Roosevelt, left for his home
Dr. H. A. McEachren, of Detroit,
Canon for the mother of the late Jack this evening, expecting to return here
Mich., who has been stopping at the
Sheffield, is in town from Mineral Hill, In ten days or two weeks to push the
Plaza hotel for the past two weeks,
accompanied by C. M. Lindley.
bill making the new county.
left for Las Cruces. He is looking
moneys
Manager Dettelbach has secured the
License
to
augment
continue
over the country with a view of locatthe county treasury, the Center Block Olympia Opera company to appear
ing here.
The I. O. B. B., J. W. Rosenwald Pharmacy, H. C. Monslmer, Juan N. here for three nights, February 16. 17
lodge, at their meeting, determined to Duran, of Villanueva and Gibson , & and 18. It Is not known as yet what
erect a club house. Nearly $2,000 was Seltz being the latest to plank down operas they will give, but their reper
necessary for which to continue toire Includes all of the standard
subscribed with about half of the mem- the
operas.
business.
bers present. It will be erected near
Mrs. Jacob Steinberg, whose husThe city authorities
should give
the Jewish temple.
band
prompt
died
recently
Is
Tucumcarl,
re
at
attention to the immediate re
Ben Sawyer, who was badly hurt in
the wreck near Tucson, Ariz., having ported In an Improved condition her pairing of the sidewalk on the east
had three ribs fractured and being self. Her children have been provided side of Washington avenue, between
otherwise bruised, was well known with homes In the families of Julius the Griffin block and Palace hotel.
here, having formerly been In the em- Judell, Dan Stern and Julius Graaf, Many complaint, as to the dangerous
ploy of Gross, Kelly & Co. Information members of Congregation Monteflore. condition of this walk are brought
Enoch Rogers had the misfortune to dally to this office.
received here from Tucson Indicates
Deputy Sheriffs Closson and Huber
that he is doing nicely and will re lose a fine horse out at the Adams saw
mill
last
week.
have
snaking
logs
While
returned to this city after follow
cover.
W. P. Chapman, who is building a down a hill a huge log got out of the ing Jose Telles south of Albuquerque.
house out on the springs boulevard, t track, and began to roll, winding up Other men are still out after him, and
having considerable trouble with sneak the gear and harness and crushing the deputies are well scattered through the
southern part of the territory to Inter
thieves. Some time ago some one life out of the animal in a moment.
The projected gymnasium of the cept him. Sheriff Kinsell has offered a
made way with lumber which he had
Young Men's Christian Association, reward of $50 for his capture, which
on the ground for use in building the
house, and last night they walked off with its full and complete equipment he will pay out of his own pocket, as
competent management of a
no action has been taken by the
with bis wagon. He says he leoks for and
qualified physical director, will county.
the house itself to go next.
be a boon to the young men of Las
T. C. Hunt, of Texlco, Guadalupe
The E. Romero fire company's ticket
selling committee were outcanvassing Vegas. The whole country Is awaken- county, who has been In town for the
ing to a sense of the need to give more past ten days working for the creation
the town and met with flattering sucof the new county of Roosevelt, left for
cess in disposing of tickets for their attention t physical culture.
The Ice gang of Agua Pura company his home lrsv evening. Mr. Hunt is
ball on February 20. They are in need
of every dollar they can get as they have been laid off temporarily, the much pleased with Santa Fe and
are making extensive Improvements in wind having cut up the Ice to such an thinks well of the Thirty fifth legisla
their hose house, and this ball will give extent as to make it unlit for commer- tive assembly, although he is a stanch
cial use. The company have this year old Texas democrat.
people an opportunity to assist them.
Miss Elizabeth Allen, who is the effAn exceedingly pleasant affair was shipped over 9,000 cars of the solidified
the party given by Mrs. J. Price, 221 liquid, besides filling all of their mam icient bookkeeper at the business office
of the Las Vegas Optic, and her aunt,
Grand avenue, in honor of Miss Pearl moth btoiage louses.
Mrs. E. A. Sutherland, of East SagJjbiicn
T.
pastor
DeCklland,
of
the
Price's twelfth birthday anniversary.
About twenty of Pearl', girl friends A. M. K. church had a rude experience inaw, Mich., and her couBin, Mrs. E. E.
were present to lend to the vivacity with the wliil the other night. In com- Bradley, of Ellzabethtown, Tenn., are
and hearty good will of the occasion. pliance with his doctor's orders the In the city today taking in the sights
A partial list of those present is elven reverend gentleman was sleeping In a of the capital and watching legislative
tent. The wind pot hold of the canvas, proceedings. Mrs. Sutherland and Mrs.
below. Miss Lottln Ann DWU UU
prize, a box of chocolates. In a snlrited and when he awoke In the night the Bradley are on their way to California,
tent had completely disappeared and Mokl
contest, while blindfolded, attemntin
Tea positively cures sick headthe proper readjustment of a donkey's the zephyr, were playing havnc with ache, Indigestion and constipation. A
He immediately delightful herb drink. Remove,
cauaie appendage. Mr. Smith assisted his bed clothes.
all
in the entertainment and proved him started for the house In scanty rai- eruption, of the skin, producing a perself a royal entertainer. Cream and ment, but speed could not outstrip the fect complexion or money refunded.
cake were another feature. The guest, sand and pebbles which beat bim pain 26c and 50c. Write to us for for free
sample. W. H. Hooker 4 Co.. Buffalo.
were: Annie Heidel, Annie McMahon, fully.
N. Y. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H.
Rachel Ward, Pauline Perry, Lavla
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Brlggs
. i 4
Co.
160-acr- e

Fancy Groceries
TOO
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LAS VEGAS.

BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Rnllinar Ttrna
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See the Prices See the Qood.
Single buggy harnetc 9S.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy names., $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brat. Mounted, harneM,
115.50 to $20.00.
Team harnet., $7.50 to $35.00.
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and will leave tonight for that section ning of the fljht. The statehood bia is
The trio enjoyed Its visit to the canltal to be
attached to nearly a!l the approlegislative scenes, and the sights here
priation
bills not yet passed ly the
very much.
senate and by holding together solidly
Tlsn't safe to be a day without Dr. on any one of these bills they say they
Thomas Eclectrlc Oil In the house. can secure Its passage with the amendNever can tell wLat moment an acci- ment,
without fall. The opponents to
dent Is going to happen.
statehood concede the necessity for
passage of the appropriation bills.
PLAN MAPPED OUT.
Senator Quay has made a pall of
Friend, of Statehood Flock Around evrry committee that consider, an apQuay'e Standard.
propriation bill and while be Is uncerA special dispatch to the
Denver tain as to the appropriation committee,
News, from Washington, dated Jan- he has discovered that he has a clear
uary 29, says:
majority In the committees oa military
Senator Quay's and other friends of affairs, naval affairs, agricultural and
statehood this afternoon mapped out a poBtoffice.
plan for the statehood bill which both
Another step taken by the senator
democrats and
as- from Pennsylvania today was to make
sert confidently will assure the win a poll of hi. entire forces In the senate.

He received assurances, he says, that
every democrct will stand by him with
the exception cf tw,o, said to be Tillman and Bacon. All his republican
friends have promised to go to any
length to secure statehood.
A meeting of the committee on organization of the executive departments of which Mr. Quay is chairman
wts held today. It was the first meeting held In severs1, years. It was de
elded that a favorable report should
be made by the committee on the Quay
statehood amendment to the agricultural appropriation bill referred to It
yesterday. This is the first successful
move in the new program.

Prib In your tinware and have It
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware company
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Visit the Navajo Blanket Headquarters of

spe-clail- y

(In Effect Nov.

IT 1902.1

Tno unnTii
1. California Express.... 7:16p.m.
ARRIVE! VRDlur

No.

No.7,Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05
No. S, California Limited
10 : 50 1m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
No. 8. Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM 80UTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10a.m.
LEAVES GOINO SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm- ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
Na 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOINO WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 8, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
No.7,Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 3 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited

.....
....

acd they arrive dally.
NLocal freight No. 99, going aoutn.
carries passenger.
f.U MYERS, Agent

THE HYDE

v

EXPLORING EXPEDITION
and see the Largest Stock of Indian Goods in
Existence! We Supply the World.

205 South
Opp:site Santa Fe Depot.

First Street
-

-

Albuquerque. New Hexia-

-

r
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We'll
Clean Them Out
Broken sizes and such lines of Men's, Women's and
Children's shoes, which we shall not carry the coming
season, as well as all our Felt and Rubber Footwear.
They are all new and
neither soiled or shop-wor- n
and guarantee to give satisfaction.
up-to-d-

...NOTICE THE rOLLOWINQ
XI

eft's Shoes, 15ox

Olf or

PRICE...

Vici Kid,

$2.50

; $350 reduced to
Men's Shoes Chrome Calf,
, $,?.oo reduced to
Women's Shoes, Black Kid,
f3.oo reduced to
Women's Shoes, Biack Dongola,
$2.50 reduced to
Felt Shoes and Slippers for Men and Womn,
$l.3S reduced to

THE

'3h KKpl

5?

FOUR

$2.25
$3.25
$2 00

$1.10

8EA80N3

IN

ONE

crowd our Bhelves and windows
spring, summer, autumn and winter
vegetables and fruits In cans and pars
for your winter requirements, and Its
a wonder how such goods can be put
up and Bold so cheaply as we sell 'em
but here they are, yours for the

J

L. BELL & CO.

Nob. 118 and 1Z1 Couth Second

8t
svr

Special Shoe Sale,
To close out broken lines, we offer them
at less than cost

These are Bargains Look at Them!
Othorm In Proportion

FLORSHEIM, $4.00, J4.60 and 5.00 .'.
GREEN SHOE CO.. $3.25, $3.59, and $4.00
DANISH KID WORKING, $3.00
HEAVY WORKING SHOES, $1.50

$3.00
S3!oO
$2!25

$l!20

T. Muenstermpn
Opposite Postoffice.

324 South

MONEY TO LOAN.

On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
food security; also househoVi goodi
stored with me; strictly confidential
Highest cashprlce paid for household
goodi. Automatic 'phons 120.
v T.X. WH1TTEN, 114 Gold avenue

'

I

8cond St.

"

k

The Whltson Music company X
will give a 20 per cent discount St
the largest and most complete X
line of musical Instruments, In-- X
eluding the best makes of pianos X
X In the southwest.
X
K

X on

CITY .NEWS.

FOR TREE8, VINES, ETC.,
WHEN you want good, lasting, free See Whitcomb, Eighth and Tijeras.
burning, clean - hand screened coal,
,
ring up tf aim op either 'phone.
New Rag Carpets.
Made to order at my home, 1519
Acorn base burners. The world's
Comapny.
standard.
South Second street; also rug making.
Look Into Kleinwort's
msrkr. op Mrs. E. L. Emerson.
North Third street. He has the nlceel
Subncribe for The Citizen,
treaa cieats In the city.
ora we ars
lb Mexican nrawa
snoring a big assortment. Albert
t'i5 Railroad avenue.
rber.
0. W. STRONG & SONS
Gentlemen) let us use your measure now for a new suit Our tailoring
Undertakers
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
Don't neglect to examine the shoes
we have on. special sale during this
month. They are on display In our big
Embalmers
window and represent the latest Btyles
In up to date footwear. We guarantee
20 Years' Experience in this City
every pair to give satisfaction and you
will find it to your Interest to take adNorth Second St.
vantage of this opportunity. C. May's
BOTH PHONES.
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West
Railroad Avenue.

,1

and
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Spring
Arrivals
Our new early Spring styles
in Soft Hats have arrived and
are models of style, beauty and
elegance.

tha Calabratad Rantourla
Mat, black or paarl,

$4.00
We are sole agents in this
city for this hat which la well
known to all Btyllbh dressers.
'

MI'S

IE. La
t3S

mrmrmoM mat
YOUNO'0 HAT
Klfgabury 03.OO Mata

Washburn
a

r
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and Margaret Davis. The gentleman
says that these two attractions have
met with great success all over the
large western cities.
H. W. Kelly, of the firm of Gross,
Kelly & Co., was In the city yesterday
from Las Vegas.
Hon. F. A. Hubbeil, who was at Denver the past week watching legislative
matters, returned to the city last night.
George H. Krause, representing the
Underhill Manufacturing company of
Denver, Is In the city, Interviewing
local merchants.
D. A. Macpherson, manager for the
Water Supply company, was a passenger for Santa Fe this morning. He expects to return tomorrow nigbt.
Judge Seferino Crollott, sergeant at
arms of the legislative house, is here
to enjoy the Sabbath with his family.
He will return to Santa Fe tomorrow
night.
Judge N. B. Laughlin, of Santa Fe,
secretary of the territorial democratic
central committee, passed through the
city this morning, going home from a
business trip to Socorro.
Frank Steften, who is fixing up a regular lunch room at No. 212 Second
street, states that he hopes to be ready
for business sometime next week. It
will be one of the nicest places of its
kind In the southwest.
R. P. Hsll, proprietor of the Albuquerque Foundry & Machine works,
has returned from a business trip to
Belen, where he observed the busy
condition of affairs in the rapidly growing town. Mr. Hall says that work on
the cut on Is being pushed forward vigorously.
A recent Important mining deal was
that whereby the American Consolidated Copper company secured controlling Interest In the Lena group of
mines near Lordsburg, the Lena Mining company and original owners retiring. The new owners propose to put
the properties In operation Immediately. A new reduction plant of a capacity
of 150 tons a day will be a part of the
new improvements. Lordsburg people
are gratified by the change.
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John J. I.oulerk Is down from Las
Vegas.
Hon. L. Uradford Prince, of Santa
Fe, is In the city today on legal matters.
A. J. Frnnk, of Algodones, the smelter builder, Is In the cuy for a few
days.
W. W. Curry and wife, and Mrs.
James Fulton, of Santa Fe, are In the
HERE'S A LOT OF SUITS THAT
metropolis today.
ALWAYS SOLD FOR $10 AND $12
Mrs. Ida Parker, of Topeka, is in the
Albuarrange
to
city, and will
FOR A FEW DAYS WE HAVE
make
querque her future home.
CHANGED THE TICKETS TO '
Hon. M. R. Otero, register at the
United States land office at Santa Fe,
Is an Albuquerque visitor.
There will be a free concert at Or
(Sunday)
chestrion hall tomorrow
afternoon. Everybody Invited.
Frank Harrison, of Fort Worth,
MANY STYLES AND ALL SIZES
tonight. Mr. Harrison has been in the
city for the past week looking after
REPRESENTED.
BETTER TAKE
his property here.
ADVANTAGE.
The kindergarten school of Miss
Philbrick Is growing. Four new scholars added to the list since the beginning of the second term.
M. B. Wilson, manager of the Con
tinental Oil company In New Mexico,
has returned from a week's trip to
THE RAILROAD AVENUE
Santa Fe and Las Vegas.
CLOTHIER.
William Mcintosh and A. MacGilll- vray, who weer at Santa Fe on business before the terrtorial legislature,
returned to the city last night.
10 this week.
John Fredericks, the Colorado capi- 38 this month.
X
allst, well known in Albuquerque, will
363 last year.
The above represents the num- - X
leave tonight for Prcscott, Ariz., after
X ber of pianos moved by the Mc- - X
a short business trip to this city.
Spadden-Springe- r
X
Transfer Co. X
Mrs. Ralston Is the new clerk at the
X Automatic 'phone 297, Colorado X
New England bakery. Increase in busiX 'phone 48.
X
ness requires two clerks in this pop
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
ular confectionery and bakery shop.
D. A. Shope, superintendent of
Grand Opening.
"The North Pole" saloon, at No. 213
bridges and buildings on the Albuquer
Second street, Is now ready for busique division of the Santa Fe Pacific,
ness, but the well known proprietor,
was a visitor to he local yards this
Keppeler, will give a grand openChas.
morning.
ing and free lunch at the resort SaturW. V. Wolvin, D.
3.. Cental SurSenators George F. Albright and geon
night. Everybody invited to visit
Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Giant day new
place and partake of the good
Thomas Hughes are at home from Mock. Both 'phones.
the
o
things to eat.
Santa Fe for a couple of days, and too
day are around among their constitu
BACK TO BELEN.
Roast lamb and chicken at the Co
ents. They return to the capital to
Sunday dinner. If you
George Arnot There Looking After His lumbus hotel for
morrow night.
want to enjoy a regular home dinner
Firm's Contracts.
Hon. Nestor Montoya, the speaker
give us a call
George Arnot, manager of the whole
of the lower house of teh territorial
The second session of St. Vincent
legislature, came In from Santa Fe last sale honse of Gross, Kelly & Co., left
night, and will remain until tomorrow this afternoon or Belen, where he Is academy opens February 3. For course
music, etc.,
night, when he will return to his legis- having a new warehouse built for the of study, terms of tuition,
Charity.
apply
of
to
Sisters
purpose
distributing
house, for
of a
lative duties at Santa Fe.
along the Santa
You are Invited to visit the Club toHon. B. S. Rodey expects to send the the small warehouses
building.
cut
Fe
off
bow
night.
An appetizing lunch will be
Albuquerque press and people the good
Readers of The Citizen already know served to all. The Club Is on Second
news of "Statehood" early In February.
Kelly ft Co. have a contract street just off Railroad avenue,
There la one Item of "good news" even that Gross,
o
furnishing
.supplies for the con- fcr
better for New Mexico Sunday evenA party will bnlld a house for sale
gangs
new
on
work
rtruction
the
(Jqing
ing theme Baptist church.
road. The spur of track from the main on easy monthly payments. Apply to
George K. Neher, Robert Appleton
R. W. D. Bryan.
,
line to the site of the new warehouse
and Lou Hola spent yesterday In a Is now
finished and building material
An enjoyable Sunday dinner, roast
hunt along th river. They killed 117 for
its construction will be shipped lamb, chicken, cream pie and all those
quail, and friends were not overlooked
from here today.
appetizing dishes which makes a dinpre
In the division. Mr. Neher has
The track, and what will be a part ner complete, will be served at the
sented Messrs. Appleton and Holz each of
the cut off,, has been laid from Belen Columbus hotel tomorrow.
with a $5 bat, he proving to be the to
the end of the grade at the river,
poorest shot in the hunting party.
A lunch that is as fine as the finest
and would have been completed but
Miss lone Albright, daughter of Hon. for the shortage of the Immediate sup will be served at the Club on Second
and Mrs. George F. Albright, will leave ply of spikes. It will probably be fin stree ttonight.
this evening for Lob Angeles, Cal., for ished today, as a shipment of steel arAt the Woman's Exchange you can
a short sojourn. Miss Albright is not rived there last sight.
get fresh home made bread every day.
enjoying the best of health and a
Rye, graham, whole wheat, oatmeal
change Is thought advisable. The
The Columbus hotel will serve roast bread always on hand. Tuesday and
young lddy will be accompanied to the lamb, chicken, cream pie and a score Thursday salt rising bread. On Wedcoast by Natlian Darth, whose family of other good dishes at dinner Sunday. nesday meat pies. Every Saturday
Boston brown bread and baked beans.
recently moved there.
A Slaughter of Wild Beasts.
A full stock of health foods always In
Mrs. B. S. Rodey, with two of her
Lions have been playing havoc stock. 323 Second street. Bell 'phone
children, Miss Helen and Master Shan- among
the goat herds of E. T. Collier A15.
non, will leave tomorrow morning for
and have been killing all kinds of
The Club, that newly equipped palthe east. They will stop In New York stock In
the vicinity of Coyote canyon ace on Second street, will serve an elefor a few days before Joining Delegate and Lone mountain.
Last week Ben
Rodey at Washington.
Miss Helen Brannum took advantake of the snow gant lunch tonight to all visitors.
will remain until next June, but the
fall and put his pack of hounds on the
Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.
other members of the family will re- trail of threi monsters, trailing them
turn to this city immediately after the to Lone muontaln, where all of them
adjournment of congress.
were treed and shoL
Darby A. Day, the excellent district
On diamonds, watches or any good
The premfuniB paid by the territory
manager of the Mutual Life Insurance and by the stock association will nice- security. Great bargains In watches
company, and one of bis outside ly reward Mr. Brannum for this piece of every description.
A. H. YANOW
agentB, Roy McDonald, have returned of good riddance. White Oaks Sagle.
209 South Second street, a few doors
to the city from a most successful
north of postoffice.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
trip down In the southern counties of
the territory. The Mutual is a popular
life insurance company, and Mr. Day
Is making It win in New Mexico. He
will return south tonight.
Misses Belle and Mandy Vandemark,
of Lawrencevllle, 111., are the guests of
Mrs. Anna Grey, on Fifth avenue. The
Misses Vandemark paid quite an extensive visit to the city several years ago
and during their stay, won many
friends, who are delighted to have the
ladles with them again. After several
Souvenir Teaspoons, beautiful new die work,
weeks' visit in this city they will leave
from the best photograph of the "Hotel
for a tour through Arizona and CaliAlvarado" ever taken. Gold bowl
fornia, visiting the coast. Their many
friends in this city will try to Induce
ONLY $1.50 EACH.
the ladies to prolong their visit here.
Ir. Samuel S. Partello, representing
high class platform attractions, la In
the city, having arrived from the west
this morning. Dr. Partello will place
two attractions In Albuquerque. "The
Keltic," a band of forty fine musicians, will appear at Colombo ball on
March 28, and "The Orpheus Concert
DIAMOND PALACfc.
Company," a high class musical attrac
tion. The latter attraction Is made up
Railroad Ave
Albuquerque's Leading Jeweler
of three accomplished young ladle- sMisses Marian Eskrldge, Edith Klock

R

J.

POST

& GO.

WHOLESALE
HARDWARE
Nails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
and Bale Ties, Roofing Iron, Bar
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
Steam Fittings, Brass Valves.
iMttfttftKototat the Lowest Prices

Q7. SO

ENGINEERS' and MACHINISTS' SUPPLIES

Southwestern

Simon Stern

TOM..,
Repair House
Work Solicited From Entire Southwest

Increased Facilities More Help

S. VANN & SON

i.

PROPBItrTORB

Near Postoffice

Both 'Phones

A

CLEAN SHAVE

you can always have wben using
one of our fine tempered steel
razors. Our stock of fine cutlery Is all of the best cutting,
quality, whether It be carving
knives, pocket knives, shears,
or scissors.
We keep nothing
but the best quality, and our
prices have been ground down
as sharp as our cutlery.

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

OSTEOPATHY
Is an advancement In the science of
medicine, searching for the cause of
disease and removing obstructions- to
the nerve and blood supply to the
Nothing succeeds
diseased organ.
like success. Yours In the work,
-

C. H. CONNER, M.D., D.O.

MONEYIOLOANl

....

ALVARADO ....

....EVERITT....
Tlib

COLOMBO HALL COLOMBO HALL
Saturday, Jan. 31

The Big

JULES WALTERS'

Famous Comedy Novelty
THE NEW

A

TRACKED"
ELEVENTH YEAR.

Feast

BOYS

IN

MISSOURI"

A Romantic Love Tale.
Also Embodying Sensational Features
and Situations of Intense Interest.

A

New Play

Exploiting the Most Thrilling Happenings Indulged in by These
Famous Brothers.
THC GREAT "BLUaT CUT" TRAIN

SPECIALTIES.

ROBBERY.

As it Actually Occurred on September
7, 1881. The Most Natural Train

SPECIAL SCENERY.

Effect

Prices, 50c. 75c and $1.00
Seats on sals Friday, January 30th

at Matson's.
Let ub figure on your plumbing,
buquerque Hardware company.
The Citizen wants are the

Melo-Dramat- lc

New and Modern Stage Story

"JAMES

66

GREAT

FEB. 4

WEDNDESDAY,

best

Al- -

A

Ever

Produced.'

Marvel In Scenic Splendor and
Massiveness. Every Act Superb-l-y
Mounted. A Cast of Sterling Worth. Pathos and
Comedy Cleverly

Combined.

SEATS ON SALE MONDAY
ING AT MAT80N8.

MORN-

